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The perfect Bicentennial souvenir.
A BIC (bee-eye-cee) Multiple Play Manual Turntable is one of the finest
turntables you can buy at any price.
It also happens to be the only multiple play turntable developed and built
entirely in the USA, and we think it has a lot to say about some particularly American
qualities we're celebrating in this bicentennial year.
It's innovative. When it first appeared it did things no other turntable could
do. Today it's still miles ahead of the competition from abroad.
It's tough and honest. There are no frills for the sake of frills. Just a rugged
instrument that does what it's supposed to do ... superbly.
Technologically it's a masterpiece, a true combination of design sophistication,

production wizardry, and quality control.
And in the best American tradition it's priced so that anyone seriously
interested in good music can afford one.
There are three models: the 940 about $110, the 960 about $160, and the
980 about $200. See them at your audio dealer's. Or write for information to BIC
Turntables, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
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Joseph Giovanelli

Right Channel Lacks
Q. The right channel

In a

class
b
itsè

The Phase Linear 400 Power
Amplifier has only one serious
competitor when it comes to
advanced design, superior performance, made -one -at -a -time
craftsmanship, proven reliability,
elegant appearance
and
incomparable value. And that's
the Phase Linear 700B. Hear
them both at your dealer soon.

...

Bass

of my receiver

does not have enough bass. On any
material, the right channel will reproduce any low bass note correctly but it
just does not give the proper sound
of, say, a bass drum punch. Adjusting
the balance does not help. The bass
will be centered, but the "kick" will
still be in the left side only. Repairmen state that there is nothing that
they can do because the right side reproduces any bass note correctly.
Please advise. -Bob Powers, Brecks-

ville, Ohio
A. It is not unusual to find an apparent lack of bass in one channel of a
music system. Yet, that channel will
measure just as well as the good channel. This apparent lack of bass is usually the result of nothing more than a
room acoustics problem.
To determine whether this is the situation, interchange the speaker leads,
that is to say, the lead connected to
the left speaker should be reconnected to the right channel of the
amplifier and vice versa. Use a monophonic program source and listen to
the sound quality. If the deficiency of
bass now occurs in the left channel,
then you will know for sure that
something is wrong with the amplifier. If, on the other hand, the bass is
still deficient on the right channel,
then the problem will be that of room
acoustics. doubt that loudspeakers
will be the source of the problem, unless the speakers are not a matched
pair.
In the event the amplifier is found
to be lacking in bass on the right
channel, despite the information supplied you by repairmen, obtain a service manual from the manufacturer of
the receiver and make step by step
checks, using the information supplied in that manual. Compare freI
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Lynnwood, Washington 98036
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quency response stage by stage between the left (good) channel and the
right (bad) channel. You will reach a
stage which shows a lack of bass, and,
of course, it is this stage which must
be checked into further to disclose
the exact cause of the low -frequency
loss.

Disc Rumble
Q. I have a problem with intrusive
rumble when I play stereo discs. This
happens during quiet passages when I
listen to stereo. When I switch to
mono, the rumble often goes away. I
have thought the turntable is not at
fault. Can it be a defective cartridge?
Maybe it's my records?-Eugene E.

Kucza, Westchester, III.
A. A turntable can produce rumble
such that, when the system is switched
to mono, it is somewhat lower. This is
because the rumble component in
the machine may be mostly vertical,
and the response of the mono -con-

nected pickup is purely lateral. Therefore, we cannot immediately rule out
the turntable. However, if it happens
only with certain discs, or to a
markedly-differing degree with various records, we know that the discs
are at fault, not the turntable. There is
nothing you can do about faulty discs.
Some rumble can be introduced
during the cutting process. Pressing
problems having to do with the flatness of the bed holding the stampers
in the press can also cause noise. Usually this sound is "roaring" rather than

that of

a

low-pitched "rumble"

though.

you have a problem or question on audio, write
to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North
Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, selfIf

addressed envelope.
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The new Sansui LM

Loudspeakers that

set the AES
Convention
on its ears.

At the Convention of the Audio Engineering Society
Angeles last May, Sansui demonstrated a new
concept in loudspeaker design.
The reception from these experts chief engineers
of radio and TV stations, record producers, recording
engineers and sales executives of audio companies was
even more sensational than we ourselves expected.
And these are the reasons:
Unlike conventional speakers, the LM design incorLM 330
porates a multi -radiational tweeter device. High frequencies
CUT-A -WAY
instead of being lost through encapsulation, are diverted through
three special exponential horns and recovered into sound energy that
adds a breathtaking sense of ambience, and realism. The LM speakers also display
extremely stable and well-defined stereo images. At the same
time, both the transient response and efficiency of the system are
greatly increased. An extra large woofer assembly gives exceptionally
strong bass response ordinarily available only in much larger
and more expensive speakers.
Hear the LM 1l0s at $250.00/pr*, the LM 220s at $340.00/pr*
and the LM 330s at $400.00/pr* at your nearest Sansui
LM 330
franchised dealer. You never heard music so alive before.
in Los

-

-

-

The value shown is for informational purposes only. The actual resale price
will be set by the individual Sansui dealer at his option.
Cabinets finished in simulated walnut grain.

))

LM 220
LM 110

Multi -radiational

tweeter

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, NewYork 11377 Gardena, California 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS

Antwerp, Belgium

SQIl_SlLL

SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A.,

(Canada) Vancouver 9,

Check No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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Herman Burstein

How Often To Clean Heads
Q. I have an Advent cassette

Youdon'tn -- to bea
physicist to appreciate
the difference.
The difference between the amt la bookshelf speaker system and
all the others. Take oft the grille.
You can see the difference. Listen
to it. You can hear the difference.

The difference is the Heil Air -

Motion Transformer.
All the other speakers merely
push the air. The Heil Air -Motion
Transformer actually accelerates
air by squeezing it: effecting the
most efficient transfer of an electrical signal to air motion of any
device known. Result: superior

sound reproduction.
When you look for speakers, trust
your ears as well as your eyes.
Compare our new Heil Air-Motion
Transformer system to any conventional speaker.

Your ears

will

appreciate,,the difference.
Call toll free for the ESS dealer nearest you.

(800) 447-4700
(In Illinois call 800-322-4400)

E. inc. California
Box 26266. Sacramento.
P.O.

95827.

recorder and am wondering and concerned about head wear. Advent's instruction manual tells you to clean the
heads every 10 to 15 hours, whereas
most tape recorders suggest every 50
hours-C. L. Moody, Virgina Beach,
Va.
A. Usually the manufacturer knows
his own machine best, and it is wise to
follow his advice about cleaning and
other maintenance procedures for his

product. From what have seen, most
tape recorder manufacturers recommend cleaning and demagnetizing
the heads after about every 8 hours of
use, i.e. after the equivalent of a normal working day.
I

Tape "Dust Bug"
Q. I am quite happy with my tape
machine except for one problem
which I find frustrating: drop -outs.
believe there is nothing wrong with
the machine, and since only notice
the drop -outs because of a combination of factors, this makes the
fault more obvious. Maybe I am just
very fussy! I record mostly steady,
pure tones (solo flute) on which any
defect is bound to be more noticeable. I use earphones, so that room
reverb does not mask the drop out.
My machine is quarter-track and uses
no pressure pads. I am young and my
hearing extends beyond 17 kHz; the
problem is most obvious at higher fre1

1

quencies.
Head cleaning was not enough, so I
tried putting a piece of cloth in the
tape path to wipe the surface of the
tape, attaching it to the tape tension
arm. This has essentially licked the
problem. However, can this "dust
bug" damage the tape?-Pierre Lewis,
Edmonton, Alberta.
A. Tape imperfections-in the tape
or on it in the form of dust, dirt,
etc.-cause drop -outs. The wider the
track, the more chance these im -

perfections have to average out; that
is, drop -outs are less likely to be noticeable. Some tapes are better than
others with respect to this problem;
they have fewer irregularities in the
oxide. Your solution, provided it does
not noticeably increase wow and flutter, sounds like a suitable one. It
doesn't seem that your "dust bug"
would have any more effect on tape
wear than does a tape head and perhaps less. It also may be that tape tension has increased as the result of your
attaching a cloth to the tension arm,
and this may be helping to reduce
drop out.

S/N vs. Response
Q. I have a TEAC tape deck and am
interested in having it rebiased for
low -noise tape. I recently had it tested
at a local place, but they said frequency response would probably suffer although S/N would improve. Another
dealer said this is untrue. I am interested in improving the S/N ratio, but
not at the cost of reduced frequency
response. Can you give me an objective opinion?-Shelby Remington,
New Haven, Conn.
A. Without going into the matter of
who said what, and how correctly, it
should be possible, through an appropriate increase in bias, to adjust your
tape deck so that when using low
noise tape you will get an improvement in S/N along with treble response at least as good as and perhaps
better than before. When having your
machine rebiased by a competent
technician, bring along a reel of the
tape you plan to use. If the technician
is conscientious as well as competent,
the results should be satisfactory.

you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 401
North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
If

AUDIO
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hard when
ou rerecording. It
akes time and con,centration. And a tape
about to run out usually means stopping to
interchange reels, rethread, and
generally get the feeling that ou re
starting all over a ain. The 70G ets
you keep on recording because it records
plays in both
and
4070G
TEAC
You work

directions. With
ea full monitoring
capabilities. And
for the
times when
music makes
the mood, the
automatic repeat function lets
you enjoy a favorite tape for as long as
Kou like. The 4070G.
You won't have to worry
about running out of tape
right in the middle.
Just press the button and
keep on recording.
HIGH DENSITY FERRITE HEAD
11 NO UP 11
mol 91 -DIRECTIONAL RECORDING

reverse the machine, not the tape.
11121

TEAC®

4070E

The leader. Always has been.

TEAC Corporation of America 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, Ca. 9064() ©TEAC 1976

Just call (800) 447-4700 or (800) 322-4400 in Illinois, toll free, for the name of your nearest TEAC retailer.
He'll be happy to show you the 4070G in action.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

What's New in Audio
Epicure Loudspeaker

Graphic Equalizer

31.2

Good time capful.
Saving fleeting moments requires a quality
tape recorder. But, just as a camera can
be no better than its lens, tapes can be no
better than the microphone. Whether it
costs $200, $500-even $1,000-a tape
recorder can be significantly improved by
the addition of a Shure unidirectional microphone --a mike that can be 'aimed' so
that only the target sounds will be recorded. Microphone misers who ignore this
will never hear the true sound of recorded
music lessons, parties, classes, speech
therapy, sound movies and rehearsals. With
Shure microphones, creating tomorrow's
treasures is today's pleasure.

Epicure Five is a two-way air-suspension system, using a 6 -in. low-mass
woofer and a 1 -in. air -spring tweeter
with a balanced low -mass voice coil
assembly. Each system has a tweeter
level control for balancing the system.
The 11 in. H. x 15 in. W. x 77/e in. D.

speaker has a dispersion of 180 degrees. Frequency response is 50 to
20,000 Hz. ±3 dB. Weight is 36 lbs.,
and the system has a 10 -year warranty.
Price, $70.00.
Check No. 82 on Reader Service Card

Noise Suppressor

500

1K

2K

4K

8K

16K

The MXR Ten -Band Graphic Equalizer is a portable tone -control unit
which divides the frequency spectrum
into ten one -octave bands. Inputs are
through 1/4-inch phone jacks, and
the unit's slide controls permit modifying the instrument frequency to
create a desired sound or the control
feedback in PA systems. The dynamic
range is 30 Hz -20 kHz ±1 dBm. The
is

ruggedly and compactly

housed for traveling and a.c. powered
for permanent installation. Price:
$139.95.
Check No. 84 on Reader Service Card
E

-V Wheel & Belt Finder
0= I
EVGAME Inc.

e
The Source Engineering Model
DBM noise suppressor is an open-end
design compatible with any audio
source, with a specified 14-to -20 dB
improvement in apparent S/N ratio
and a -60 to -20 dB independently adjustable suppression range for each
channel. The suppressor has a stated
reference level of 0.775 V rms (0 dBm
from a 600 -ohm line) suitable for professional systems and with an overload factor of 16 dB. Price: $250.00.
Check No. 83 on Reader Service Card

Manufact
of high fidelity components,
microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

Check No. 32 on Reader Service Card

250

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

unit

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

HUR

62.5 125

p

SBW-1 wheel and belt finder is a plastic -coated slide -rule caliper -type device that enables the user to measure
any dimension of a phonograph or
tape wheel or belt including inside
and outside circumferences, widths,
thicknesses, diameters and cut
lengths. Either the decimal or metric
system may be used for measurement.
Check No. 85 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO
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Reintroducing A World Standard...
CBS Laboratories' STR Professional Test Records
technical

For over ten years, the original series of these high -precision test records
set a standard for the audio industry. Now the new series sets an even
higher standard. It's been revised, recut and expanded.

ESeries \

The new series consists of eight records for professionals and one for

non-professional audiophiles.
Each record contains a complete series of easy -to -use tests to help you
rapidly and accurately evaluate components and systems. Even one of
these records can eliminate the need for costly, additional equipment.
Each will find productive use and save you hours in the laboratory, on the
production line and in field testing.
Take a look at what this essential testing series contains:

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING -For only $6.98, you can improve your system with CBS Laboratories' "Seven Steps to Better
Listening." This high -precision test record enables you to make sure that your equipment functions properly
to tune your system to
your ears and your room acoustics. Included is a detailed 16 -page booklet by Audio's Edward Tatnall Canby explaining how to use the
record to improve the performance of your system. With the record you can perform the following "ears alone" tests: left -right
identification, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control setting, alternate phasing, buzz and rattle elimination, lateral tracking, and

...

vertical tracking.

*STEREOPHONIC FREQUENCY TEST RECORD STR 100 Designed for the
evaluation of pickups and systems. Provides a constant amplitude
characteristic below 500 Hz and a constant velocity characteristic above
500 Hz. Tests include: Sweep Frequency-with the sweep rate
synchronized for use with a graphic level recorder; Spot Frequency-with
voice announcements; Channel Separation; Wavelength Loss and Stylus
Wear-to pinpoint oversize or worn-out styli, and excessive pickup
tracking force; Compliance; Phasing; Vertical and Lateral Tracking: Tone
Arm Resonance-to check system performance at low and subaudible
frequencies and thus reveal undamped resonance which may cause
equipment overloading.

*318

*SQUARE WAVE, TRACKING AND INTERMODULATION TEST RECORD

*WIDE

STR 112 Enables detailed study of tracking capabilities of stereophonic

phonograph pickups. The square wave modulation allows a rapid appraisal
of stylus -tip mass, damping, and tracking. Low frequency compliance and
tracking are determined by means of 300-Hz bands of progressively
in^.reasmgg amplitude. Intermodulation distortion measurements are made
possible by graduated 200 -Hz intermodulation test bands. The Str 112 has
been cut with vertical angle approximating 15°, which is representative of
current recording practice.

* BROADCAST
TEST RECORD
needs of broadcast engineers,

STR 151 Developed especially to meet the

audiophiles, and other professionals

seeking a convenient signal source for the testing and adjustment of all
audio equipment. Tests include: phonograph pickup response and
separation, speed accuracy at 33 1/3 and 45 rpm, wow and flutter, rumble
and hum detection, ballistic test of V.U. meters and many others."

* frequency characteristics

RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 130 Provides RIAA
for the calibration of professional recording
equipment and for testing the response of professional and consumer
record reproduction equipment. This record is suitable for use with a
graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation. Spot frequency bands for use without automatic equipment are
included.

MICROSECOND FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 170
Provides pickup designers and recording studios with a high-level,
easily -equalized signal for frequency response and channel separation
measurements. The STR 170 employs a 318 microsecond characteristic
corresponding to the "test" or "flat" mode common to most disc recording
equipment. Constant amplitude recording is employed in the region below
500 Hz with constant velocity recording in the region above. The transition
is smooth, in contrast with the STR 100 which employs a sharp breakpoint
at 500 Hz. The record is suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to
provide permanent, visible records for precise evaluation.
RANGE

PICKUP RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR

120 Makes

possible the measurement of pickup response at frequencies far beyond
the audible range, where elusive distortion elements can cause audible
distortion. The low -frequency range includes glide -tones at twice normal
level for the detection and elimination of arm resonance, loudspeaker cone
and cabinet rattles. Other tests include: silent grooves for measuring
rumble and surface noise characteristics; and standard level bands at 0 dB
for overall system S/N measurements. This record is suitable for use with
a graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation.

* QUADRAPHONIC
verification,
adjustment

TEST RECORD SOT 1100 Designed for calibration,
and
of SQ'" decoding equipment. The record
provides test bands for pickup measurements, for adjustment of decoder
electronics and for channel identification and balance. Each band is
described in terms of recorded characteristics and its intended use.

*RIAA

PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD STR 140 Designed for
acoustical testing of systems and loudspeakers and for psychoacoustic
tests on reproduction equipment. With the STR 140 it becomes possible to
test loudspeakers in the room in which they will be used. Spot frequency
tones with voice announcements facilitate the testing procedure.
Continuous glide -tones in 1/3 -octave bands cover the frequency range
from 30 to 15,000 Hz and are synchronized with a graphic level recorder.

The original series has been unavailable for many years. Quantities of the
new and improved series are also limited. So make sure you have perfect
copies on hand for years to come by ordering duplicates. Fill out and mail
the coupon now for immediate action.
r '
SO is a Trademark ofCBSlnc.
Only a limited quantity are available. Be sure to order enough
for many years of use.

SEND TO:
AUDIO -TEST RECORDS
401 N. Broad Street

Send me the following test records:

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

I

i

Seven Steps to Better Listening (STR 101) $6.98 each. Quantity
Stereophonic Frequency (STR 100) $10.00 each. Quantity
Square Wave, Tracking and Intermodulation (STR 112) $15.00 each.

Quantity
Wide Range Pickup Response (STR 120) $15.00 each. Quantity
RIAA Frequency Response (STR 130) $15.00 each. Quantity
RIAA Pink Noise Acoustical (STR 140) $15.00 each. Quantity
Broadcast test (STR 151) $15.00 each. Quantity
318 Microsecond Frequency Response (STR 170) $15.00 each.
Quantity
Quadraphonic Test (SOT 1100) $15.00 each. Quantity

Amount Enclosed

$

(Payment must accompany order)

Name

Address
City
State

lip
All
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means good sound Read
.

Then visit
Designing loudspeakers has been held to be
something quite mystical, based more on
belief than knowledge. Few people in
America realize that nearly 25 years ago, a
Swedish acoustical designer, Stig Carlsson,
came to grips with the problem of
reproducing good sound and conducted
literally hundreds of studies, laboratory
measurements and functional tests.
Carlsson's work resulted in new
loudspeaker designs. Until this time,
loudspeakers had been the weakest link in
the chain of sound reproduction. But Sonab's
multi -directional (patented Ortho-acoustical)
loudspeakers changed that.
With the birth of Sonab, a Swedish owned
company, people in Europe became
acquainted with Carlsson's concept of
designing stereo speakers with multidirectional sound distribution that utilizes
the listening room to help communicate the
music.

Stig Carlsson developed speakers

without speaker sounds.
Stig Carlsson's contributions to sound can
not be over-emphasized. An unusual man,
many who know him consider him to be a
genius. He began his work during the early fifties in his own acoustical laboratory at the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm,
studying the properties of sound in close
detail as well as how sounds are perceived by
the human ear. From the sum of all his
measurements and tests, he came to the
conclusion that it was possible to make
speakers without speaker sounds.
"The shortcomings in the reproduction of
sound that are usually called speaker sounds
are really rather obvious consequences of the
way speakers have been designed in the
past," Carlsson said.
Conventional speakers suffer from a basic
fault: they radiate the sound of a violin, for
instance, with the directional properties of a
trumpet. Carlsson feels it is important to
have a speaker that radiates the entire audio
spectrum more or less equally in all
directions. This has a double advantage: the
reproduction sounds the same in all parts of
the room, and violins and other instruments
with high overtones sound "right." This is
successfully achieved with Sonab speakers
by using several treble speaker elements
mounted to face in completely different
directions. Carlsson's speakers differ from
other designs in the positioning of the
speaker elements in the cabinet. And the
resulting reproduction reflects flat frequency
response, full, clean supple living sound that
resembles the original performance.

The benefits of multi -directional
sound. Stand anywhere and listen.
Carlsson found that the position of the
speaker elements in relation to the wall
behind them is of considerable importance
for the finer shades of reproduction quality.
If the treble elements are situated 16 -inches
or more from the wall, reproduction of the
high frequencies takes on an ethereal quality
and these sounds become disassociated from
the speaker enclosure.
Carlsson's studies in the way the low and
middle register sounds reach the ear showed
the clearest reproduction is obtained when
the speaker element for this part of the audio
spectrum is situated nearest to the wall.
Carlsson measures the whole flood of sound,
both direct sound and reflected. Only then
can one know anything important about the
loudspeaker's function. This is the essence of
Carlsson's principle.

consternation, you sometimes hear stereo
and sometimes not.
Sonab speakers work in a different way.
By using both direct and reflected sound
(multi -directional sound), the sound from
them fills the entire room. Sten Broman, a
leading Swedish composer, says about Sonab
speakers: "They are designed in such a
sophisticated way that they spread the sound
in the room-regardless of its size and
acoustic properties-with unusual
uniformity."
There is another important difference to
Sonab speakers: Take a look at the two
compact OA -14 speakers shown below. For
the sake of stereo effect, the bass and mid register element and a couple of treble
elements have been directed in the left-hand
speaker to the right and in the right-hand
speaker to the left. You can see this when
you remove the top grilles (as shown in the
cutaway photograph above). The left-hand
speaker is a mirror image of the right-hand
one. They are not mono speakers. They are a
matched stereo pair. Built in pairs. Tested
in pairs. Sold in pairs. Only in this way can
Sonab speakers be a reflection of good sound.
The enclosures themselves are constructed
in a technically interesting manner, solidly
braced to remove any semblance of
unwanted reverberation. That's what's
inside. Visually pleasing, Sonab speakers are
available in various speaker configurations
incorporating the Stig Carlsson Orthoacoustical principle and in a choice of
walnut, rosewood or black lacquer finishes.

Good sound fills the entire room.
There is a technique you can use to
compare Sonab speakers with ordinary
speakers: The simplest way to obtain the
stereo effect is to use ordinary speakers
which direct their sound in a narrow beam,
like the spotlight of a flashlight.
If you have two speakers of this
type, set them up so that the beams
cross each other. If you sit where
the beams cross you hear stereo
music. But if you do not sit exactly
where the beams cross, the stereo
effect is out of balance. If you
move about the room, to your

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Sonati doesn't feel your

how we accomplish it in Sweden.
a Sonab dealer to listen.
Sonab doesn't stop at speakers.
All electronics at Sonab, for example, are
built in the finest tradition of Swedish

craftsmanship, including the professional
communications equipment which we build
in our modern factory in Lovanger village in
Northern Sweden. As everyone knows, in
Sweden we are very meticulous about the
way we do things and every loudspeaker
must pass through five quality control
stations before it is shipped to this country.
Stig Carlsson's presence at Sonab is as
integral to the success of our company as
were his earlier investigations of loudspeaker
design. With Carlsson striving for sensible
measuring methods, the prime task at Sonab
is to make equipment which sounds good.
Not which just gives accurate measurement
results. The methods of measuring at Sonab
do have a decisive significance for sound.
You can compare it, for example, with what
happened to Swedish tennis star Bjorn Borg
in one of the matches at Wimbledon. There
sat the judges with their light meters which
said that the light was sufficient to continue
the match. But none of the players could see
the ball. They wanted to stop playing and
were criticized for demonstrating against the

judges.
Sound must be measured in such a way
that you can enjoy the result of the
measurements when you are listening at
home. Stig Carlsson has recognized this and
all tests are conducted recognizing this
principle. Sonab loudspeakers and
electronics are not tested in some echo -free

anechoic chamber which does not in any way
resemble reality, but each is measured in
typical rooms very similar to yours.

Our Swedish receiver tunes in
American stations.

With the suspension in the 675, the
chassis moves, but the platter and tone arm
do not. In this way we also eliminate another
difficult problem: acoustical feedback. Its
balanced tone arm is supplied with a
precision, adjustable antiskating device.
The belt -driven, two -speed turntable
produces low wow and flutter through the
use of a 24 -pole synchronous motor with a
constant speed, low rumble factor. It has a
built-in spirit level and is supplied with a
cover.

At Sonab, we consider the audio industry
to be on the wrong road when they supply
electronics which have 20 to 30 control

knobs and buttons. Pleasant toys for the
technically interested, and maybe necessary
in some professional circles. But for in-home
use, you should get pleasure out of the stereo
equipment which has taken such a large part
of your budget. The more thought out the
design, the fewer controls the design
demands for its own sake.
Sonab's R4000-3 is an FM stereo receiver
which boasts convincing simplicity both of
function and design. It has a minimum
number of knobs and an easy -to -work
combination of push and turn controls. The
listener can rapidly select four FM stations
with pushbuttons, and with a convenience
output socket connect a turntable or a tape
recorder or even a lamp to read by. Another
unusual feature of this receiver is an active
volume control which provides perfect
sound over the entire register, even when
volume is reduced. Instead of merely
reducing the signal which is fed to the
amplifier, inherent noise is also reduced.
With ordinary receivers, music can easily be
drowned in amplifier hiss when the volume
is lowered. But not with Sonab's 84000-3.
Another example of Sonab workmanship is
reflected in the R3000, an FM stereo receiver
shown in the group product photo.

A cassette deck that sets Sonab

apart fron the rest.
The Sonab C-500 is constructed in such a
way that makes it simple to handle, to play
and above all, to record. To help the listener
and recordist, Sonab equipped this stereo
cassette deck with Dolby* noise reduction
system, tape selector for standard and
chrome tapes (which changes both bias and
equalization), quasi -peak value recording
level meters, mixing facilities between left
and right channels plus a center microphone,
memory rewind and built-in amplifier for
headphones which enables record
monitoring at an acceptable level to the user.
Frequency response of the C-500 is 30 to
16,000 Hz with chrome tape and all other
specifications are in keeping with the Sonab
reputation for excellence.

The warranty is transferable.
Since Sonab takes pride in building
speakers and electronics, it warrants the
product-not the purchaser.
Ingmar Bergman once said that every person
has a saboteur inside. We think that every
audio listener hears the same voice from
inside that tells us to shrug off
preconceptions about sound and styling. To
be different, to strive for perfection and good
sound.

Our turntable
furniture.

is

not

a

piece of

Technique must not
be camouflaged. A turntable is
not a piece of furniture. Why try
to make it look like one, then?
The Sonab 67S turntable
has all the necessary technical
features as well as highly distinctive
styling. It is easy to work with only
two controls and is effectively
isolated from jolts and vibrations.
speakers should be lonely.

'

a

registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Check No. 34 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

For the name of the Sonab dealer near you,
write to us. Sonab Electronics Corp.,
1185 Chess Drive, Foster City, Calif. 94404.
(415) 574-2591.

sound
from Sweden.

A reflection of good

ona

Audio ETC
Edward Tatnall Canby
FOR SOME TIME now I have
been trying to put down in
words, so far unpublished, my
own personal evaluation of the musical values to be derived from our current quadraphonic systems, each of
them, so to speak, lined up in my living room (and yours), each pitted
against the others, AB, ABC, maybe even ABCD. By this late date, you
can be sure, I am clear in my own

mind as to those values. I know pretty
well what each system is likely to do
or has done for me. By inferenceam a writer-I am clear in
since
general as to what each can do for
you, whose musical tastes are unlike
mine. All this, of course, via first hand
experience, with the sound itself and
with people who have made that
sound.
But the writing of one's thoughts in
this situation isn't easy. We are dealing with a lot more than mere money,
power, vested interests, corporate
forces in opposition, though these
things are intimidating enough-who
wants to get caught between those
grinding millstones, RCA and Columbia? Not to mention Sansui with QS
and Duane Cooper's UD -4 system.
What counts,
feel, is more honorable and more genuine than all the
corporate pushing around. It is
people. Creative people, leaders in
audio engineering, who have been
heavily, even passionately, involved in
the development of these rival approaches to what seems outwardly, at
least, to be one technical problem-a
disc record which can produce four
different signals out of a single groove
and via a single stylus, which will produce stereo sound compatibly and,
when and if necessary, also produce
an acceptable mono.
Some of the very best minds in audio have worked their hardest towards this end, and these best minds
are by no means all in one camp. We
have lots of camps.
Now stop a minute. First, I am not
speaking here of the thousands of
worthy souls who direct the publicity
and the advertising which we mainly
see and hear, concerning each of the
I

I

quadraphonic systems. Useful as it
may be for sales, vast as is its aggregate
size and heft, this is no more than the
trickling -down from the top, third
hand, tenth hand, the end product of
endless passings -along. Remember
Harry Truman's buck? Advertising and
sales pass the buck straight along, because that's what they are supposed to
do. But the buck starts with the real
people, the ones who do the thinking
and the creating. Such a person, at the
engineering top, has a lot more at
stake than simple promotion of a
product. He believes. This thing is his
spiritual child, his audio offspring! He
is deeply persuaded-and often it is
himself that he has persuaded. How
different, this, from an assigned job of
straight publicity.
Audio Bias
Next. Can we expect such people,
the originators, the prime movers, to
be other than, shall I say, biased, in favor of their own particular system?
("Biased" means, literally, "leaning.")
Of course not. If it is a bias, then it is
an admirably honest one, if you ask
me, and quite inevitable. This is the
sort of bias that keeps the world going
'round, if with a few creaks and
groans, science not quite having
achieved perfection yet, not even in
audio engineering.
Far too much of our energy, it
seems to me, goes towards accusing
this and that quadraphonic promoter
of being less than impartial. Crazy!
How do you expect the creative mind
to get its work done if it is wholly objective? Nobody works that way, and
least of all a top leader. Our first job in
evaluating any new system, quadraphonic or what have you, is to assume that the people behind it are
partial to their own work, enthusiastic
about it, indeed; and that they will be
literate and persuasive when it comes
to explaining it. Every professional
writer knows this from personal experience. How could it be otherwise?
But pure objectivity-that we do not
expect, nor should we.
(Hey, am I going to evaluate each of
the quadraphonic systems? Later. am
going to move slowly in this disI

cussion. I want to say what I really believe, and wish to do so constructively
and helpfully if it is within my power.
So bear with me a bit further.)
To continue, about those real
people, our top engineering designers. prize every moment of my
occasional contacts with them. As a
writer, I know that what they have to
say is possibly the second most important input have on hand. The first, of
course, is the music itself, speaking its
own language of persuasion directly
to my ears in the neutrality of my own
listening space.
One goes out and listens to the real
people enthuse about their very real
products. One hears their demonstrations, their presentation of music, to
their best choice, in their style. One
immerses one's self, so to speak, in
I

I

their argument (knowing that it is
biased! and admiring that bias). And
because I respect these people and
thus respect, too, what they have to
show me and tell me, I find myself really trying to be persuaded, to go
along honestly and freely just as far as
I can. It's worth the effort. One learns
new things. The real people are generally good. At the drop of a hat
they'll spiel at you with all sorts of
technical background material (some
of which is hopelessly beyond me);
but they are also extremely good at
simplification. By this I mean, putting
technical matters into terms understandable by the intelligent layman.
(After all, who in the end is the judge

of their products, whether professional writer or hi-fi hobbyist?) Indeed, their respect for the intelligent
person who may not know the algebra but catches onto the fundamentals matches my own respect for
them as professional creators. A happy combination and over the years
have learned most of what
know
from such pleasant first-hand encounters. Quadraphonics is decidedly
no exception.
One must experience what it is like
to be, say, a top CD -4 leader, right at
the creative source, before one can
write informatively on that system.
The same goes for a whole working
I
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Disco use challenges a cartridge...
that's why Stanton is the first choice of

disco pros, as it is of broadcast pros

'Bobby

Discotheques represent one of the most grueling
professional situations for a pickup that can be
imagined. Not only must the cartridge achieve a particular high leveV of sound excellence, it must do so
in the "live- environment of back cueing, slip cueing,
heavy tracking forces, vibration and potential mishandling ... where a damaged stylus means much
more than lost music; it means lost business.
For such situations Stanton designed and engineered a new cartridge...the 680EL. Its optimum
balance of vertical stylus force, compliance and
stylus shank strength makes it a star performer for

"Larry Levan spinning at

Check No.

41 on

warming up at Infinity disco, New York City"

any physically demanding situation, whether it be
disco or radio broadcast. However, if modesty of
investment is critical, then choose the 500AL, a beautiful but tough performer that has become deseredfy
known as the "workhorse" of the broadcast industry.
If your need is for disc -to-tape transfer where the
absolute in sound excellence must be achieved, the
Stanton 681 Triple -E has to be the only choice. In fact,
whatever the need ... recording, broadcast, disco, or
home entertainment ...your choice should be the
choice of the Professionals ... STANTON.

"Dancing at Infinity"

SoHo Place, award winning disco, N.Y.C."

DJ

Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

For further information
write to:
Stanton Magnetics Inc.
Terminal Drive
Plainview, N. Y. 71803

as well, since a great deal of our
engineering, as in other areas, is done
in team fashion. There is in that case a
sort of average point of view, a collective enthusiasm, which is not really
different from that of the individual
creator.

team

BOI4U&
HIGH DEFINITION PHONO CARTRIDGES

FOR THOSE
DEDICATED TO

ACHIEVI\G
MOST ACC
SOU\D
REPRODUCT

THE

--ATE

O\

POSSI3LE

Leading the Fray
Thus, on the one hand I throw myself into the spirit of one of those vast
CD -4 press parties, with all the top
people on hand to explain things,
which )VC, RCA and Associates sometimes put on for our benefit. Yes, Publicity is there in force. One must dis-

count

a

lot of hoopla from that

source! But the real people are there,
too, and never forget it. It is those
people that one gets off into a corner,
for the genuine poop straight from
the original horse's mouth. Some
horses! It is CD -4 all the way and every one of us in the "audience" just
loves it. Why not? But the underlying
intent is very serious, on both sides,
and we all know it. There is always
something to be learned, new facets,
a new light on the new sounds. So
much, too, can be read between the
lines, if you keep your eyes peeled
and your ears tuned.
Also, must admit, there is no better place to find the weak points of
any system than at a session with the
opposition! A part of the understandable bias, of course, you might
say the negatively positive side. The
weaknesses of the local system, naturally, are not going to be very evident.
That's the positively negative. Again,
why expect anything else? People act
like people, especially the brilliant
ones, those who are dedicated. And
are the rough spots in the opposition
system made clear! They never had it
so bad. But this is good, because there
is usually a solid kernel of truth to be
derived, somewhere down there. And
the same, the other way around,
when you visit the other camps.
Between them all, if you give yourself wholly on each occasion but, inside, keep fingers crossed (if you see
what
mean, anatomically), your
mind in balance, you will have accumulated some valuable material.
Then, perhaps, off we go to visit
Stamford and Ben Bauer, the prime
mover for SQ. The SQ people don't
generally go for big press demos; they
seem to prefer smaller, more casual
set-ups and Bauer himself tends to invite a half dozen or so writers, no
more, for a wholly informal session of
give and take. His style. Or even a
one-to-one. I have thus often found
myself at the very center of the SQ
I

THE NEW SONUS

SILVER LABEL cartridges
were designed for the audiophile who,
while demanding an extremely high
standard of sound reproduction, is not
prepared to sacrifice the convenience of
his automatic turntable, or who finds it
impracticable to invest the time and
money in associated equipment which
may be necessary to achieve the
maximum benefits from the SONUS
Blue, Red or Green Label cartridges.
We believe these latter units have set a
new standard of sonic definition and accuracy. They are highly compliant,
lightly damped devices that take a great
deal of time and enormous care to build;
consequently, they are expensive.
We think the Silver Label cartridges
are a very attractive compromise. While
retaining nearly all of the sonic qualities
of our other cartridges, they offer a much
greater degree of compatibility with
other components and at a considerable
reduction in cost to boot. Indeed, at
$70.00 for the Silver Label "P" model
with a Pathemax stylus for both stereo
and CD -4 recordings and at $60.00 for
the Silver Label "E model with a conventional elliptical stylus, we think
they're quite a bargain!
Blur Label
Red Label

-$104

- $125
Green Label

-$88

Write for further information

SONIC RESEARCH INC.
27 Sugar Hollow Rd., Danbury. Ct. 06810

I

operation, which is unofficially located in the Bauer living room, for
hours of record playing and discussion on into the wee hours; but
am by no means the only journalist to
enjoy this challenging, if exhausting,
experience. It is simply one alternative means by which these real
people make contact with those who
must understand their work in direct
I

terms.
Believe me, for some remarkable
reason, the SQ system has never
sounded so astonishingly good as it
does there in the Bauer living room.

(Official SQ development headquarters, down at the CBS Technology
Center, doesn't do quite as well.
Those simulated living rooms they set
up in office spaces just don't quite
convince.) And believe you me, too,
have heard chillingly convincing
faults in the other systems chez Bauer,
enough to make their people squirm.
Whoa-don't take my argument
wrongly. This is exactly what am talking about. Strange, too, that at those
CD -4 demo parties the "discrete"
sound also is most convincing, and if
by any chance another system is AB'd,
you know exactly how it will sound.
am not being cynical. At some lower
press level, down in public relations,
that sort of thing doesn't go over. But
at the top, it must be respected, and
one only wonders how they do it so
well. Not by trickery! Merely by firsthand enthusiasm for the home product, an informed and skilled enthusiI

I

I

asm.

Ah, yes, systems C and D. No ques-

tion, they too can sound terrific under, shall I say, optimum conditions.
Both have much to offer. As for D,
however, it isn't truly in the running
for lack of commercial hardware and
software, though this UD -4 idea
seems excellent, combining as it does
some of the elements of both matrix
and discrete approaches. QS, whose
time has come in truth, as there is
both hardware and software, has been

emphasizing broadcast quadraphonics via FM, with QS decoding
in the home receiver. I have a good,
little pile of QS classical discs on hand
from VOX; already they sound remarkable fine via a QS decoder minus

the logic-assist function (Variomatrix),
which gives a fair comparison to SQ
advanced -logic decoding. am sending distress signals to QS headquarters-Pliz, help me catch up!-and
hope to attend at least one optimum
QS demo to make up for the one I
missed a while back (it had closed).
Given a good show, ought to be persuaded to the hilt. Rightly so!
I

I
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It all started in 1883 in St. Croix, Switzerland where
Herman Thorens began production of what was to become
the world's renowned Thorens Music Boxes.

For almost a century Thorens has pioneered in many
phases of sound reproauction. Thorens introduced a number of industry firsts, a direct drive turntable in 1929, and
turntable standards, such as the famed Thorens TD -124.
Oves-

its long history Thorers has learned that an excep-

tioinal turntable requires a blend of precision, relined
strength, and sensitivity Such qualities are abundantly
present in al' five Thorens Transcription Turntables. Speaking of quality, with Thorens it's the last thing you have to
think about. At Thorers it's a'ways been their first consideration. So if owning the ultimate in a manual turntable is
importart to you, then owning aThorens, is inevitable.
ELPA MARKETING INIDtJS-RIES, INC. EAST: New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040
WEST: 7301 E Evans Pd., Scottsdale, Arizona 05260
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Sensible

alternative.
The Uher CG 320 is unlike any

other stereo cassette machine,
even a Uher.
We built the CG 320 to be an
exceptionally reliable two-motor
machine with the performance and
features to match the world's
finest.
Electronic tape flow indicator.
Clutchless tape drive system.
Self-contained stereo power stage.
Internal loudspeakers-or use it as a
deck.
On -off automatic level control.
Dynamic Noise Limiter (DNL).

Automatic

Plus
switching for chrome

EQ

tape.
counter with memory
circuitry.
End of tape switch off.
Optional power cable for 12 -volt
power supply.
Easy -to -read level meter with
gauged dB scale.
3 -digit

Two separate sliders for
independent record level control of
the two channels, two sliders for
independent replay level control of
each channel and a slider tone
level control to assure optimum
operating conditions. Low
distortion and top specifications
are the hallmark of this quality
product.
The Uher CG 320 offers the high
technical quality, versatility and
design to suit truly demanding
tastes.

OK, be cynical if you must. I've shot
my bolt and made my argument. Let's
go one step further. As I say, we will
not understand the present quadraphonic rivalry if we look for engineering faults, even though they certainly exist, those questionable aspects, at least on a purely technical
basis. I think that every real engineer
concerned with these various systems
knows exactly where these problems
are, and every one of them has done
his best to ameliorate, to improve his

own, without compromising other
elements that seem to him essential.
Ah, there's the point. Priorities again.
It is the ordering of the priorities that
counts. And here I make my one further point.
The entire audio world now goes
around arguing technical parameters
as between the rival quadraphonic
systems, including the real people, the
prime movers up at the top. Nobody
seems willing to understand that the
first priorities, before any of the technical decisions, are always musical. It
is music, in every case, which stimulates the thinking that sets up the engineering parameters.

Musical Basis
The laws of physics are indeed unchanging. But the values in music reproduction are something else again.
Every engineer who promotes his own
(or his team's) solution for the quadraphonic disc is necessarily a music listener. His work in engineering actually must thus represent a musical point
of view. Music is where it all begins.
Music is the basic source for every
quadraphonic parameter. The audio
physics of the system, in all their detail, are the consequences, not the
source.
And yet-how much do we hear
about this musical genesis? All too
little. Indeed, you'd think it wasn't
there. All the talk is of the physical,
the audio engineering aspects of each
system. think that this, too, is easily
understandable. You would do the
same and probably with conviction;
being an audio man, you will assume
that significant differences between
two audio systems are technical. They
are. But not in the primary sense.
Look elsewhere, if you want to know
why. Look to music.
In the same way, very few of our audio prime movers are practicing musicians, though in our field they have
dedicated much of their lives to that
art. Like any good pro, they speak
their own audio language by preference. They are reticent when it comes
to music, even in their own minds.
I

UHER

of America Inc.

621 5. Hindry Avenue

Inglewood, Calif. 90301
Please send me complete details on the
CG 320, the sensible alternative to
cassette tape recording and listening.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE---ZIG-----I

Check No. 38 on Reader Service Card

(They discount the vast quantities of

listening that they inevitably do,
which is a musical education, after
all.) Very few will admit to knowing
much about the music profession, or
its history and literature. A modest
bunch! suspect that as a group they
hide even from themselves how very
thoroughly they are in fact influenced
by their own concepts of music and
music listening. They take all this for
granted and act as though their music,
miniscule as it is, really isn't much different from the man's next door. How
wrong.
A few weeks ago, I heard a healthy
violin sound, live, coming out of the
Bauer living room. Guess who was
playing to my astonishment? Do you
think that sound has nothing to do
with the thinking of the man who developed the SQ matrix concept? And
suppose somebody over at QS just
happens to be a rock/pop fan or
maybe loves that discreet (!) background mood music he hears all day
out of the fancy home system he
keeps on all the time, turned down to
a polite murmur. Lots of people live
that way. No influence on an engineering mind? Don't be silly. An
enormous influence.
Now my own special interest is classical music in its broadest array but I
can see beyond the end of my nose. I
am not implying here any right or
wrong, good or bad, high or low; for
I

by music

I

mean any and all music

subject to home reproduction (or
auto or what have you). It is some sort
of music, always, that lurks in the
background of every development of
quadraphonic technique. But which
music? Since there are so many kinds,
and so many different habits of listening and choosing and using, there are
just bound to be quite widely differing viewpoints from which our modest engineer-musicians-often without really realizing it-take off into
their audio. Surely they overlap by a
lot. No exclusive 100 per cent differences of viewpoint, or rarely. We live
in the same over-all culture. But within that culture, differences in musical
lifestyle are unerringly reflected in
purely engineering parameters. And
so we have differing systems. That's
the message.
No, can't read minds. But I am going to try an evaluation of the major
quadraphonic systems with all this in
mind. Easy enough, after so long-if I
can just find the right words. In public
print this is a bit like going for a casual
stroll inside a volcano in your stocking
feet. If I'm not around next month
you'll know I fell in.
I
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In the pursuit of good sound, a new ahternative has arrived -the
SAE 2200. Our design goal; to offer the sound quality and reliability of our 2500 iì a more modest power and price package.
The -ealization of this goal is an amplifier whose specifications
become the standard by which others are ,udged:

-100

Watts RMS/Channel (both channels driven)
from 20Hz to 20kHz into 8 Ohms.
-0.05% Total Harmonic Distortion from 250mW
to rated power, from 20Hz to 20kHz.
IM Diistortion at 8 Ohms
.0.05% Max.
.1.5 Volts, RMS
Input: Sensitivity
+0.25d3, 20Hz to 204<Hz
Frequency Response at rated power
Noise.
Greater than -95dB below rated pcwer
Transient Response of any Squa-e Wave
.2.5usec. rise and fall mime
40 Volts/usec.
Slew Rate
(Specifications comply with FTC requirements for power amps.l
.

.

.

.

.

.

With these credentiails the oossibie uses of the 2200 become
almost limitless. There's tri-arpina, or driv ng efficient speakers,
or studio monitor systems, or small istening rooms, or large
listening rooms with small bidgets or ...
Besices performance, the 2200 offers SAE qual ty contruction,
and features. For example:

LED POWER DISPLAY-Utiliziiing 15 Light Emitting Diodes
for each channel, the 2200's Dower oLtaut is; instantly displayed in watts from 20mW to full power.
FULLY COMPLIMENTARY CIRCILIT .Y -Th s assures low
distortion, plus offering high slew ra_e, .kwidai bandwidth, and
accurate reprodt.ction of any waveform.
STEADY-STATE USE -Everything from tie monocoque construction to the plug-in board idesig- and massive heal -sinks
are SAE designed for continuoLs performance Jnder the roost

demanding cond tions.
SIZE PLUS -Measuring only 8 n. deep. end 5.25 in. tall this
19 in. rack mount beauty is trL y ani.efficient cower package
for any place or application. PLUS the: 2200 offers -elan
speaker protection and ai FREE 5 YEAR Service Contract.

PRICE: $450.00 (suggested list)
SCIENTIFIC AUDIO ELECTRONICS, Ina.
P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Annex,
Los Angeles, Cali=ornia 90060
Please send more information on the 2200 po» er aenp.ifier
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

SIP

c.A
WAT T8
MMCMUS

Scientific Audio Electronics, Ire.
O. Box 60271 Te

Check No. 29 on Reader Service Card
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Dear Editor:

(
Side Tuning Helps
Dear Sir:

As Director of Engineering for a major radio outlet in this area and as a
Consulting Engineer for a number of
other stations both here and abroad, I
am most aware of the quality (or lacking thereof) in the vast majority of radio receivers on the market today.
Many radio engineers are getting wise

to this fact and are doing something
about it by "pre -equalizing" their audio before it is fed into the stations
transmitter.
The high -frequency response of
many receivers (especially automobile
and lower priced home units) can be
improved somewhat merely by side tuning slightly. To do this, it is necessary to tune the receiver in the normal
fashion and then slightly mis -tune it
either towards the higher end of the
band or towards the lower end of the
band. Choose which ever sideband
gives you the least distortion. This
type of tuning takes advantage of the
high frequency energy which is concentrated in the station's sidebands.
(Side tuning is most effective on receivers which lack selectivity.)
Many receivers that incorporate ceramic filters or sharply tuned i.f. strips
to increase the selectivity are subject
to severe high -frequency distortion
when tuned to the sidebands. This is
due to the steep tuning slope of circuits within the receiver and obviously the only answer for these receivers is a reduction of the selectivity
(or Q) of the i.f. and/or r.f. amplifiers
within the set.
It is also interesting to note than
many engineers feel that since receiver manufacturers have reduced their
high frequency response to insignificant amounts, the broadcasting
stations need not exceed these very
poor specs. feel that the practice of
reducing the high -frequency energy
within the broadcast station is extremely unwise because it deprives
those few owners of truly find receiving equipment of the quality that they
(the broadcasters) are required by law
to uphold.
If you suspect that there is a problem with the frequency response of
I

J

the station to which you listen, you
might try side-tuning. This will allow
you to hear the sidebands more easily
and thereby determine if the response deviation is within the station
or within your receiver.
would life to hear more from other Broadcast Engineers regarding the
practice of pre-equalizing the signal
at the station and would be more than
happy to be of help in solving audio
problems either within the stations or
with receiving systems in general.

The answer lies in their approach to
rock music; their overall concept of
the ideas they're putting on their
recordings. The answer also lies in the
subjective response of the listener, or
in this case, the critic.
Please look back into the March,
1976 issue and compare the two critiques. Note the major differences in
the performance ratings: Tiven gave
her a C; Tearson gave her an A+. Given the fact that the evaluation of a

Frank L. Berry
Frank Berry and Assoc.
Highway 540 West
Winter Haven, Fla. 33880

phenomenon, this writer is drawn
into the texts of the articles to discover the reasoning behind the dis-

I

Construction Articles
Dear Sir:
I wish to
commend and thank Au-

dio for your publication of the article
"Transient IM Distortion In Power
Amplifiers" in February, 1975, and for
your subsequent construction article
"Build A Low TIM Amplifier" in your
current (Feb., 1976) issue.
These articles appear to be a departure from the type of material Audio has published in recent years.
hope they signify a trend to return
Audio to its previous status of a pioneering publication in its field, such as
it was under C.G. McProud.
Jack L. Boyle

Phila., Pa.

Critic's Comparison
Dear Sir:
It was an interesting move to contrast the differing viewpoints of critics
Jon Tiven and Michael Tearson and
their ideas concerning Joni Mitchell's
The Hissing of Summer Lawns in your

March, 1976 issue.
As a professional recordist and musician, having spent years in radio
broadcasting, I feel that a major point
was brought out very plainly and
uniquely. Why is some music labeled
"progressive" over and above other
music? Why are some artists constantly turning out new and fresh
ideas whereas others seem to release
the same album time and again with
modified lyrics and chord patterns?

18

performance

is

a

purely subjective

crepancy.
The Tiven review is written entirely
from the viewpoint of "What should a

woman sound like when singing

'pop/rock'?" He already knows what
he wants to hear. This predisposition
is understandable. Since the dawn of
music prior to the rise of jazz, music
has been evaluated from the standpoint of convention (with the exception of those innovators who,
though breaking convention, were so
strong they changed the direction of
music, thereby allowing evolution).
On the other hand, the Tearson review was written from what the critic
heard, not what he expected to hear.
His performance rating reflected what
Joni Mitchell did, not what she was

expected to do. This, in my estimation, is not only more realistic, but it
more closely parallels the ideals of
"Progressive" music. The artists perform what they feel.
have betrayed my own subjective
position. dearly love Joni Mitchell's
music. But I certainly do not condemn
a man who doesn't appreciate her
style; that is for him to decide. But
greatly resent the insinuation that music must follow pre -established developmental guidelines. It is this approach that precludes many people's
enjoyment of music like that of Bob
Dylan: he doesn't seem to sound like
I

I

I

other artists.
Thank you. Your magazine
cellent.
John

ex-

Fiksdal

Media One, Inc.
Sioux Falls, S.D.
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Charles Barker on the Bose Model 301
Direct Energy Control.
aware of a problem. Since this for different types of music:
very spacious for an orchestra,
design relied on side wall
or a much more intimate sound
reflections to maintain its
spacious sound, what happens for a soloist.
in a room with no convenient
side wall?
"We felt this was a crucial
problem, since we wanted this
speaker to sound very good in
any listening room.
5-J0-25
"The solution was the
25-20-15-10-5
Direct Energy Control an
adjustable deflector in front of
"When the Model 301
project came into the engineer- the tweeter and hidden behind
the grille. The Control can be
ing department, our goal was
to design a bookshelf speaker set to reflect sound off a side
wall, or, if there is no side wall,
with minimal placement conit can deflect high frequency
straints, that sold for less than
The solid line is the polar characteristic
for the Model 301 with the Direct Energy
$100, yet had the unique spaControl set for maximum direct energy and
tial qualities characteristic of
a more intimate sound. The broken line is
the Bose 901® and 501 Direct/
the polar characteristic with the Control
set for maximum reflected energy and a
Reflecting" speakers.
more spacious sound. Frequency is 8 kHz.
"Initially, two quite unconbandwidth is 1/3 octave.
ventional design concepts
evolved. First, we deliberately
"The Direct Energy Control
operated the woofer and
is deceptively simple: of all the
tweeter simultaneously over a
things we did in the Model 301,
significant portion of the midit's the one get most excited
range. This Dual Frequency
about, because I've seen how
CrossoverTM network gave us
people react when they hear
very smooth midrange rethe unique dimension
sponse and an open spatial
it produces in a
quality.
speaker priced
"Second, we perfected a
under $100."
very precise asymmetrical
configuration, with the woofer
radiating straight ahead, and
the tweeter angled to the side,
to reflect sound off the room's
side wall and into the listening
area. From our experience
with the Bose 901 and 501
speakers, we knew that this
sound back toward the center
combination of eIrect and reof the room, so energy balance
flected sound would give us
The Mountain,
is maintained in the listening
the open, spacious sound we
Framingham, Mass. 01701
area.
wanted.
Patents issued and pending.
"Beyond that, the Control
"At this point, we felt we
For a full color brochure on the Model 301.
lets the listener adjust the
had an extraordinarily fine
write: Bose, The Mountain, Framingham, Mass.
loudspeaker. But we were also spatial qualities of the speaker 01701.
315°

-

90°

270°

180°

I
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Behind The Scenes

J

Bert Whyte

ONE OF THE

more interesting

and provocative papers given
at the 52nd convention of the
Audio Engineering Society in New
York was entitled, "Towards a More
Natural Sound System," by Leslie Hay
of Westinghouse Airbrake Co. and
Dr. John V. Hanson, Electrical Engi-

neering Dept., University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
In essence, what the authors proposed was a new configuration of
quadraphonic sound, in which three
channels would be used for the front
"sound stage"-a left, center, and
right loudspeaker-and the fourth
channel would be in the rear, rather
than the left and right front, and left
and right rear channels as in the conventional quadraphonic layout.
In the introduction, the authors
presented some well -documented
facts pertaining to the perception of
direct and reflected sound in the concert hall environment. In the listening
room, under normal stereo playback
conditions, the accurate spatial location of sound sources is possible only
if the auditor is on a line equidistant
from both loudspeakers, and subtends an angle to the loudspeakers of
approximately 60 degrees. At angles
greater than 60 degrees, they contend
that a hole in the middle effect occurs, and sound sources tend to be localized at the loudspeakers. While
this is basically true, the condition has

been somewhat alleviated for some
years now by the practice of mixing

the output of a center stage microphone into the left and right channels, which on playback provides us
with the so-called phantom center
channel.
Getting back to concert hall listening, the authors note that "reflected
sound is delayed with respect to direct sound, is of lower intensity, and
impinges from all directions. It contains ambience or depth information
relation to the acoustics of the concert hall, but no directional information. Also, the perception of distance
to the sound source is a function of
the ratio of intensity of reverberant
sound to the direct sound. This ratio
may be defined as the sound quality
depth. In normal stereo reproduction,
the ambient sounds that contribute to
depth are perceived to come from in
front of the listener, whereas in the
live situation, ambient sounds impinge from all directions." The authors state that standard stereo reproduction thus suffers from three major
shortcomings when compared to natural concert hall sound-poor source
location stability and accuracy, limited

listening area, and incorrect ambience.
Mr. Hay and Dr. Hanson go on to
comment that although present quad-

raphonic recording techniques reproduce direct stage sounds from two

front loudspeakers (not entirely true,
because there is some ambient or reflected energy in the front channel
signals) and the two rear channels
provide two ambience signals for subsequent improvement of depth perception, the other two reproduced stereo faults of poor source location stability and limited listening area remain.
The authors also argue the point
that having two discrete rear signals
permits the total surround sound type
of quadraphonic reproduction, but
this is not a natural sound environment. This is, of course, a controversial matter. As has been stated
many times before, there are a few,
very few, pieces of music scored for
"rear of hall" sounds, e.g. the brass
bands in the Berlioz Requiem, the
children's chorus in the Mahler 3rd
Symphony, and the antiphonal music
of Gabrielli and Monteverdi. To this
we must add any modern works in
which the composer is aware of surround sound quadraphony and deliberately scores his work to take advantage of the medium. There are also
those works, such as Carmina Burana,
which lend themselves to the surround sound quadraphonic treatment. Nonetheless, this music and any
other standard work which has been
recorded in surround quadraphony
must be considered a contrived product. Multi -track surround sound pop
music is, of course, a totally contrived

AUDIO
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PART TWO:
THE END OF THE DOUBLÉ STANDARD.

:::

In the frequency range where you find most music, our least expensive
speaker offers virtually the same flat frequency response
and freedom from distortion as our most expensive speaker.
Until recently, you could

consider the selection of

speakers an act of faith.
Because of the lack of industry standards and the

resulting confusion in the marketplace, the speaker buyer
had to depend almost totally
on personal taste and subjective evaluation.
But no longer.

At Yamaha, before we designed a new line of speakers

that would equal the revo-

lutionary standard of our electronic components, we first
defined our goal:
High accuracy across the
musical spectrum. One of the
few objective criteria for rating speaker performance.
Then we proceeded to make
all Yamaha speakers to a single revolutionary standard of
accuracy:
A frequency response curve
that varies by no more than

to 15,000 Hz.
With typically no more than
1% harmonic distortion.
But since the frequency
range of all our speakers extends well below 100 Hz to
beyond 15,000 Hz, why do we
even bother mentioning this
figure?
Because, with the exception
-±3dB from 100 Hz

the very deepest rumblings
of a pipe organ, all music is
produced within this range.
In fact, few if any commercially available stereo pressings have frequencies below
of

100 Hz and above 15,000 Hz.
Yamaha's success in achieving a single standard of accu-

racy in all our speakers is
confirmed in the chart above.
Unlike the frequency response curves of other speaker
manufacturers which indicate
unnatural booming in the bass,
added sparkle in the treble,
and extreme loudness level
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While many manufacturers offer accurate reproduction only in their top -end speakers.
Yamaha brings you an ex remely high degree of accuracy in all mo fels hroughout the line.

,van

The above curves. comparing the NS -1000 with the NS -2, were recorded onde the following conditions:
1.Depmeont Iced-Bruell & Kjaer 113&K) 4133 microphone, 1022 oscillator 2113 spectrometer. and

rerder.

2.

Isignio

-A "pink" noise
e was used with
input level of 3 watts
-antic higher,
rigor
and more closely corresponding to actual heme listening levels than thee commonly used in tustry
standardof watt/.
Measurement Each loudspeaker was placed in a "free field" loll the floor nd no closer than 5 feet
to anyy wall boundary in an average siae listening room!. A multiplicity of curves were taken at venous
points in the listening roam and averaged, to produce the total energy earner pictured.
Input

-

at1

3.

suspension for midrange and
tweeter domes to provide

equalizers on tweeters to flatten frequency response and
enhance dispersion. Diagonally edge -wound voice coils
for greater diaphragm control
and increased transient response. Plus thick felt lining
inside the cabinetry to isolate
rear sound waves for distortion -free bass response.
But regardless of how much

you pay, every Yamaha
speaker is built to the same

That's why Yamaha speakers aren't designed to meet
objective standards alone, but
to meet a higher standard: the
ears of the people who make

ary beryllium dome NS -1000
Series, offering the ultimate in
state-of-the-art performance.
Following the NS -1000 are our

Yamaha's world-famous musi-

NS -690, NS -670, and NS -3. Our

and tonal accuracy.
Proven acoustic suspension
design. Dome drivers for better high frequency dispersion.
Carefully matched crossover

you're probably wondering
what those extra dollars are

closures.
The End of the
Double Standard.
The single standard of per-

cal

instruments.

Since 1887, Yamaha has been
making some of the finest musical instruments in the world.

Pianos, organs, woodwinds,
guitars, and brass.
With our musical instruments, we've defined the
standard in the production of
fine sound. And now, with our

entire line

of

speakers and

electronic components, we've
utilized not only our studio engineers, but also our musical
instrument designers to define the standard of music

reproduction.
It's called Natural Sound.
And it's totally unique to
Yamaha.

Five different speakers,
built to one standard.
Yamaha offers five different

speaker models, ranging

in

price from $1,350apairdown to
$200 a pair.
At the top, the revolution-

other three-way types: the

least expensive, but still highly
accurate, is the two-way NS -2.
Since each is built to the
same high quality standard,
buying.
It's very simple.
To satisfy the most demanding audiophiles, those extra
dollars buy extended response
at the frequency extremes.
Higher sound levels with equal
or lower distortion. More
power handling capacity. More
tone controls to contour the
tonal balance of the speakers
with the characteristics of the
room.
More specifically, on our
model NS -670 and above,
Yamaha offers die-cast speaker
frame baskets to eliminate potential resonance. Luxurious
wood enclosures (even
rare ebony wood!).
Tangential -edge

essential construction criteria

networks. And heavily reinforced, extremely rigid en-

formance found throughout
the entire line of Yamaha

speakers is a demonstration of
product integrity that no other
manufacturer can claim.
But in the final analysis,
only your ears can be the

judge.

That's why we invite you to
visit your Yamaha audio dealer
soon. His knowledgeable salesmen and extensive demonstration facilities can save you
time and trouble in selecting

the speaker that's right for
your budget. And right for
your
ears.

variations of as much as 10 dB,
Yamaha's frequency response

curves show

a

relatively

straight line, which indicates
uncolored, natural sound.
While many manufacturers
offer accurate reproduction
only in their top -end speakers,
Yamaha brings you an extremely high degree of accuracy in all models throughout

the line.
Yamaha's musical heritage.
Yet, in spite of Yamaha's
objectivity in design, the per-

ception of sound remains
subjective.

International Corp., P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, Calif. 90620
Check No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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product of the studio, with no

THE FIRST!
PREAMP BY BGW

counterpart in real time.
The authors state that in the quadraphonic listening tests they conducted, listeners found it difficult not
to turn around to face a sound perceived to come from behind them,
and they complained of unnaturalness when this occurred. think what
I

-.--0--

i

they meant here was that even when
the rear channels are just used for ambience, if the amplitude of the rear
signls is too high, discrete instruments
are perceived, and this is unnatural.
This is a situation which has occurred
all too frequently in dealer listening
room demonstrations of quadraphonic
sound and is partially the result of high
noise levels in the demo room, with the
salesman turning up the rear channels
to override the noise, along with desire to show that he really is playing

four -channel material.

New Quadraphonic
Configuration

i
fl

D

HAS-

THE BGW 202

Dual discrete OP amp phono stage

for unprecedented accuracy
Active tone controls using sliding
step switches
Active 18-dB/OCT. High and low pass
filters
Two phono inputs plus accessory
socket for moving coil pre-preamp
converter
Separate power amp switching
Remote AC switching unit accessory
available
Guaranteed specifications:
Phono stage: Gain=42-d B, --.25-dB of
RIAA, S/N=82-dB,THD=.01%.
Tone controls: Active baxandall controls add virtually no distortion. ±18 -dB
at 50 -Hz and 15 -kHz in 3 -dB steps.
High and low pass filters: Active 3 -pole,
18-dB/OCT. Low frequency at 40 -Hz,
high frequency at 12 -kHz.
Maximum output voltage: At line output, 8-volts RMS into 600-ohms (+20dBm). Phono at tape output, 10 -volts
RMS into 5-kohms. Rated output,
4-volts RMS into 5-kohms.
Total harmonic distortion: Less than
.01% at rated output, 20 -Hz -20 -kHz.
Write for the location of your nearest
dealer.

BGW Systems
P.O. Box 3742

Beverly Hills

SYSTEMS
In

Canada

.

CA 90212
(213) 973-8090
Omnimedia Corp.
9653 Core de Liesse
Dorval Quebec H9P 1A3

Check No.

7

The authors, however, agree that
the rear channels should be used only
for the reproduction of hall ambience, but that in consideration of
the non -coherent, non -directional
nature of the ambient sound, that a
single ambient signal delivered to two
(or more) rear loudspeakers would
suffice. With only a single rear signal,
the remaining three channels can be
used to form the optimum stage
sound, including a discrete center
channel, thus the three -plus -one system. Their contention is that this configuration of the four available channels should provide a better approximation of the concert hall acoustic environment than the standard
quadraphonic system. The authors

describe interesting experimental
data to support their three -plus -one
system.

Quoting from their paper, "Professional quality live recordings were
made of the Kitchener -Waterloo
Symphony Orchestra, using both
standard quadraphonic and 'three plus -one' arrangements. Five microphones were used ... three directional microphones in front of the orchestra for left -front, center -front, and
right -front signals, and two omnidirectional microphones near the rear
of the hall for left -rear and right -rear
signals. For the quadraphonic recording, the center -front microphone was
not used, and for the three -plus -one
recording, the two rear microphones
were mixed to provide one rear channel signal.

"Listening tests were performed in

carpeted living room 22 feet wide by
feet deep, with reasonably well damped acoustics. Five loudspeakers
were used to match the microphone
placement. These were all wide -range
direct radiators, the center -front unit
a

20

having

a wide dispersion angle.
(Nothing is said about the dispersion
characteristics of the other loudspeakers, but one presumes they are
not dissimilar from the center front
speaker.) A switching arrangement
coupled to colored lamp indicators
controlled the loudspeaker energization ... quadraphonic using the
four corner speakers and the three plus -one system using the three front
speakers plus the rear speakers driven

in parallel. The switch enabled listeners to compare the white and yellow

quadraphonic or three -plus -one systems. Seating for 18 listeners facing
front was provided. Four groups participated in the tests, a total of 71 persons. The participants were largely
from the university community, students, staff, and faculty. Thirty-three
of these people claimed to be high-fidelity enthusiasts, however, no discernible difference was found between the response of the audio enthusiasts and others. Each listener was
given a data book in which he recorded his seating position, answered
some questions concerning his musical experience, and recorded his responses to other tests.
"The first part consisted of image
location tests, for example, central image location, LF, RF channels only;
test tone location, solo instrument location, and instrument location using
quadraphonic and the three -plus -one
recordings. The listener was asked to
mark the apparent source locations
on appropriate diagrams in his data
booklet. These were checked later
against the known locations and results tabulated. The second part of the
test consisted of A/B comparison listening, and the participant was asked
to answer the following questions:
"1. Which system most clearly defines the positions of the instruments?
"2. Is there any noticeable change
in the front sound between the two
systems?

"3. Is there any noticeable change
in the rear sound between the two
systems?
"4. Is there any noticeable change
in depth (ambience) between the two
systems?

Image Localization
"Among the results of the tests are

that center -stage sources
AUDIO
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Asiatic
800
Series
Cardoid and Omnidirecilo

Microphone

Does over 40 years of

experience mean we
make a better microphone?
We think so, but only you can
be the judge. Your experience
has taught you what makes
a fine microphone. Now
treat yourself to a test
experience with the finest.
Ask your nearest Astatic
distributor or write direct for
additional information.

REMEMBER-Sound
is our only
business.

Reproduction

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION
CONNEAUT, OHIO 44030

IN

CANADA:

Canadian Asiatic

Ltd.,

Scarborough, Metro Toronto, Ontario
EXPORT SALES:

Morhan Exporting Corp.,
270 Newton Road,
Plainview, New York 11803
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nificantly reduced by employing a
line of loudspeakers (possibly planar
foam strip speakers) around the sides
and rear of the listening room, driven
by the single ambient signal.
The foregoing has outlined the experiments of Mr. Hay and Dr. Hanson.
For the record, agree absolutely with
the findings and conclusions in this

the quadraphonic system for this reacurately located at any listening posison, although this characteristic is
tion when three front channels are in
sensitive to listener front/back posiuse, whether these sources are sglo or
in combination with the orchestra." ' non in both systems. The listener near
the back hears a stronger ambient sigStereo location in the rear is 'focused,'
nal than one near the front, in the
resulting in a narrowing of the perconcert hall there is no such gradient."
ceived rear sound stage. Most listenThe authors conclude that a signifiers were position conscious and precant improvement in naturalness of
ferred the ease of source location in
sound in a living room can be obtainthe three -plus -one system, and many
ed by the redistribution of the four
equated this with an increase in natuchannels available in quadraphonic
ralness over quadraphonic sound.
systems to form the three -plus -one
Depth here is equated to ambience
system. They suggest that the ambient
and is the ratio of rear (ambient) to
sound level gradient can be sigfront (direct) sound. Some preferred

aW/gtaGjL
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study.

in 1960.

THE EQUALIZATION LEADER...

"TOTAL-SYSTEM EQUALIZATION"

...

1. YOU NEED VISUAL ZERO -GAIN LEVEL INDICATION: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN provides combination
zero -gain controls with LIGHT EMITTING DIODE indicators to show when exact zero -gain is accomplished. Adjusting the zero -gain controls for equpl L.E.D. intensity assures you of input vs. output
level matching .,. 2. YOU NEED FULL -SPECTRUM BOOST OR CUT CONTROLLABILITY: SOUND -

CRAFTSMEN'S "zero -gain" circuit provides an additional 18 dB control -range over the full spectrum
20 to 20,480 Hz on each channel for instantaneous input-output zero -distortion signal matching.
...3. YOU NEED AUTOMATIC/CONTINUOUS OUTPUT -OVERLOAD WARNING SIGNAL: SOUND CRAFTSMEN'S 2 top L.E.D.'s glow brightly, (bottom L.E.D.'s off), if output voltage is boosted
excessively, thus eliminating the danger of distortion and/or damage to related equipment resulting from the high voltages that can be generated by any fine equalizer
4. YOU NEED A POSITIVE METHOD OF READING 1 dB SETTINGS...5. YOU NEED AT LEAST 24 dB TOTAL CONTROL
OF EACH OCTAVE...6. YOU NEED A UNIT THAT WILL ADD ZERO NOISE AND DISTORTION:
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S signal-to-noise and distortion performance figures are far superior to most
high fidelity components. SOUNDCRAFTSMEN products are used in professional broadcast and
recording systems, assuring you of completely noise -free and distortion -free integration into your
7. YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO LOOK AT YOUR ACTUAL "EQ" CURVES ...8. YOU NEED
system
THE ABILITY TO EQUALIZE TAPE RECORDINGS...

YOU NEED A MEMORY SYS-

to

TAL EQUALIZATION: SOUND
CRAFTSMEN' includes Test
Record recorded and designed exclusively for
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN equalizers. Without any expensive

quantity of 'COMPUTONE
CHARTS" for recortliñg the exact setting of each octave control for future reference and
resetting. Automatic "Instant
Memory Programming" is readily available by cutting off the
"Computone Chart," holding
against front panel, and moving up knobs into position.
-

-
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"THE PERFECT PRE -AMP -

-

for all the great new Super -Power amps
rated
"State -of -the -Art" and "Best-Buy" in magazine
Test Reports. PE2217 has ALL RP2212 features,
PLUS 4 separate phono preamps, 3 -tape dubbing/
patching, front tape in/out, etc.

PE2217

inc Cabinet or ijpck Mounts)
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$499.50
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GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS
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TEM FOR "EQ SET -RESET
CRAFTSMEN provides you with

test equipment or tecinical
knowledge, you can quickly
tune the acoustics of your
room, just by following the
announcer's step-by-step
directions.
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Tape ES thril rear panel patching)

Ana, California 92705

EQUALIZATION,"

easy to understand

ex

planation of the relationship
of acoustics to your environment This 6 page booklet
also contains many unique
Ideas on "How the Soundcraltsmen Equalizer can
measurably enhance your listening pleasures.' `How
typical room problems are eliminated by Equaliza-

n0n'. and a "10 -point self -rated Equalization
Evaluation Check -List," plus Specs and Reviews.

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION,

inch tape in the record company
vaults. For many years literally all classical recordings were made in this format. Now, take an outfit like the Barclay/Crocker Co. that wrote about
last month. They are going to issue
their own prerecorded tapes. If they
would lease some selected three channel masters, get rid of 8-10 dB of
noise by running them through a professional model of the Phase Linear
autocorrelator (said to be forthcoming), then duplicating them with
Dolby B, just as straight three -channel
productions they would be sensational. Now, with the remaining channel
on the four -channel tape head, by use
of one of several devices for adding
delay and reverberation (as outlined
in my column some months ago),
these tapes could be issued in what
would essentially be the three -plusone system. Alternatively, the audiophile could take the three -channel
prerecorded tape, and utilizing some
of the newer, less expensive delay and
reverb equipment coming onto the
market-and about which we will
soon be reporting-create his own
rear ambience channel.
have the
tapes and the needed equipment, and
I will let you know the outcome of my
experiments very soon. In the meanwhile, are you listening Bar49,
clay/Crocker?
I

...

àe,

Classical in Three -Plus -One
Like many other good things, the
chances of the three -plus -one system
being adopted by the recording companies is remote. Perhaps some venturesome small company might take a
crack at it as an audiophile product.
After all, it really is a very simple thing
to do! However-try this one for
size-there are thousands of fine

three -channel recordings on half -

...

YOU NEED AN ACCURATE, EASY TO -USE INSTRUCTIONAL TEST
RECORDING FOR ENVIRONMEN-

a

loudspeaker set-up fed by three discrete signals, for many years and have
made many recordings in this format.
Older readers may recall that I almost
got three -channel tapes on the market from Mercury in 1955 and Everest

FOR OPTIMUM EQUALIZATION
YOU NEED MORE THAN JUST AN EQUALIZER
BENEFITS, HERE ARE THE TEN ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS YOU NEED:

9

have been an advocate of

left -front, center, and right -front

WHY? Because we CARE about HOW an equalizer does its job BEST!
That's why we provide our customers with our exclusive...
10 -POINT

I

three -channel sound, in the sense of

I

CIRCLE READER CARD

Check No. 36 on Reader Service Card
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The Garrard 990B.
And the argument ends.
There are almost no limits to what
you can spend for a turntable. Nor to the
refinements that can be built in.
The argument has been whether you
can find a turntable at a sensible price, that
really performs-giving away nothing
important. Now with the belt-driven 990B,
the argument is over. The 990B gives nothing away in any vital area, yet is priced to
make it eminently accessible.
We believe the 990B is the best value
Garrard has ever offered in its quarter century of designing and manufacturing high
fidelity turntables.
The 990B is a single-play/multipleplay turntable and is fully automatic in
both modes. That is, its arm indexes, returns to its rest and shuts off automatically.
All of which is more dependable than a
hand ... that can be shaky or careless. And
the mechanism that does all of this is disengaged during play. You get the gentlest
handling of records plus convenience.

But more. In the multiple -play mode,
your records rest on a two point support.
You don't have to balance them on a single
center support. And pray.
And still more. A precision anti skating device eliminates distortion and
record wear caused when the stylus is
forced against the inner wall of the groove
by rotation of a record. Even cueing is viscous damped in both directions.
All well and good. But what about
performance?
A glimpse at some specifications tells
the story. Rumble: -64dB. Wow: 0.06%.
Flutter: 0.04%. These are possible because
your records are cushioned on a full size, 5
lb., die-cast, dynamically balanced platter
-belt driven by a motor that combines an
induction rotor for starting power and
a synchronous section for constant speed.
You can even solve the problem of off pitch recordings with the variable speed
control monitored by a strobe disc.
One final word. The S-shaped, lightweight, aluminum tonearm boasts low mass
and low friction. But here's the thing. The
990B's tonearm can track as lightly as i
gram. Protection and performance indeed.
There are other turntables in the price
range of the 990B that offer some of these
features and specifications. The 990B has
them all and at a price that's sensibleunder $170!
Which clinches the argument.

For a copy of the Garrard Guide,
write: Garrard, Div. of Plessey Consumer
Products, Dept. C, 100 Commercial St.,
Plainview, New York 11803.

a/vt,ail,d
'The
Automatic Choice
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SONY 88a

THE WORLD'S B E
DIRECT DRIVE SERVOCONTROL SYSTEM.

PEAK READING VU METERS.

The name may be long -Close -Loop Dual
Capstan Tape Drive-but the concept is
simple: one capstan is just an extension of the
motor shaft itself (the other connects through
a belt -drive inertia fly -wheel). Gone are the
intervening gears that can often impair optimum operating reliability as well as speed
accuracy. The result-almost nonexistent
wow and flutter-a mere 0.02% @ 15 ips,

They're versatile. Accurate. And incredibly
informative. 1. You can set for standard VU
operation to determine recording level. 2. Set
to display transient peaks only (up to +15 dB).
3. A third display, Peak Hold, retains transient
reading, letting you accurately measure
audio input and adjusts accordingly with
2dB Stepped Record Level Attenuators.

SYNCRO-TRAK.
PHASE COMPENSATOR CIRCUIT.

Original Source'

Source
Atter Recording'

Source Through
Phase Compensator'

Ideally, what you want on recorded tape
a "mirror image" of the original signal. No
more. No less. Problem: the very nature of the
recording process causes phase distortion.
Solution: during playback, Sony's exclusive
Phase Compensator Circuit compensates
for phase distortion. Result: sound quality
that's virtually identical to the original source.
is

(REFER

means you can lay down two individtracks in perfect synchronirecorded
ually
with
zation
each other. Record head has
playback -monitor function in record mode.
This eliminates time lag that occurs when
monitoring through playback head. Thus
both tracks can be first generation, keeping
noise levels at minimum. Flashing Standby
Signal alerts you that the unrecorded channel is record -ready. And Punch -In Record
puts you into record mode instantly, without
stopping tape.
This

SONY Ask anyone.

TO OSCILLOSCOPE READINGS.)

Brought to you by

SUPERSCOPE.

SYMPHASE RECORDING.

Thanks to the durability of Sony's Ferrite

and Ferrite Heads and incredible precision
fabrication and alignment of the head gap,
you can record any matrix 4 -channel signal
(like SOr' or FM), play it back through a 4 channel decoder/amplifier, and retain the
exact positioning of signal throughout the
360° 4 -channel field. What started out in
right front channel stays there. What began
in left rear doesn't wander over to right rear.
There's no phase shift whatsoever.
hashed

in genuine

walnut veneer) ©1976 Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff

St.,

e
TC -880-2

TC -756-2

Other Distinguished Sony Decks.

TC -788-4

'1000 Hz @ 0 dB.15 ips. "TM CBS, Inc. (Side panels of these units are conshucted of plywood.
Chatsworth. CA 91311 Prices and models subject to change without notice Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer
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crescendo Test
Richard C. Heyser
Sound is dynamic. And sound is
what speaker reproduction is
all about. One of the challenges which dynamic sounds place
on a speaker is the presence of brief
peak -energy components considerably above the average level. These
bursts of sound can place enormous
demands on any speaker. With the
advent of super power amplifiers, it is
not unusual to find cases where a listener can adjust the level high
enough that several hundred watts of
power are used on peaks. Yet the
speaker doesn't go up in smoke because the average power may be low
enough to prevent damage.
This condition is not solely the
province of the sound freak or the
person wishing to break a lease. Natural sound has very high peak energy,
and as recording and reproducing
methods get better the peaks begin to
inevitably rise. A natural sound you
may not consider loud, such as a typewriter or piano chord, may in fact
have a very high peak sound pressure
level.
We would like to test a speaker for
its behavior under such dynamic conditions. Audio can, and does, observe
the acoustic waveform for high power
tone bursts. However, this doesn't get
to the heart of at least one aspect of
the subjective effect of peaks. The
question we pose is, given a normal
reproduced sound at moderate level,
what is the affect on that sound of a
suddenly applied signal much greater
in level and incoherent with that
sound? If you could imagine concentrating on an oboe in an orchestra,
this is like asking whether the sound
of the oboe is changed when the
horns let go triple forte. If the oboe is
modulated by these peaks, we know
the sound will be unnatural. The test

we have developed for probing this
condition we call the crescendo test.

Sound Measurement
We use a musically based sine wave,
such as 440 Hz, as our "inner voice"
and use a very narrow bandwidth fil-

ter to measure the sound energy of
that musical note. A wide band incoherent noise source is then added at
an average electrical level 20 dB higher than that of the tone, and the level
of the tone, with this added crescendo, is compared to its prior value.
We say the speaker has reached a subjective crescendo limit when the inner voice is reduced 1 dB by the
added crescendo. The instantaneous
peaks of the complete signal are measured and used as the peak crescendo
handling capability of the speaker.
Now, let's go back and take a look
at why and how. If an incoherent signal crossmodulates a coherent signal,
sidebands will be produced in a frequency about that coherent signal.
The energy in these sidebands will itself be incoherent whether the process was pure amplitude modulation,
angle modulation, or some combination thereof. By using a very narrow filter with a total noise bandwidth
of 1 Hz centered on the frequency of
the tone, we are measuring the energy of the "carrier" which is being
noise modulated. When the carrier
drops 1 dB, we know that 21 per cent
of the carrier power has gone out of
band due to modulation. We don't
know where it's gone but we do know
it shouldn't have left.
Our oboe is now spread out thin in
the frequency spectrum. If you listen
monaurally, this is similar to what is
known in broadcast parlance as
"ducking" and it may or may not be

unpleasant. If you listen in stereo,
however, it can be quite a different
effect. A phantom center -image oboe
will have its energy shared in both
channels. If the horns let go only in
the left channel, the oboe component
of that channel will be modified in a
manner different than the component
of the right channel. The result can be
anything from the oboe sliding to
stage right, to a ten -foot -wide oboe,
to a "song and dance" oboe which
glides around the stage keeping time
with anything loud enough to shift it.
Of course, all the other instruments of
the orchestra are playing a similar
game of musical chairs.

Image Distortion
This seldom considered aspect of
distortion in reproduction can lead to
a blurring of the stereo or quadraphonic image. You're not quite sure
what is wrong but the reproduction
seems to lack sparkle as you raise the

level. Actually, polar pattern characteristics, transient response, and non minimum phase -response properties
interact with this crescendo handling
to provide a very complex behavior.
There is not enough space in this brief
correspondence, or 10 such articles,
to go into those interactions which
have been identified in speaker re-

production.
The tweeter and woofer may differ
in crescendo handling. We therefore
use tones which separately test different drivers. If a tweeter gives up before a woofer, this can lead to differential spreading of fundamentals and
overtone structure in music.
Back to the "how." A Gaussian
white noise source is used as the incoherent signal and its average level for
a 20 -kHz band is made 20 dB higher

AUDIO
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KENWOOD puts power in your hands...

120 Watts per channel`
...with the exceptional KR -9400 Stereo Receiver
With almost twice the power of any previous KENWOOD receiver...with control flexibility usually
found only on the most expensive separate components...with features and performance never
before associated with a stereo receiver, the sophisticated, top -of-the -line KENWOOD KR -9400
puts the power of unprecedented stereo enjoyment in your hands.
*120 Watts per Channel. Min. RMS into 8 ohms at any frequency from 20 to 20k Hz, with no more than 0.1%

total harmonic distortion.
New Triple -Function Meter. Converts from Signal Strength to Multipath Detector to Deviation Meter at the
touch of a button.
Unique 'Tape -Through' Circuitry. Permits tape-to-tape dubbing to continue even while you listen to another
program source.
New Injection Circuit. Introduces sound from any source into the tape dubbing process, with level control for
perfect mixing.

For complete information visit your
nearest KENWOOD Dealer, or write:

\/ KEN WOOD

15777

S.

Broadway, Gardena, CA

90248.72

02 Fifty-first Ave

Check No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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In Canada

Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.

Realistic?
Pioneer?
Marantz?
n
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M
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Realistic STA -225
Stereo Receiver.
About $400.

_an

Which one has Auto -Magic tuning?
Of the top three hi-fi receiver brands, only Realistic' makes
perfect tuning an instant electronic reality on the FM band. We call
our creation Auto -Magic* because "like magic" is how it works.
Now you only need a tuning meter to show relative station strength,
not for fishing around for optimum reception.
Realistic is also the audio brand that helped knock out the $20 to
$30 extra charge for wood receiver cabinets. By not charging extra!
Now you see why Radio Shack sold over 3,000,000 Realistic
equipments in 1975 and merits your next "good music" purchase.

ftadue- Ihae
Over 4600 Stores- Dealers

A Tandy Company

Great sound since 1923

USA. Canada, England. Australia. Belgium. Germany, Holland, France, Japan

Registered Trademark
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1l1tIYIlOS[I CATALOG
nd FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

MX 113
FM/FM STEREO -AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER

SEND

TODAY!

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
Dept.

1

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

If you are in

Check No. 21 on Reader Service Card
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than the average test tone power. This
means that peaks rise to 30 dB above
the average tone level. A white noise
signal is used because it has constant
spectral energy density and the Gaussian distribution of amplitude is a
good all-around model of many
sound processes.
A Wiener matched filter is used
since it will optimize the mean square

difference between the coherent
tone and incoherent noise. One second "chunks" of time are processed
and average acoustic power divided
by average electrical drive power is
plotted as a function of average electrical drive power. Three superimposed plots are made. The tone
without noise is run at reference level
and a second run made at 1 dB below
reference level. Then the tone at reference level is plotted when noise is
added. This tells us three things. First,
if the acoustic transfer gain is constant
(and quite often it is not). Second, if
adding noise at any level causes
crossmodulation, and third, how the
tone changes with increase in total
level.

Acoustic Patterns
If the acoustic gain decreases with
drive level whether noise is present or
not, the speaker will lack punch on
the crescendos themselves. The
acoustic gain is similarly monitored
during the harmonic and inter modulation test, so there is not much
chance of a speaker with this property
getting past measurement without detection. If the gain increases with level, this gives, not surprisingly, a
punchy sound, particularly if it occurs
in a midrange and not in the woofer,
since a vocal or musical crescendo will
"bark" right out and the sound will
tend to go bright. Some people like
this sound, others do not.
If the crescendo test shows a drop
of signal when noise is added regardless of level, it generally signifies
a curvature of transfer characteristic at
low level. This may give a "class B amplifier" type of sound at low levels
and usually correlates with a low level
harmonic or intermodulation distortion that doesn't go to zero with
decreasing level.
After all of this analysis, the result
may be the laconic phrase, "speaker X
passed the crescendo test with flying
colors." The one-liners we hang on
this test seldom does complete justice
to the amount of work expended to
see how well the speaker performs in
reproducing dynamic sound or to the
fact that the system under test is behaving properly. We think it's worth
it. After all, accurate sound is what this
is all about.
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In letters and warranty cards from new DLc
owne-s, we find that some had owned manual tu -n -ables
and came to prefer the convenience and safety of ,automatic start and stop. Others also wanted to be able
to play records in uninterrupted sequence. And a few
gave -easons that modesty makes us hesitate to quote:
"I waited the best! or "Everyone recommends Duo
Whatever your reason may be for wantirg a new
turntable, consider your purchase carefully. Your recc-d
collection p-obably represents a bigger investment than
all your other components combined. And your tuntc ale is
the only component that handles your records.
Although the overall appearance and feel of a
turntable's controls can tell you something about its
quality, appearances can be deceptive. For example,
urved tonearms may appear interesting, but their
unnecessary mass and increased resonance can only
detract fron the quality of music reproduction. All DLal
tonearms follow a straight line from pivot to cartridge
holder for maximum rigidity and lowest mass.
Some tònearms apply stylus pressure by
unba ancing the tonearm. This results in tracking which is
adversely effected by record -warp conditions and
turntable level. In every Dual, stylus pressure is applied
around the vertical pivot via a long coiled spring: If-is
maintains tonearm balance throughout play, and tracking
is unaffected even if the turntable is tilted substantially.
Other Dual features and refinements include:
cueirg damped in both directions to prevent bounce;
pitch -control; anti -skating separately calibrated fo all three stylus types. And internally: motor rotors
and drive pulleys individually machined and tested with
recision instruments to assure perfect concentrijty
All the above contribute importantly to
ua -y performance.
Now, while you should never compromise w th
quality, convenience is a matter of choice. Which i3 why
Dual quality comes in a variety of models: semi-cutcmatic.
single-play fully -automatic, single -play; single-pla,r/
multi -play. Seven models in all as described below.
I

Before
your next

you,

consider
you want a new on

.

witturntable,

i

Dual 1225. Fully automatic, single-play/multi-play. Viscous-cicrnpsd
cue-control, pitch -control. 10%" platter. Less than $140, less case.
Dual 1226, with cast platter, rotating single -play spindle. Less than $17C.
Dual 1228 wi-h gimballed tonearm, synchronous motor, ilium inated

strobe, variable tracking angle. Less than $200.
FL Ily automatic, single-play/multi-play. Belt drive.
dynamically -balanced platter. Less than $280, less base. Ful-size
belt -d -ive mcdels include: Dual 510 semi -automatic. Less than $200;
Duct ol0, fully automatic. Less than $250. (Dual CS601, with base and
cover. Less than $270.)
Dual CS701. Fully automatic, single -play. D.C. brushless, elec rorùc
direct drive motor; tuned anti -resonance filters. Less than $43).
inducing base and cover.

Dual 1249.

vc11225.

12'

al 1')49.

Dual CS701.

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10553
United Audio Products.120 So. Columbus Ave.,
Exclusive
Distribution Agency for Dual
U.S.

Check Nc.

'
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Build A Binaural Mike Set
Gene A. Nelson
the construction and use of a
recording microphone set. Previously,
users had to spend upwards of $1500.00 to purchase
a model human head with capacitor microphones. Recently,
Sennheiser introduced a lower cost binaural recording set,
but it still retails at $330.00. This project utilizes two high quality electret condenser microphones, originally intended
for use in portable cassette recorders. It has a price tag of
approximately $15.00. While its response above 15 kHz does
not match the more expensive units, it will make this fascinating technique available to many more experimenters.
THIS ARTICLE describes

binaural

for determining the placement of a source, as can be seen in
Fig. 1, where it will take a slightly greater time for the sound
to arrive at the listener's right ear. The time will be given by
(the distance AB _ the speed of sound propagation, 335 meters -per -second). Your brain learns to interpret this time difference as directional information. Similarly, the inverse square of decreasing intensity with distance is learned so
that a listener can discriminate between near and far
sources.
Also, the frequency spectrum of a source changes with

Theory
Before we build the unit, it will be instructive to consider
the hearing process. When you close your eyes, you can use
your ears and brain to determine where sound sources are
with respecr to you, and whether or not they are moving.
Now, if you place your finger gently over one ear, you will
discover thët the source placement becomes considerably
more vague
Your ears nave access to frequency, amplitude, and timing
information from the sound source. Two ears are necessary

CLOCK

LEFT

Department of Biophysics
State University of New York at Buffalo

-

RIGHT

4234 Ridge Lea

Amherst, N.

Y. 14226

Fig.

1-Schematic of localization process.
AUDIO
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JBL Loudspeaker Components

Twelve brand new pages. Fortyseven JBL components-dividing
networks, lenses, horns,

transducers. everything.
Lots of these goodies have never
been available as individual
components before. (They've been
performing inside JBL's newest
professional studio monitors.)
Write us. We'll send you the
catalogue, free, along with the
name and location of your nearest

authorized JBL Loudspeaker
Components Dealer.
He's important. Besides all those
components he's got a fresh
supply of the new JBL Enclosure
Construction Kits that tell you
everything you need to know about
building your own JBL enclosure.
Fill out this coupon and send it
along to JBL, the people who
wrote the book on sound.
Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card

3249 Casitas Avenue
Los Angeles 90039

JBL
Name
Address
City

I

State

Zip

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
High fidelity loudspeakers
from $99 to $3210.
A-5
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Gentlemen:
can't beat the price. Send
me the book.

.
distance. The higher frequency components are not attenuated as quickly as the lower frequencies. These transmission differences are also useful in establishing whether a
source is in front of or behind a listener. The pattern of
channels, the shape of auricles, and the presence of hair
produce changes in frequency spectra which aid in signal
interpretation. Doppler shift, from a moving sound source,
and complex patterns of interference can also be used to
help localize sounds. Additional cues are provided by motion of the head and visual inputs.
The question becomes how to duplicate this process electronically at a reasonable cost. Stereophonic and quadraphonic systems provide good approximations, but producing the information for playback typically involves large
quantities of microphones, mixers, and other complexities.
Simplification could be accomplished by intercepting this
information just before it entered a listener's ears with microphones, and then playing it back over a pair of stereo
headphones, recreating that sound field. That is what a binaural record -playback system is intended to do.

One of the audio cables is cut to this length, plus the cable
length to the recorder. It's important that a thin, flexible
cable like RG -174/U be used for convenience and light
weight. Don't skimp on the length of cable to your recorder.
Two meters is a reasonable minimum length. Cut the other
cable to this length. Solder the connecting plugs appropriate for your recorder to one end of each cable, taking care
not to nick the wires or short between the shield and center
wire. The center wire should connect to the tip of the connector. A small piece of heat shrinkable tubing should insulate the center wire. Solder the other end of each cable to
the appropriate solder pads on each microphone. Use a
small, isolated tip soldering iron, since the microphones are
damaged by overheating and static charges.
Attach a 0.75 -meter piece of No. 24 stranded wire to the
(-) lead of the battery clip. Attach one of the 8.2-kOhm resistors to the other end, and also attach sufficient wire to reach

Construction

TOWARDS WEARERS

The two most important design considerations for a binaural microphone are having a lightweight, comfortable

support for the microphones that will hold them in the vicinity of the ear opening and having a small, sensitive microphone. Both of these objectives are met in the design
presented here. The support is made of Plexiglas, and the
condenser microphones are about the size of cigarette filters. The whole unit weighs approximately two ounces, excluding cables.
The first step is preparing the Plexiglas strip. To determine
its proper length, take a narrow strip of paper or a fabric
tape measure, and measure the distance from your left ear
opening to your right ear opening, measured over the top
of your head. Add 6 -cm. to this length and cut the Plexiglas
strip to this length. The edges of the strip should then be
smoothed with sandpaper.
Next, the strip is bent to the proper shape to match your
head. Since Plexiglas becomes flexible when heated, we will
heat and bend it. The easiest way to heat it is to use a gas
stove (or an electric stove on High). This step requires some
caution, since your hands may be burnt if they are not insulated. Since the Plexiglas is flammable (though less so than
wood), you should also have a large pan of water available
to immerse the plastic in, in case you accidentally overheat it
to ignition. It usually does not continue burning when it is
lifted above the flames. Bending takes some patience. First,
remove the paper backing and all adhesive. Start by heating
up the center 6 cm (easily `ound by balance) 3-6 cm above
a low flame, turning the strip over about once a second. The
plastic is pliable when it bends under its own weight. The
bend is set by cooling the plastic in the previously prepared
cold water. Avoid pulling the ends apart, which distorts the
plastic. A bend about 5-7 cm from the center bend on each
side yields an approximate "U" shape. A slight bend about 3
cm farther away from the center on each side should complete the bending. After the plastic is thoroughly cooled, it
can be size checked for a comfortable, but not a snug fit.
Reheat and rebend as necessary. If you are more artistically
inclined, you may want to torm a continuous bend, so that it
looks like a headphone headband. You may also want to use
a large can or pot as a guide for the proper curvature. The
strip should lie flat on a table when completed.
Next, the distance between the points where the microphones are to be mounted is measured along the strip. This
distance will be referred to as the intermicrophone length.

HEADBAND

AURICLE

Fig.

2-Detail of microphone attachment.

the mounting point for the other microphone. Attach the
other end of the 8.2-kOhm resistor to the left microphone
ungrounded solder pad. Insulate the lead and resistor with
heat shrinkable tubing to prevent it from shorting to the
case. Solder the other 8.2-kOhm resistor to the length of
wire and right microphone in a similar fashion.
Carefully observing polarity, the anode + of the diode
should be connected to the (+) lead of the battery clip, and
the opposite side connected to a 0.75 -meter length of No. 24
wire, which is also connected to the grounded solder pad of
the left microphone. Place electrical tape over the ungrounded solder pad and lead of each microphone. A small
piece of aluminum foil is secured over the connector end of
each microphone and glued to the metal part of the capsule
to serve as an electrostatic shield. The cable and wire passing
over the headband are taped to the Plexiglas support. A
small piece of acoustically transparent open -celled foam
should be secured over the opening of each microphone to
act as a windscreen and prevent dust from entering the microphone. The microphones are then glued with contact cement to the support as shown in Fig. 2. All four wires are
then taped tightly to the headband at a point below the left
microphone to prevent pulls on the wires from damaging
the microphones. Three (or more) small pieces of foam are
glued to the inside of the headband to make it more comfortable and prevent it from slipping off. Their placement is
shown in the photo. Installing the battery completes the
assembly.
An intermittent problem may be caused by poor contact
with the battery. The Keystone connectors don't hold well
without some remedial bending. It would be a good idea to
tape the supply lead to the battery to prevent the contact

from being disturbed.

Using The Microphone
The microphone is designed for portable use, and with a
portable stereo recorder, you can make recordings anywhere. The battery should last 200 hours under constant use.
You should become familiar with the microphone's characAUDIO
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GO FOUR AND MULTIPLY DOKORDER 8140
Four channel recording with overdub, sound -on -sound, electronic echo...everything you need
to help translate what you feel) Into what others will feel.

5430 Rosecrans Avenue L awndale, Calitiornia 90260
Check l'1a.
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teristics before you go into the Everglades to record alligators or what have you. So, with appropriate adapters, hook
them up to the tape recorder you use at home, put them on
your head, put the battery in your shirt pocket, and record
music played through your speakers or sounds around your
home. The microphones are rather sensitive, being rated at
-58 dB (0 dB = 1V dyne cm' at 1 kHz). It may be necessary to use a 20 -dB attenuator on some tape recorder inputs.
One can be constructed simply and is shown in Fig. 3. It may
be necessary that the good low -frequency response of the
microphone will necessitate the use of a 50 Hz low -frequency roll -off filter, which is available commercially.
One very interesting and entertaining application is tape
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recording parties or conferences. It is much easier to distinguish individual speakers using the binaural system than
with a conventional stereo set-up. Sounds such as ringing
telephone come through with a disconcerting authenticity.
When you are wearing the microphones, it is impossible
to monitor with headphones. In this case, simply buy a Styrofoam head (sold in department stores for storing wigs).
Place the microphone on the head, and mount the head on
an appropriate stand. If this is unavailable, you can always
use your knee when sitting, with some loss of sounds behind
you.
It's important to play your recordings back over headphones; otherwise, much of the directional information is
lost. Non -isolating headphones like the Sennheiser HD-414
and HD -424 are ideal for this application. Incidentally, the
microphones are so unobtrusive that while the author was
recording a jam session, the performers were unaware they
were being taped, since they didn't see any microphones.
Be sure you have permission to record before you start!
Unfortunately, there are not too many portable stereo
tape recorders on the market. Here is a tabulation of some
of those available.
Brand and Model
Superscope CS -200

FEMALE
RECEPTACLE
(FROM MICROPHONE)
Fig.

3-Input

MALE PLUG
(TO RECORDER)

attenuator (make two).

Sony 124
JVC CD -1636
Yamaha TC -800 GL
Sony TC -152 -SD

Uher CR -134
Uher Report 4000, 4200
4400, 5000

Reel -to -Reel

Cassette
X

Cost
150
170
350
390
400
400

X
X
X
X
X
X

500+
500

X

Nakamichi 550

X

500
1600

Nagra

Other manufacturers include Telefunken, Tandberg, Grun-
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FET IMPEDANCE
CONVERTER

I

8.2

dig, Phillips, and Neal (Great Britain).
One advantage of the high output of these microphones
is that they can drive an Advent Model 101 Dolby system
directly, which can be fed into the line input of your tape
machine. Noise seems less obtrusive than in conventional
listening arrangements, but the Dolby will definitely improve cassette recordings. The Advent Model 101 can be
adapted to portable use quite simply, since it only requires a
12 -volt battery. The microphones will start distorting at 124 dB SPL, so in situations where you can hear comfortably,
there will be no distortion.
Using this technique is quite fascinating, even when mundane sounds like passing cars are recorded. It makes possible radio dramas where the listener is right "on stage." I'm
interested in what you discover and invite you to write to
me at the address above.
I

=
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Fig. 4-Schematic. A diode is included to protect the unit
from inadvertent polarity reversal. The output impedance of
the microphone is low. A green dot indicates the grounded
side of the microphone.

List of Materials

2-Panasonic WM -053 omnidirectional electret condenser
microphones. Available from: Pace Electronics
Products, P.O. Box 161, Ontario Center, N.Y. 14520.
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Fig. 5-Frequency response of one microphone capsule
from the manufacturer's specifications.

Price: $10.00 per pair.
Plexiglass, 55 x 1.5 x 0.4 cm (21.5 x 5/8 x 3/16 in.)
available at hardware stores and lumber yards.

2-Minature plugs or phone plugs,

as appropriate for your
equipment.
2-8.2-kOhm, 1/4-W resistors.
1-Diode, silicon or germanium, 1N914 or equivalent.
4.5 meters RG174-U or similar minature shielded cable.
1-Battery clip, Keystone No. 72, or equivalent.
1 -9 -Volt battery, Eveready No. 216, or equivalent.
Misc.: No. 24 stranded wire, contact cement, open -cell
polyurethane foam and aluminum foil.
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The Beogram 4002.
A turntable unequalled in concept,
performance, and design.

o
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As you and your audio sjstem gain in sophistication,
you begin to define high performance far more
critically. You also, become sensitive to the many
retails which separate the good products from those
considered exceptional. It is at this point that
Bang & Olufsen becomes more important, and
components such as :he Beogram 4002 turntable
are worth your careful evaluation_
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Record
Cleaners
Re:v.1.2°e
B. V. Pisha

a number of record cleaners have appeared on
the domestic market place since our last review of
record cleaners in Audio, March, 1975. It is interesting to note that many of the record cleaners come from
England where they either have a major dust problem or are
more concerned with maintaining their records in a pristine
condition. We are inclined to think the latter, inasmuch as
records are quite expensive in England.
With the sensitivity of the present-day cartridges and their
high compliance, any dust present in the grooves produces
a sound not unlike a well-known -breakfast cereal plus a
background hiss. If the record surface is not cleaned before
playing, the dust has a tendency to accumulate and is eventually ground into the plastic groove by the stylus with its
concomitant pressure and heat, never to be removed again.
For example, an elliptical stylus tracking at 1.1 grams generates about 16 tons of pressure per square inch on the groove
wall, and stylus movement at such a pressure creates a good
deal of heat. Reportedly, an elliptical stylus tracking at 1.3
grams generates about 42°C (107.6°F) in the groove. It has
been reported that the lubricants used in record manufacturing frequently become annealed at these high groove
wall pressures and temperatures.
Dust on records is generally not related to the cleanliness
of a home. All air is dust laden, which may be readily seen in
a shaft of sunlight, and all such dust collects on solid surfaces. Inasmuch as modern records are made from vinyl
plastic, they can easily become electrostatically charged and
attract dust from the air as well as nearby surfaces. This is
particularly true in dry weather when the humidity is below
about 50 per cent. Smoke, whether from cooking or tobacco, has a tendency to act like gum, causing the dirt particles to adhere tenaciously to the record. Another source of
such gumminess is the breath, occurring when blowing dust
from a record surface. Although the gross particles may be
blown off, the near -invisible breath moisture gums up the
record surface, causing the micro -dust deposits to really
stick to the record. Another unrealized but very common
source of dust is the actual record jacket meant to protect
the record. We have examined record jackets for dust immediately upon opening them and found the jacket and
record surface to be full of dust. The original source is unknown, but this dust is probably in the ambient air at the
time the records are placed in the jacket. Microscopic examination of the record grooves also revealed dust present

Quite

in the grooves. We believe that this dust was attracted to the
record surface at the time the record was removed from the
press and before being placed in the jacket. Of course, the
jackets may come to the pressing plant already dust laden
from the manufacturing process. We suggest that the interior of record jackets be cleaned with a slightly damp cloth

the first time they're opened, particularly those made of
plastic or plastic -lined.
Currently, the problem of micro -particles in the record
groove has become more serious with the introduction of
quadraphonic records with their four channels. Dust and
dirt can cause drop -outs and distortion on these records,
primarily in the rear channels where the 30 -kHz carrier is
used for the discrete CD -4 rear channels.
We would again like to state that, with modern cartridges
tracking between one and two grams, we are unequivocally
against the use of any type of chemically impregnated cloth
or chemical sprays with their inherent ability to trap dirt on
the record surface as well as in the grooves, thus forcing the
stylus to push micro -chunks of concrete -like particles
against the groove walls with attendant damage to both the
walls and stylus tip. (The sole present exception to this is Ball
Bros.' Sound Guard, reported on last month.)

Static
Although dust and dirt can destroy both record groove
and stylus, static destroys the listening pleasure derived
from playing records. Since the advent of the vinyl record,
static has been a major problem, although much attention
and research has been directed towards its elimination. The
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a static charge not unlike your hand does
when touching a door knob after walkirig across a rug-a
spark is discharged, jarring the stylus, which is followed by a
loud series of pops and crackles from the speakers, all most
disconcerting when listening to music from records. Furthermore, the static charge attracts dust and dirt onto the
record as nothing else does. Sometimes just removing a
record from a plastic jacket will charge the record. The usual
antistatic cleaners leave a chemical film on the record that
automatically causes dust and dirt to be attracted, making it
more difficult to clean. Until recently, there has been no
truly effective means of removing static from the record, regardless of the numerous claims made. With the introduction of the Zerostat, the English have come through
with a winner-an anti -static device that truly works, albeit
temporarily. The device looks like a plastic toy pistol with a
large metal trigger. In use, the Zerostat is aimed at the center of a record from a height of about 12 inches, the trigger
is pulled slowly and released just as slowly and, presto, the
static charge is dissipated. In normal use, we found it necessary to apply the treatment twice to ensure the removal of
any measurable trace of static.
The Zerostat is not a radioactive device. Its activity is developed by a very efficient piezoelectric element which
generates a high voltage, on the order of 15 to 20 thousand
volts, when the trigger is slowly squeezed, thus twisting the
element. Upon slowly releasing the trigger, the piezoelectric element is returned to its resting state. The generated
voltage is discharged from the corona discharge needle in
the center of the barrel, causing the air around the needle
to become ionized in a wide arc that covers the entire
record surface. On squeezing the trigger, positive ions emanate from the needle and on release, negative ions. The end
result is a wholly neutralized record surface, truly free of
static charge, the action taking no more than about 20 seconds to accomplish. The Zerostat treatment affects only the
side of the record to be played. In our experience, we find it
most advantageous to have the Zerostat next to the turntable and to apply it immediately after we clean a record. It
is amazing how noise -free most records are when they're
static and dust free.
We might add that the Zerostat treatment is also useful in
eliminating static from the plastic turntable covers, in the
photographic laboratory where it is essential to keep dust
from the negatives and prints, and in the assembly of any
optical elements in the make-up of lenses.
A word of caution is in order. The Zerostat is not a toy and.
should never be pointed and discharged at any human or
animal, particularly in the region of the eyes, even though it
is claimed to be safer than the static charges generated by
walking across a rug. Above all, keep it away from children.
The Zerostat is available for about $30.00. Considering the
fact that its life expectancy is about ten years, it is not that
expensive for the results that are obtained when properly

stylus reacts to

used.

Liquid Cleaners
As in our previous study of record cleaners, we left a good
number of records exposed to the air in our laboratory as
well as in the garage. Artificially dirty records were also produced with cigarette ashes and vacuum cleaner dust. Because of the nature of some of the record cleaners to be
tested, we obtained about 100 records from the "peanut
butter -and -jelly" set. Aside from the numerous scratches
present, the records were smeared with an untold number
of finger prints plus whatever else had adhered to the fingers during the course of any given day. It is doubtful that

AUDIO

any audiophile would have records this dirty. However,
these records proved to be most useful in determining the
ability of the various record cleaners to truly clean a record.
During the tests, all records were examined with a wide-

field stereoscopic microscope just prior to being cleaned
and immediately after. Before cleaning the record, it was
treated with the Zerostat so as to facilitate the cleaning process. All records were tested for static charge immediately
after cleaning and 15 minutes later. Most of the records
cleaned with a liquid cleaner had only a small static charge
left on them.
Record cleaning fluids are generally mild detergents such
as Alconox or a formulation containing varying strengths of
alcohol. From our experience, we question the use of these
types of cleaners, particularly since it has been established
that contact with alcohol, Alconox, and certain anionic detergents does, in effect, oxidize the surface of the vinyl disc
after a period of time. Alcohol, in almost any strength, has
been identified as one of the cleaning fluids that leech out
from the vinyl surface the important stabilizers and lubricants necessary for the longevity of records. Stabilizers are
needed to counteract the high -heat conditions created by
the stylus and for subsequent vinyl integrity, while lubricants assist in good stylus/surface contact and slippage. Unfortunately, these important chemicals are extractable from
the record surface by almost any solution, but in varying degrees. By way of comparison, on a 0-100 continuum, extractions of fatty acid chains and the polyolefin groups from vinyl
records by three solutions are shown in the accompanying
table.
Fatty Acid and Olefin Extraction
;Volume/Volume GLC Quantification)

Solution

Contact
Time

Relative
Extraction

60% Isopropyl Alcohol

10 min.
30 sec.

38%
12%

DII Fluid

10 min.
30 sec.

1.4%

Distilled Water

10 min.
30 sec:

6.5%
0.9%

8%

Fortunately, the integrity of the vinyl compound is not
damaged to the point of making a record unplayable until
the cleaning solutions have been applied to the record surface over long periods of time. The process is insidious and
eventually will cause damage. It appears that any liquid put
on the surface of a vinyl record will exhibit some extraction
characteristics, be it distilled water, alcohol, detergent, or
the Discwasher DII solution; there just isn't a perfect record
cleaner.
There is a great deal of data available on liquid record
cleaners and their action on vinyl records and additional
data is forthcoming from continued research in this field. At
the moment, we seem to have raised more questions than
answers. However, it is our intent to publish the results of
these experimental findings in the near future.
A word of caution to collectors of acoustic and early electric shellac records is in order. Shellac is quite soluble in alcohol. Any strength of alcohol in a record cleaning solution
will cause some damage to the shellac record surface, and it
can also totally destroy the record.
41
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Brushes
There are numerous brushes available for removing dust
from the record surface. Unfortunately, the brushes generally remove only a small portion of the dust that collects on a
record exposed to room air for a 24 -hour period. Microscopic examination of record surfaces after cleaning with a
brush show that although some brushes do reach the bottom of the groove, they simply push most of the dust into a
pile at the point where the brush was removed, leaving a
line across the record that is not generally visible with the
naked eye. Some brushes, when held at a slight angle, do remove a good deal of the dust, and those that are wetted ever
so slightly with a cleaning agent and held at an angle do a
much better job of removing dust. Only two of the available
brushes, when used as directed, were capable of cleaning
truly dirty records to a really satisfactory level of cleanliness.
No brush currently available has been able to remove more
than about 90-95 percent of dirt found on the records we
borrowed from the "peanut butter -and -jelly" set.
In spite of our experimental findings, we are of the opinion that some form of brush "dusting" of records should be
employed by everyone. It is far better to remove some of
the dust from a record each time it is played than to permit
the dust to build-up to the point where the record simply
becomes unplayable due to the noise generated by collected dust.

Record Cleaning Devices
The monarch of record cleaners, without a doubt, is the
Keith Monks Record Cleaning Machine, Mark 2, imported
from England, and retailing for the princely sum of $1350.00.
There is also a dual device (Mark 3) available for $1835.70.

not meant to be used simply for the removal of surface dust.
The effects of using the 50 per cent methanol solution
would, accordingly, not be noticeable until a few years had
passed. This device is most useful when terribly dirty vinyl
records are to be cleaned, like those we borrowed from the
"peanut butter-and -jelly" set. Without a doubt, it is the
most efficient record cleaner available, as microscopic examination of the cleaned records showed that all the debris
and fingerprints had been removed. Some static developed
on the record surface as the vacuum arm traversed the
record, but this was easily remedied by applying the Zerostat anti -static treatment.
Despite the efficiency of the alcohol cleaning solution in
removing all the "dirt" from the record grooves, we cannot
recommend the Monks machine for routine use because of
the solution's potential destructiveness. In view of our misgivings, we examined a few other record cleaning solutions
in order to find an efficient substitute for the alcohol solution. Experimental findings indicated that the most efficient
solution to use with this device is the Discwasher DII cleaning solution, diluted one part of DII plus three parts of distilled water, stabilized at a pH of 6.81/4the same pH as the DII
solution. This dilute solution produced results similar to or
better than those obtained with the 50 per cent alcohol, but
at a lesser risk of extracting essential record components.
The DII solution also extracts stabilizers and lubricants from
the records, but only slightly more than distilled water,
which is very little. A DII solution this dilute would be relatively ineffective with the Discwasher pad.
After using the Keith Monks machine for awhile, with the
dilute DII solution, we were convinced that it is the only way
to convert really "dirty" records to a pristine condition. Because of the cleaning results obtained, the Keith Monks
Record Cleaning Machine, Mark 2, became one of our two
reference standards for this study.
Another excellent record cleaning device is the Fidelicare
Spin and Clean Record Washer, selling for $19.95. The Fidelicare washer consists of a plastic tank filled with the
cleaning solution, with roller guides to restrict the record insertion depth so as to keep the label dry. The record is
placed between two cleaning pads and rotated by hand first
in one direction and then in the reverse direction. Subsequently, the record is removed and dried with a lint -free
cloth supplied with the unit.
The cleaning solution used with this device is a dilute solution of Alconox. Checking a dilute solution of DII against
the dilute Alconox solution, we found the DII to be the better cleaning agent.
Although we found this unit to be one of the most efficient record cleaners for dirty records, we had some small

the photographs show, the Keith Monks unit is larger
normal turntable, weüghing 68 pounds. The unit uses
a 50 per cent alcohol (methanol) solution to clean the
records, which, subsequently, is removed along with any
debris on the record surface by the suction arm as it "plays"
across the record. The vacuum is developed by a 1/12th hp
motor -vacuum pump combination.
The Keith Monks Record Cleaning Machine would rarely
be used more than once a year to clean a record, since it is
As

than

a
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Introducing the Aristocrat of Loudspeakers-Celestion Ditton 66.

Are you the rare audiophile who seeks to step above the mundane and
into the realm of the exceptional? Then Celestion Ditton 66 deserves
your careful scrutiny. We are not examining an ordinary speaker-but
Britain's most refined distillation off 50 years of loudspeaker

expertise.
Starting with the exterior, Ditton 66 appears not as a precision musical reproducer but as an elegant piece of hand-crafted furniture. Its
slim, classical proportions and angled front corners provide an unobtrusive appearance which belies the sophisticated array of drivers

within.
We now examine the interior of the Ditton 66. Removing the front
grille panel, we immediately notice that the four drive units are all
flush mounted for complete absence of tunnel or diffraction effects.

High flute notes must be clean, smooth, and avoid ringing. Celestion's HF 2000 tweeter reproduces these flawlessly from 5000 to
40,000 Hz. There is nothing like it for exceptionally smooth, extended
frequency response, tight transients and outstanding dispersion for
matchless stereo definition. The HF 2000 is renowned for its complete
absence of listener fatigue.
The MD 500 dome midrange unit covers 500 to 5000 Hz with very low
distortion, exceptional dispersion and correctly maintained phase relationship. The MD 500 possesses an extremely powerful magnet, ensuring critical damping and high power handling.

Ditton 66 employs a 12" bass transducer capable of exceptional
quality low frequency reproduction. The diaphragm is formed of
heavy fibre, plasticized to prevent resonances and suspended by
means of a neoprene roll surround and concentric rear suspension.
The result is ample linear excursion for lowest possible distortion on
bass notes. Finally, a 12" auxiliary bass radiator with double roll suspension ensures correct ultra-bass reproduction to 16 Hz.
These drivers were totally researched, designed and built by Celestion
to work together in the Ditton 66. Exceptionally clean, wide-open
sound, outstanding dispersion and transient response, and total
harmonic distortion of well below 1% at almost all frequencies
-these qualities combined make a truly aristocratic performer of the

Ditton 66.
Listen to and become a discriminating owner of a pair of Celestion
Ditton 66's-as enduring in their excellence as the company which
built them.

Sole North American Distributors:
ROCELCO INC. 160 Ronald Dr., Montreal, Canada H4X 1M8
Phone (514) 489-6842
Los Angeles: (213) 985-5707 Chicago: (312) 381-4559 New York: (516) 938-4057

Also Distributors for Decca Cartridges and Record Cleaning Devices
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misgivings about the cleaning pads. When the cleaning solution was left in the tank overnight, the pads became soft
and lost their ability to reach to the bottom of the grooves.
We believe that the efficiency could be substantially improyed if the pads were replaced with proper size brushes,
and present users should store the unit only when empty.
The efficiency of this record cleaning device, used with
the dilute DII solution, compared rather favorably with our
two reference standards. Collectors of shellac records
should find it most useful.
The Discwasher, retailing for $15.00, is now available in a
slightly improved version, with the backing made with a
long -fiber, highly absorbent cotton, while the slanted cleaning fibers are made of very fine nylon. The DII solution is applied to the edge as before, but when the brush is rotated
towards the opposite edge, the very fine nylon fibers act in a
capillary manner whereby the liquid on the record rides up
the nylon fibers along with the debris, to be absorbed onto
the backing material. Eventually, the backing takes on a
brownish -white color, indicating that it is full of dust particles and should be cleaned and vacuumed per the enclosed
instructions if the dust particles are not to be redeposited on
subsequent records.

effectively reach to the bottom of the groove, and their purpose seems to be mainly a means of dispensing the cleaning
solution on the record and to pickup any larger particles on
the record. Microscopic examination of the record grooves

Lencoclean Super Tonic

,oer Record -cleaner Nettoie -disques

after using the Lencoclean "L" brush and solution showed
that little or no debris was removed from the very bottom of
the groove, though particulate matter on the surface was
picked up. The alcohol solution did not evaporate quite as
readily as claimed, and the test records had to be thoroughly
dried with a lint -free cloth or tissue paper before being returned to their jackets for storage. Dust on the record surface was either removed by the brush or pushed towards the
center of the record where it can be removed when the
record is dried.
Although we did not investigate the claim that the stylus
tip has less wear when playing a wet record, the report published in the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol.
22, No. 10, p. 800, December, 1974 discusses this claim and
presents some interesting photomicrographs showing the
wear on a stylus tip by the normal dry technique and by the
wet technique.
The Vac-O-Rec cleaning device, $29.95, has been somewhat improved during the past year. It now comes with a

We found the new version of the Discwasher to be more
efficient in cleaning truly dirty records than the previous
model. This is probably dL.e to the specific slant of the nylon
fibers and the improved capillary action of the pile. Daily
use of the Discwasher did maintain records in a dust -free
condition. Any static generated was easily removed with the
Zerostat. The Discwasher was our other reference standard
for this review of record cleaners.
The Lencoclean "1" record cleaner is unique in that the
stylus continuously travels in a wet record groove. The device, selling for $13.25, looks like a tonearm, with the small
brush at one end of a tube containing the dilute alcohol solution and a counterweight and fluid reservoir at the other
end. The arm rests on a pii located on the turntable. When
the brush is placed on the record, the cleaning solution
comes out of the brush base, over the bristles, and onto the
record. In principle, a track of dilute alcohol is placed on the
record just ahead of the stylus, causing the stylus to ride a
wet groove. The bristles of the brush appeared too large to
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AKAI INTRODUCES ITS
LOADED DECK.

The new Akai GXC-570D is our top -of-the -line stereo cassette deck. And it's loaded.
It utilizes a 3 head recording system -a GX glass and crystal combination head so you
can source monitor when recording and, if you don't like
what you've got, an erase head.
It has a closed loop dual capstan drive system which not
only pulls, but feeds the tape across the heads, smoothly.
That's the best drive system there is.
GXC-39D.
It has Akai's exclusive Sensi -touch® control system so
i.,,inJ.
you can go from one mode to another without ever pushing a button. You just touch
them, lightly.
ë 111141Z
It has 3 motors, dual process Dolby, remote con:° °
trol (optional) and as many switches and features
t~
°
as cassette decks costing a lot more. Plus something
brand new an electrically operated control panel
Fmk
Gxc_; 10D.
{,_
cover. Just so you can impress people.
Plug in our GXC-570D and you'll know you're playing with a loaded deck. That's the
strength of the Akai line. Quality. Performance. Loaded. From
top to bottom.
COMIN' ON STRONG!
After all, nobody should be playing with half a deck.
M
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AKAI
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Akai cassette decks from $199.95 to $800.00 suggested retail value. "Trademark of Dolby Lahs, Inc., Akai America Ltd., 2139 East Del Amo Blvd.. Compton. CA 90220
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Study this page,because we don't
want the price to suck you in.
ating both the drive system and the return
mechanism. Meaning that the turntable is
linked to the tone-arm. And very often, this
linkage produces a drag on the arm.
The PS -8750, however, proves that two
motors are better than one. The motor that
runs the tone-arm is totally isolated from the
other motor that runs the turntable.
This eliminates the drag,particularly the
drag at the very end of the record.
This drag is really a drag, because thereturn mechanism is preparing to
activate itself, and the friction is
therefore increased.
Sony further innovates by
WITHOUT STYLUS PRESSURE
designing pick-up and return cues
that are optically activated. Like the
doors in a supermarket, if you will.
With the PS -8750, you get the
620 SEC.+
best of the direct drive manual and
the best of the semi -automatic. With
none of the worst of either.

Why our tone -arm costs an arm and a leg.
People responding to something because
After conquering the drive system, Sony
it costs $900*. Not because it's worth $900.
sped along to the tone -arm. The problem:
People captivated by price, not
constructing a light, strong tone -arm that has
performance.
a low resonance quality.
We at Sony don't want anyone spending
A high resonance quality means the
good money for a great turntable for a bad
tone -arm vibrates-performing a duet with
reason like an impressive price tag.
whatever record is playing.
Especially because there's so much techSony wrestled with the arm problem and
nology in the PS -8750 for you to fall
CHART A
back on. After you spring for the $900.
SPEED STABILITY OF VELOCITY ONLY SERVO SYSTEM
fool
t
i
i
So before you spend a lot of
RECORD: CZERNY "25 ETUDES FOR SMALL HAND"
money on us, spend at least a little
NR 4 ANDANTINO CANTABILE
time with us.
NR 5 ALLEGRO VIVACE
It would be a shame.

I

Total speed accuracy is our speed.
Speed accuracy can be a
problem for turntables because the
stylus continually puts pressure on
the record (and, in.turn, on our
engineers.)
In fact, as little as one gram of
stylus pressure can cause a slowdown in record speed. A slow -down

0%-

r

NR 6 MODERATE SOSTENUTO CHORAL
NR 7 ALLEGRETTO VIVACE
CARTRIDGE: SONY XL -45
STYLUS PRESSURE: 2 GRAMS

-0.01

0.02

-

Does your turntable give you bad
WITH STYLUS PRESSURE APPLIED
-0.03
vibrations?
that is particularly noticeable in
PS-8750 SPEED STABILITY OF SERVO SYSTEM WITH QUARTZ GOVERNED PHASE COMPARATOR
The same sound waves that
+0.02
loud passages.
travel from your speakers to your
Up till now, most good turnears also travel to your turntable.
tables achieved accuracy with a
This transference excites the
direct drive motor and a servo -system +0.01
Becoming acoustic
equipment.
to control speed variations.
feedback, or IM distortion. And the
It was fine for most people. And
louder you play your record, the
o%
it still is.
WITHOUT STYLUS PRESSURE
WITH STYLUS PRESSURE APPLIED
more of it you get. There's cabinet
But for those with more ele620SEC.
resonance. Caused by sound waves.
gantly attuned hearing, it's just not
And there's something called
-0.01
good enough.
record resonance. Caused by the
That's because the servo-system
friction of the stylus in the groove
will not serve when it comes to
-0.02
of a warped record.
small, low -frequency speed variaCHART B
Sony, however, deals resonance
PS -8750 TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF CARBON
tions. It is not sensitive enough, and
TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF ALUMINUM TONEARM
FIBER TONEARM
blow.
a
resounding
if
100
the result is there to be heardWe have built the PS -8750's
you have the discernment to hear it.
turntable base of an inorganic
To get around this, Sony took
material that is acoustically dead.
50
the conventional servo-system and
We have also undercoated the
revolutionized it by adding a quartz
3
platter
with an absorbing material
lock
reference and a phase
á
that prevents it from transferring
circuitry.
á 0
any bad vibrations to the good
That mouthful is really easy to
vibrations on the record.
digest. The stable quartz generator
And we cut down on record
emits a constant frequency. Any
-so
resonance by pumping a silicone
variations in speed monitored by the
damping material into the record
magnetic head are converted to
mat itself. By having contact with
changes in the phase of the signal.
100
06
0.7
0.3
04
05
02
O6
07
O1
G.3
05
0.1
0,2
04
the
entire record surface, it offers
TIME
the
(SEC.)
is
compared
against
This then
TIME (SEC.)
more
support.
quartz generator's phase signal.
If they do not match, our Xtal-Lock corrects came up with a different material: a carbon
Not for people who want the latest.
fiber of enormous strength and equally
But the greatest.
the speed variation instantly.
enormous lightness. Moreover, it has a much
A conventional servo -system has to wait
The PS -875o represents a tonnage of
smaller resonance peak than the aluminum
for the error to appear as a change in freinnovation and a couple of real breakthroughs.
alloy commonly used. (See Chart B, where the
quency, and then it takes time to correct it.
It is not for those who want to spend
difference is demonstrated.)
Sony can make the corrections 10 times
$900 so they can say they spent it.
The carbon fiber worked so well that it
It is for those who want to spend $900 so
faster. And within one cycle. All because
was even incorporated into the head shell of
Sony uses the phase difference as a source
they can hear they spent it.
the PS -8750. But Sony didn't stop at the tone of information on speed error, rather than
arm's construction. Next came the actual
using the angular velocity.
operation of it.
Chart A dramatically illustrates the
Most turntables have one motor, operdramatic difference.
E
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small brush, similar to those used with electric razors, for
cleaning the mohair pads, and more detailed instructions on
the best way to use the unit accompany it. There is a plastic
wrap on the brush handle, which is inserted into the record cleaning slot, so that the unit will accept 45 -rpm records for
cleaning. Thus, the Vac-O-Rec can now be used for cleaning
of all standard size records.
The new Vac-O-Rec performed better than the original
unit, though some dust particles still remained in the bottom of the record grooves. When the mohair pads are
cleaned regularly with the supplied brush and vacuumed
from time to time, the dust streak left by the pads of the
original unit when the record was removed is no longer visible to the naked eye. A fan in the unit acts as an exhaust,
drawing in air through the record -cleaning slot and expelling it from the bottom of the unit. Records with large
amounts of static have their charges reduced to almost nonexistent levels while in the unit. Though some static is built
up when the disc is removed from the unit because of friction by the mohair brushes, this is at a low charge level and
is easily removed, if bothersome, by treatment by the Zerostat. The Vac-O-Rec was judged effective in removing surface dust in day-to-day record maintenance and appeared
particularly quick to use.

=
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MEMOREX
Record Care Kit
Preeimionsl KU contain. styes brae, demand Sold
and record Cleaner

lemon.. dirt particles,
prolongs record lie

improves fidelity,

Record Care Kit

grooves. Although no anti -static claim is made for the device, static present on the record surface was diminished after using the plush brush as directed.
The Decca Record Cleaner, $15.00, consists of an arm
with a 5/8 -in. wide brush on one end and a counterweight
on the opposite end. The unit may be adjusted vertically to
accomodate various turntable heights. Provision is made to
ground the unit to the turntable, thus creating a pathway for
the discharge of any static charge present on the record
through the bristles which are conductive. The unit is used
without any fluids, and its specially designed bristle tips do
reach the bottom of the record groove. The unit operates
on a tonearm principle just ahead of the stylus, somewhat
The Metrocare Hi-Fi Kit/3, $9.95, comes from England,
and contains a 5 by 7/8 by 1 -1/4 -in. velvet pad, an ounce of
non-alcoholic record cleaning fluid, a 7-1/2 cc bottle of alcohol -based cleaning fluid for styli, and a stylus brush with
two tufts of bristles. The pad, which is called an "ioniser," is
claimed to direct ions on the record in one direction, thus
eliminating static, and to pick up dust and dirt. Three or four
drops of the fluid are placed in each of two holes on top of
the pad housing, bringing the pad to a humid dampness.
The unit was effective in diminishing the static charge on a
record and removing surface dust accumulation, acting
somewhat like the well -established Watts Preener. However, it does not remove particulate matter from the bottom

of the groove or fingerprints.
The Memorex Record Care Kit, $5.95, contains a plush
roller brush, a bottle of dilute alcohol cleaning solution, and
a stylus brush, all in a plastic case that is essential to the operation of the record cleaner. On the bottom of this storage
case is a foam pad that must be moistened with the cleaning
fluid. The plush cleaning brush is placed on the moist foam
pad and the case lid is closed tightly to allow proper humidification of the brush. In Jse, the humidified brush is applied to the surface of a rotating record. Like all record care
units of this type, its usefullness is limited to removing dust
from the record surface, which it does quite well. It does not
remove fingerprints or dust from the bottom of the record

f%

®

..,..._

like the Dust Bug. It does remove dust and static charge, as
claimed. Microscopic examination of the record grooves after treatment with this unit revealed dust particles to be
present, but to a lesser degree than with many similar types
of add-on brush cleaners. Surface dust was effectively removed with this cleaning brush.
The Decca Record Brush, $15.00, is a hand-held unit
which comes with an aluminum stand on which the brush is
stored. To use the unit, the brush is slid on its track so that
the bristles rub across two rods which remove any accumulated dust from the bristles. There are no fluids used with
this brush, although the brush was quite effective in removing surface dust particles. Dust particles were not re -
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IN DRESS
ATTIRE.
There's plerty of power packed in this beautiful receiver.
Muscle your -eceiver needsfor more liar justsounc volume.
Power prodices clear disto lion -free sound. And i- g ves it to
you even at lbw volume.
The Lafayette LR -3500 has a well-ceveloped 47 watts
per channel mnimum RMS Both chennels d- ven at 8 ohns
from 20-20,00) Hz with no more thin 0.5% total harmonic
distorti Dn
The top al the Lafayette line, the LR -3503 AMiF1vl stereo
FM receiver has all the features you've ccneto expert as the
trappings of power. It has slate -o? -tie -a -t e ec:ronics, complete power controls to peesonalize the sound. A -d many
conven ence features like dual tape'montors and FM mute.
Power is yours with the Lafayette LR -E 500. It's $399.95 at
your Lafayette dealers. There are cealers coast to west. Dr
shop from our -ree catalog.
The Lafayette LR -3500 can make your dreams. for power
come t-ue.

Elec-ronically Speaking,
Vino Knows Better Than

Lafayette
Radio

EletonicsSt-opping Centers

c Lafayete Radi Electronics Corporaticn 1&'6.

111

J

rich. -urne
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bottom of the record grooves. The unit is effective in removing surface dust that is attracted to the record. Static
build-up is easily dispersed with the Zerostat.

Conclusions

moved from the very bottom of the groove, but appeared to
have been shifted from one spot to another. A minimal static charge was on the record after use of this brush, but was
easily removed with the Zerostat.

11

To conclude, it is most important that records be kept
clean of surface dust before and after each play. Although
alcohol is detrimental to the surface of vinyl compound
records, its effects are noted only after a period of time. All
of the record care devices examined in this study will keep
records free of surface dust.
The outstanding cleaning device for truly soiled records is
the Keith Monks Record Cleaning Machine used with the
dilute DII fluid. Needless to say, only the most affluent of
audiophiles can afford such a record cleaner in their home.
It would be nice if our high -quality domestic record shops
would follow the English and install in their store a Keith
Monks Record Cleaning Machine and clean their customers' soiled records for a nominal fee. Another good location
for this cleaning device would be the libraries which loan
records, such records to be cleaned before being returned
to the stacks. Repositories of valuable shellac records as well
as LPs, e.g., the Rodgers and Hammerstein Library and the
Library of Congress, would seem likely candidates for this
cleaning machine to maintain their collections in a pristine

condition.
Keith Monks Record Sweeper, $18.95, is unique in
does not have to be physically attached to the turnIt consists of a heavy metal base and an arm with a
at the end of it, the arm riding on lateral pivots. To
eliminate static or static build-up, the unit is grounded. It is
used in a manner similar to the Dust Bug. Microscope examination of the record grooves reveals dust particles at the
The
that it
table.
brush

As far as cleaning deeply soiled records is concerned, the
Fidelicare Spin and Clean Record Washer, when used with
the DII solution, will do a commendable job.
For the daily care of records, to wit, the ounce of prevention that can assure your records of reasonable longevity
and noise -free plays, the Discwasher with DII solution and
the Zerostat should do the best job of keeping your records
49,
clean with a minimum of noise problem.

What have Quad been up to recently?
11110111111111111
Current Dumping that's what
Current Dumping is the name given to a totally new power
amplifier circuit developed by QUAD.
A current dumping amplifer basically consists of a low
power amplifier of very high quality, which controls the
loudspeaker at all times and a high powered heavy duty
amplifier which provides most of the muscle.
The small amplifier is so arranged - it carries an error signal
- that provided the heavy duty transistors (the dumpers) stay
within the target area of the required output current, it will fill
in the remainder accurately and completely.
The reproduced quality is solely dependent on the baby

amplifier, which because of its low power, can be made very
good indeed.
The QUAD 405 is the first amplifier to incorporate current
dumping.
There are no internal adjustments, so nothing to go out of
alignment.
There are no crossover distortion problems and performance
is unaffected by thermal tracking.
The QUAD 405 offers impeccable performance, reliably
and predictably.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB, England.

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark
Check No.

1
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Avid makes the differences

in speakers clear.
If you're a real stereo buff, you
know that flat frequency response
means flat, uncolored sound.
Like several other manufacturers, we too try to build the flattest, most linear frequency response
we can into our speakers.
But we don't stop there.
Because we know that great sound
depends on more than just
frequency response.
Transient response, for
instance.

This basic tone, together with
all those changing harmonics, is
called a transient. The brain takes
all of them into account in interpreting any sound the ear receives.

On making things

imperfectly clear

It's when a
speaker can't react
quickly or accurately
enough to all those
changing musical
Input Signal
It's all in your head
notes, all those
To understand transient
transients, that distorresponse, it's important to undertion can occur.
stand how you hear.
And distortion
You see, you don't really hear
means muddy-sound- Pattern A
with your ears. Yon hear with your ing music. With little
brain.
definition or clarity.
For instance, it's the brain
A bad situation
that helps you identify what you're made worse when a
listening to. The direction it's com- speaker over -reacts
Pattern B
ing from. And that re-creates that
to all those changing
illusion of "being there."
tones. The speaker
The thing is, every musical
actually adds tones of
note is really a complex tone. A
its own. And that's
Pattern C
basic tone-the fundamental-plus bad.
subtle musical cvertones harMost experts feel the best way
monics that give every instrument to measure transient response is
a unique
with tone bursts. Pure tones
personality.
of various frequencies are
rapidly switched on and
off to simulate the transient nature of voice and
instrument signals.
In Pattern A, the
speaker hasn't reproduced accurately. It's
completely overshot
the level of the input
signal. And the result
is a sizzling, hot sound.
Totally colored.
In Pattern B, the
speaker has taken too
long to react. This
"hangover" can cause
considerable blurring.
So what you hear is
dull and lifeless.
Now look at Pattern C. The speaker here has
reacted both quickly and accuNot only that, musical notes
are constanty starting and stoprately. And the result is excepping. When they do, the number
tional clarity and definition. The
kind that Avid builds into all
and intensity of the harmonics
of its speakers.
change.
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The proof is in the

hearing
Now you know there's a lot
more to a speaker than just flat
frequency response. Like good
transient response.
But even the best, most accurate transient
response in the world
isn't the be-all and
irrW
end-all of a superb
speaker. There's
more.
The point is,
we're a company
that is committed to
one thing and one
thing only. The
design and construction of the clearest,
best -sounding stereo
speaker systems in
their price range.
But you've got to
hear for yourself. So
go to your hi-fi store
and listen to an Avid.
Then some other speaker in the
same price category.
Then decide. We don't think
you're going to have any trouble
at all.
I
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CORPORATION
10 Tripps Lane, East'rovidence. R.1.02914
Distributed in Canada by.
Ka iron Electronics, Montreal. Quebec.
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Equipment Profiles
Technics by Panasonic, one of serveral companies which
has, in recent years, concentrated heavily on four -channel
receiver design, has now turned its attention towards broadening its stereo receiver product line. The new family of re-

Technics by Panasonic SA -5550
Stereo Receiver

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 1.8 µV (10.5 dBf). S/N Ratio: Mono, 70 dB. THD:
Mono, 0.2%; Stereo, 0.4%. Alternate Channel Selectivity: 70
dB. Capture Ratio: 1.6 dB, Image Rejection: 50 dB. I.F. Rejection: 70 dB. Spurious Rejection: 65 dB. AM Suppression:
50 dB. Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15 kHz, ±1 dB. Stereo
Separation: 1 kHz, 40 dB; 10 kHz, 30 dB. Leak Carrier: 55 dB.
AM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 30 µV, externa) antenna; 230 µV/M, internal antenna. Selectivity: 25 dB. Image Rejection: 45 dB. I.F. Re-

jection: 40 dB.
Amplifier Section
Power Output: 58 watts per channel, 8 -ohm loads, continuous power from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, both channels driven; 72
watts/channel into 4 ohms. Rated THD: 0.3%. IM Distortion: 0.4%. Damping Factor: 40 at 8 ohms. Input Sensitivity: Phono, 2 mV; AUX, tape 1 & 2,180 mV. S/N,A Weighted: Phono. 70 dB; AUX, 90 dB. Frequency Response: Phono,
RIAA within 0.5 dB; AUX, 5 Hz to 90 kHz, +1, -3 dB. Tone
Control Range: Bass, ±10 dB @ 50 Hz; Treble, ±10 @ 10 kHz.
High Filter: 7 kHz, -6 dB/octave. Low Filter: 150 Hz, -6
dB/octave.. Tape Output Level: 180 mV.
General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120 volts, 60 Hz, 189 watts maximum.
Dimensiors: 18-1/6 in. W by 5-1/2 in. H by 15-3/4 in. D.
Weight: 28.2 lbs. Retail Price: $479.95.

Fig.

1-Back panel.

ceivers departs from the traditional "black-out" dial styling
and offers, instead, a highly visible, light-colored, illuminated dial scale area with extra -long dial pointer travel and accurate calibration marks every half MHz over the linearly
calibrated FM frequency scale. The SA -5550 is the top priced receiver of this new line and, unlike the lower powered, lower costs models, features two tuning meters, positioned below the dial scale. The lower priced models employ only a single tuning -strength meter and lack the center -of -channel tuning meter found on the SA -5550.
All operating controls, including the large tuning knob,
are located along the lower portion of the control panel.
These include rotary controls for bass, treble, volume and
balance adjustment, a speaker selector switch (the SA -5550
handles main and remote pairs of speakers singly or together, at any impedance from 4 ohms to 16 ohms, but the manual cautions against using lower than 8 -ohm speakers if both
pairs are to be operated simultaneously), and a program or
input selector switch. Power on/off pushbutton switch and
headphone jack are located at the extreme left of the panel.
Pushbutton switches are used to activate low- and high -cut
filters, loudness compensation, FM muting, tape 1 or tape 2
monitor circuits, and selection of mono or stereo operation.
Reception of stereo signals is indicated by the usual illuminated inscription located just to the right of the two tuning
meters.
The rear panel of the SA -5550, pictured in Fig. 1, contains
screw terminals for connection of 75 -ohm or 300 -ohm balanced FM antenna transmission lines, an external AM antenna, and a ground connection. In addition to the usual

Fig.

2-Interior view.
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phono, AUX and tape input and output jacks, there is a four channel "MPX" output jack intended for future connection
of a four -channel FM adaptor. Color -coded speaker terminals are of the screw type, but are widely separated to prevent possible shorts between adjacent exposed speaker
wires. Individual speaker -line fuses are accessible from the
rear panel by removing a transparent plastic cover which is
retained in place by means of a single screw. The back panel
also has a pair of convenience a.c. receptacles, one switched, and one unswitched, as well as the usual pivotable AM
ferrite bar antenna.

Circuit Highlights
An internal view of the chassis of the SA -5550 is pictured
in Fig. 2. The front-end features a 4 -pole MOS-FET in the r.f.
amplifier stage and uses a frequency -linear variable capacitor for both FM and AM tuning. The i.f. section of the receiver features six -stage construction, including three differential amplifier stages and three two -element ceramic filters. A phase -lock -loop circuit is used in the stereo multiplex section. Stereo detection or switching circuitry includes
a double differential switching arrangement which is all part
of the high density integrated circuitry used in this section.
A ceramic filter is also used in the i.f. section of the AM
circuitry of the SA -5550. The preamp-equalizer stages of the
receiver take the form of a PNP-NPN, 2 -stage, direct coupled circuit with direct -current, negative feedback applied from the emitter of the second stage to the base of the
first stage. As for the SA -5550's main amplifier section, it is
completely direct coupled with a differential amplifier input
stage. The output stages are pure complementary symmetry
type which use PNP and NPN transistors in combination.
The power supply of the receiver is filtered by means of a
pair (one for each polarity) of 10,000 µF electrolytic capacitors.

FM Performance Measurements
We measured usable sensitivity of 1.7 microvolts (10 dBf)
for the SA -5550 FM tuner section, better than the 1.8 µV
specified. The 50 -dB quieting mark in mono was reached
with a signal input of 3.0 µV (14.9 dBf), and maximum quieting or signal-to-noise ratio reached 73 dB with strong (65
dBf) signals. In stereo operation, usable sensitivity was 10 µV
(24.5 dBf) and is governed by the threshhold for switching
into stereo operation. Some 36 microvolts (36.5 dBf) were
required in stereo for 50 -dB of quieting.
The distortion measurements were considerably lower
than claimed, with readings of just under 0.1% for mono (at

kHz) and 0.2% for the same test frequency in stereo operation. Quieting and distortion characteristics with increasing
signal strength for both mono and stereo reception are
plotted in Fig. 3. Alternate channel selectivity and i.f. rejection measured 70 dB, exactly as claimed, while capture
ratio was a bit better than claimed at 1.4. Although the image rejection measured 52 dB (better than the 50 dB
claimed), we expected somewhat better performance, with
dB figures at least as good as those for selectivity and i.f. rejection, in view of the other measured characteristics of the
tuner section. This low image -rejection capability may cause
problems for some listeners who are too close to airport
control towers or other sources of transmission in bands
above the FM frequencies.
Stereo separation, plotted against audio frequency in Fig.
4, was excellent, reaching the unusually high figure of 52 dB
at midfrequencies at,d remaining above 35 dB from 50 Hz to
10 kHz. Distortion in both mono and stereo, also plotted in
Fig. 4, is consistently low at all audible frequencies, even at
the high end where stereo distortion is less than 0.5% all the
way up to 10 kHz (only 0.4% at the required test frequency
of 6 kHz).
Muting threshold is set at 13 microvolts (27.7 dBf), by
which time quieting has reached nearly 60 dB in mono
and almost 40 dB in stereo operation. Use of the muting
feature to define listenable stereo stations is therefore not
particularly effective in this receiver and a user will have to
judge listenability on the basis of background noise since
the muting feature is not customer adjustable. Sub -carrier
(19 kHz and 38 kHz) rejection was extremely effective, with
carrier products fully 65 dB below 100% modulation in the
stereo mode. Frequency response from 30 Hz to 15 kHz was
within 0.6 dB of the prescribed 75 -microsecond de -emphasis characteristic. No 25 -microsecond de -emphasis is provided on this receiver and listerners wishing to use it for
1
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Dolby FM broadcast reception would have to add an outboard adaptor (in addition to a Dolby adaptor) to convert
the response to that required during reception of such programs.

Amplifier Section Measurements
The amplifier section of the receiver delivered 64 watts
per channel into 8 -ohm loads, with both channels driven at
1000 Hz before reaching the rated harmonic distortion figure of 0.3%. Technics by Panasonic also provides a 4-ohm
rating for this model (very few manufacturers have been
supplying such ratings of late, because of problems created
by the new pre -conditioning rule of the Federal Trade Commission audio amplifier power rule), and we were therefore especially interested in checking out performance at
this lower load impedance. With 4 -ohm loads, power delivered at mid -band frequencies was 77 watts per channel, as
opposed to 72 watts claimed. All output measurements were
made after first precondlítioning the receiver for the required one hour at one-third of full rated output. At rated
power output, THD measured 0.091% under 8 -ohm load
conditions and 0.14% when driving 4 -ohm loads with a
1 -kHz signal applied. Distortion (harmonic and IM) versus
power output is plotted in Fig. 5 for the 8 -ohm load condition only. The power band claimed for this receiver (20 Hz
to 20 kHz) is also conservatively stated, as can be seen by examining Fig. 7. Even at 20 Hz, THD measured only 0.2%. On
the basis of a 0.3% THD rating, power band could have been
listed as extending from 12 Hz to 40 kHz, or the power output rating might have been increased safely to 64 watts per
channel and would still conform to FTC requirements from
20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Figure 6 is a 'scope photo of the spectrum analysis of a
1 -kHz signal when the amplifier section is delivering full

rated output (58 watts per channel at 8 ohms) and shows the
presence of a minute amount of second -order harmonic
content (2 kHz) with no evidence of higher order harmonics
within the 70 dB range of the analyzer as it was set up for this
display.
Frequency response for the phono preamp-equalizer section was within 0.8 dB of the RIAA curve from 30 Hz to 15
kHz, and input sensitivity was exactly 2.0 mV as claimed. A
signal input level of 115 mV at 1 kHz was handled by the
phono input circuits before 0.3% THD was observed. Overall frequency response through the high level inputs was flat
within 1 dB from 8 Hz to 40 kHz, and the -3 dB roll -off point
was reached at a frequency of 75 kHz. Hum and noise in
phono was a very good -71 dB without using a weighting
network (Technics claims only -70 dB with "A" weighting),
while in high level operation, the S/N ratio was -87

dB-also unweighted.
Range of bass and treble tone controls is shown graphically in the 'scope photo of Fig. 8, with extra traces superimposed to compare the action of the low- and high -cut filters. Note that the filter action is moderate and slopes are at
a rate of only 6 dB per octave, so that little is accomplished
by these circuits that could not have been done by use of
the bass and treble controls in less than their extreme cut
positions.
Action of the loudness control circuitry is shown in the
'scope photo of Fig. 9 for different settings of the volume
control and only bass compensation is afforded by this circuit at low listening levels (as opposed to some loudness circuits which accentuate both bass and treble frequencies
when the volume control settings are reduced).

Listening and Use Tests
The amplifier section of the SA -5550 performed nicely for
us during our extended listening tests and delivered enough
power to drive two sets of low -efficiency speaker systems to
good listening levels. Under normal listening conditions,
heat sinks remained comfortably cool even after extended
"on" time, and the amplifier seemed stable and well protected even when driven to clipping for short periods. We
appreciated the click -stop action of the tone controls when
enable us to repeat favored settings of these controls exactly. In addition to being able to record onto two tape

Fig.

6-Spectrum analysis of harmonic output with 1 -kHz in-
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decks, the SA -5550 makes provision for recording from the
tape 1 outputs to the tape 2 inputs, or, from deck "1" to
deck "2." Monitoring of either tape deck's output is possible by choosing the right combination of front panel tape
buttons, a feature which will no doubt find favor with
recording enthusiasts.
If one were asked to judge between the amplifier and the
tuner sections of this well -executed receiver, picking a
clear-cut winner would be a difficult matter. The tuner section has good sensitivity in both mono and stereo, and the
50 -dB quieting mark is reached with fairly low signal levels.
In addition, the distortion, ultimate quieting, and selectivity
performance figures are all rather good for a receiver in this
price class. The amplifier section delivers a good deal of
power over a fairly wide band with quite reasonably low distortion, and it is one of the few units these days which is specifically rated for 4 -Ohm operation. All in all, this receiver
from Technics is an all-around winner, regardless of whether you live close to stations or in the deep fringes. With a
suggested price tag of $479.95, judging the SA -5550 as a suLeonard Feldman
perior receiver isn't hard at all.
Fig.
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Dual Auto/Reverse Cassette Deck

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: Standard Tape, 20 Hz to 14,000 Hz ±
2.5 dB; Cr02, 20 Hz to 16,000 Hz ± 2.5 dB. Wow and Flutter:
Less than 0.07%. Dynamic Range: IEC curve "A", Better
than 51 dB; with Dolby, better than 60 dB. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 2.0% at 1 kHz. Tape Speed Accuracy:
±0.5%. Erasure: 70 dB. Channel Separation: 60 dB in opposite direction; 30 dB or better between stereo channels. Bias
Frequency: 85 kHz. Input Level: 0.22 mV, mike inputs; 65 mV,
line. Output Level: 0.75 volts. Fast Wind lime: 60 seconds
for C-60 cassette. Headphone Impedance: 8-16 ohms.
Power Requirements: 120/240 V 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 16'/2
in. W x 4-13/16 in. H x 11-13/16 in. D. Weight: 151/4 lbs.
Price: $450.00.

Fig.

1-Back view of the Dual Cassette Deck.

AUDIO

9-Loudness control action.

It is no great surprise to find that the people who produce
one of the most popular lines of automatic and manual turntables in the world should have come up with a cassette
deck which incorporates one of the most sophisticated tape
transport systems to be found in any cassette deck. The standard features one has come to expect from a high quality
cassette deck are all there, but there is much that is new and
different. The first thing we noticed upon unpacking this
smartly styled unit is the absence of any power on/off
switch. Depressing any one of the four transport motion
keys both turns on power and causes the appropriate tape
motion to begin. Why four transport keys, instead of the
usual three (Play, Rewind and Fast Forward)? Simply because
this machine can play and record in either direction of tape
travel, so that a Play-left and a Play -right transport key are
necessary. Other keys along the lower edge of the front
panel include a Stop key, a Continuous Play key, the usual
record key (colored with a red warning stripe), and a pause
key. When the Continuous Play key is depressed, a cassette
will first play one side, then play in reverse (picking up the
appropriate alternate pair of tracks) and then play all over
again, continuing until the key is released. Even without the
Continuous Play button depressed, a cassette will be played

F

g.

2-Top view without protective cover.
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in both directions and the mechanism will shut off after
both sides have been completed. The automatic reversing
feature will not occur during recording, though it is possible
to record in either direction by manually depressing the ap-

connector. While line and microphone inputs may be used
simultaneously, there are no provisions on the Dual deck for
separately adjusting the gain of each such input with respect
to the other.

propriate "play" key together with the Record key. A pair of
arrow-shaped indicator lights denote direction of tape trav-

Circuitry and Mechanical Features

el at all times.
Just to the right of the transport buttons and tape -direction lights are three more indicator lights. The first of these

peak level indicator which flashes whenever signal levels
exceed the +3 dB point, relative to O VU on the record level
meters. The other two lights indicate that recording is in
process or that Dolby circuitry is turned on. At the lower
right of the panel are headphone and left and right microphone input jacks. An eject button at the left of the cassette
compartment raises the cassette holder smoothly and slowly, permitting insertion of the cassette along guide rails at a
convenient angle, and when this door -holder is snapped
shut, the cassette is perfectly positioned for record or playback. A three digit counter is located above the eject button
and above the counter is a tape bias switch with settings for
standard and Cr02 tape. While this switch can be operated
manually, its mechanism is also arranged to sense the extra
notch in newer Cr02 cassettes and will switch automatically
from STD to Cr02 setting when such tapes are inserted.
Subsequent insertion of any standard tape (or non -notched
Cr02 tape) causes the switch to pop back to the STD posiis a

tion.
The two illuminated VU meters at the right of the cassette
compartment are calibrated from -20 dB to +5 dB and can
be tilted up to an angle of 30 degrees for easy viewing when
the machine is operated in the horizontal plane. This deck,
by the way, is one of the few we have tested that can be operated either horizontally or vertically, and a pair of mounting brackets are supplied should you want to mount the entire unit vertically on a wall surface. Below the meters are
four more buttons. Three of these are two -position switches
for mono/stereo selection, activation of an automatic level
control circuit, and activation of the Dolby noise reduction
circuitry. The fourth button is a momentary switch that introduces a 400 -Hz test tone used for calibrating bias for
proper Dolby calibration. Alongside the buttons are four
screwdriver adjustment controls for calibrating Dolby (left
and right channels) when standard tape or Cr0 tape is
used. At the extreme rightof the panel are a pair of slider input level controls which affect only recording level. Playback output is not adjustable on the deck itself but must be
controlled by the volume control on your amplifier or receiver. When the Automatic Level Control button is depressed, the slide level controls are bypassed and all record
level adjustments are performed automatically.
Line input and output connections are made on the rear
apron of the unit, which also houses a record/playback DIN
2
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3-THD

versus recording level.
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Separate circuit board modules are employed for the input amplifiers, bias oscillator, automatic level control circuitry, Dolby circuits, output amplifiers, recording amplifiers, meter and indicator amplifiers, test -tone generator,
tape -end limit switch circuitry, and power supply. The solidstate complement of the Dual cassette deck includes 4 ICs, 3
FETs, 31 transistors, and 38 diodes.
The record/play head of the unit is a Permalloy type
which Dual believes is superior in its characteristics to Ferrite types and for which a life -expectancy of 3000 hours is
claimed by the manufacturer. Because of the unique reverse -play -and -record arrangement of this deck, two erase
heads are required, mounted on either side of the
record/play head. When the deck is put in the play (or
record) mode, the entire head assembly swings in toward
the cassette so that only the record/play head and one erase
head, corresponding to the direction of tape motion, contact the tape. A continuous-pole/synchronous motor (similar to the motor used in Dual's better turntables) provides
power to a flywheel and capstan through a precision ground
belt. Tape takeup drive is provided separately by a second
belt also attached to the motor shaft pulley. Two capstans
are used in the tape -drive system. One is centered on the
flywheel. The other is driven via a pulley and belt. It is this
dual capstan arrangement which, according to the maker,
results in the low wow and flutter figure claimed for this machine.

Laboratory Measurements
In measuring the performance of the Dual cassette deck,
we elected to use Maxell UD -XL tape for all tests in the
"standard" bias position and Nakamichi Cr0 tape for tests
of performance with bias switch set to the Chrome position.
(Editor's Note: We understand that Nakamichi no longer
has the chrome tape in its line.) Dolby circuits were individually calibrated for these two types of cassette tapes, as per
instructions supplied in the owner's manual. We did note
one discrepancy here. Whereas the booklet suggests calibrating the Dolby circuitry for "0 dB " playback of the test
tone recorded at "0 dB," the VU meters themselves have a
Dolby trademark symbol inscribed at about the +3 dB point
which would seem to contradict the manual instructions.
Nevertheless, we went by the written instructions. If these
are incorrect, we urge Dual to amend the booklet. If they
are correct, rescreening of the built -in -meters would help
the user.
Using our Maxell tape and recording at 0 VU, we read a
total harmonic distortion during playback (at 1 kHz) of 1.4%,
well below the 2.0% claimed by the manufacturer. At +3
(the point at which the peak indicator light begins to flash),
THD remained constant at 1.4%. At +5 VU, THD increased
to 1.7%. The 3% THD point was not reached until we
recorded signals at a +8 VU. Referring to the 3% THD
recording level, we measured a signal-to-noise ratio of 53 dB
without Dolby (using an "A" weighting network) and just
over 60 dB when Dolby was introduced into the recording
and playback. Frequency response for the complete record play cycle was measured at -20 dB recording levels as well
as at 0 dB. Readers may take issue with the first of these
techniques, since saturation of tape occurs at the high, preemphasized frequencies, but we think that this set of read 2
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ings is useful if only in that it describes the available headroom of the machine and the tape being tested. The upper
curve of Fig. 4 should therefore not be interpreted as an indication of frequency response capability (the -20 dB curve
serves for that purpose), but rather as a measure of relative
headroom of the machine (based on its 0 VU settings) and
of the tape being tested. The more meaningful lower curve
exhibited a peak of around 4 dB at 15 kHz and rolled off
sharply beyond that frequency to -7 dB at 17 kHz. It is obvious that bias and equalization are not precisely set for this
variety of tape (which has excellent high -frequency characteristics), but unfortunately, the Dual owner's manual does
not specify the tape brand or type for which the machine
was specifically calibrated. A note or phone call to United
Audio (the people who distribute Dual products) would
probably elicit that information, since many manufacturer's
are beginning to name brands in their owners' manuals for
just this reason. In any case, most users will probably be happy with the slight rise in response at around 15 kHz since the
problem is usually one of not getting enough output at
these frequencies.
Figure 5 shows frequency response measured using the
Nakamichi Cr02 tape. Again, a rising characteristic was
noted for this tape at the high frequency end, but this time,
response extended to 17 kHz and was down some 6 dB at
18.5 kHz, referred to a -20 dB recording level. As was to be
expected, there was less "headroom" available using the
CrO2 tape. At 0 VU recording level, THD measured just a
fraction below 2.0%, while at +3 VU, distortion had already
exceeded 3.0%. Signal-to-noise ratio referred to the 3%
THD point measured 57 dB without Dolby, and 62 dB with
Dolby, both readings taken with an "A" weighting network.
In terms of available dynamic range, therefore, the Cr02
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Refuse to
compromis
KEF engineers never do. Every aspect of KEF drive unit technology reflects their
no -compromise approach ... to materials, specification, quality standards. In the

vital diaphragm for example, advanced laminated constructions absorb
unwanted energy that otherwise would be heard as colouration
of the original sound. KEF pioneered this concept and every
unit benefits ... B139, a 30 by 21cm bass driver with solid
flat diaphragm acting as a rigid piston to give clean, low distortion bass over frequency range 20-1,000Hz. B200, a
200mm low -frequency driver with consistent rubber -modified
polystyrene diaphragm, visco -elastically damped, covering
frequency range 25-3,500Hz. 8110, a 110mm mid range driver
with the same diaphragm construction, and
frequency range 55-3,500Hz. 127 ultra -high
frequency driver with dome radiator in Mylar
giving wide dispersion up to highest audio levels,
frequency range 3,500-40,000Hz.
Drive unit performance is vital to your whole
system. No place for compromise. When you choose
KEF, you know your units come critically tested
and five-year guaranteed. But more, you know that
leading manufacturers confirm your choice by using
KEF drivers in their own quality systems.

Distributed in the U.S.A. in conjunction with

INT9ATEC
399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington Virginia 22202
Telephone (703) 979 1400

8139

.. the no -compromise
approach to uncoloured sound
8110

geue

KEF Electronics Limited Tovil Maidstone Kent ME15 60P

Telephone 0622 57258 Telex96140
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This is how discs are made.
cl

master d sc is
in a special Fathe. Toe cutting head moves across the
master in a straight line tom the edge :he ce -'ter. The special stylus inscribes a
groove in the surface o- tie disc.
ideally, a turntable system should eiab e the stylus in your cartridge to meticulously follow the "path" irscribed dur nc the outing process. -hat is, it should play
you- record precisely as the master cisc zvas or ginaly cut.
A "s:raight line trackig" turntable steslem, p-operly desigied, engineered and
manufactured could e -rinate p-oblems sucr as skatirg force, tracking error,
and the resulting excessive record wear ill of which are inherent in pivoted arm
systerrs in all their fours and mod ficat ons.
i
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This is how the ST-7 plays them.

o

The Rabco ST-7 is a straight line tracking turntable. Your stylus precisely follows
the original path cut into the master record..The result is the total elimination of
both tracking error and skating force.
The ST-7 begins with straight line tracking. In every other respect -motor, suspension, bearings, drive, controls-it is exemplary of a professional instrument
designed for home use.
The ST-7 offers a cascade of zeroes. Zero tracking error. Zero skating force.
Zero stylus overhang. It plays music in the home in a way that makes conventional
pivoted arm systems obsoleté. For complete information write Harman/Kardon,
55 Ames Court, Plainview, N.Y 11803.

harman/kardon
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

tape was better even though its 3% THD point was reached
at a lower setting on the VU meters.
Wow and flutter was indeed extremely low, measuring
0.065% (W RMS), and the fast -wind mechanism of this deck
is about the fastest and smoothest we have encountered. A
C-60 cassette was fully rewound in 55 seconds. We also
checked a couple of C-120 cassettes and found that the Dual
deck was able to handle them smoothly. Some cassette
decks have trouble with this longer, thinner tape and discourage its use.
Use Tests
There is a distinct feeling of quality about the Dual cassette deck. All transport operations are extremely smooth,
and very little finger pressure is required to operate the various transport keys. Meter ballistics are excellent and correspond very closely to true VU meter action (a rarity in cassette decks). We would have preferred to have mike/line
mixing facilities to provide greater control flexibility in
recording but, of course, the serious recordist can always
purchase a suitable multi -channel mixer for use with this
basic deck. Cueing up of a program before recording begins

Sansui Model SR -717 Direct -Drive Turntable

easily accomplished by first depressing the pause button
(which remains in that position) and then simultaneously
depressing the record button and the appropriate left -play
or right -play buttons. The record button stays down, while
the play button pops up, but the moment the pause button
is released, recording begins in smooth fashion. Even
though the unit provides automatic reverse in playback, it is
just as well that in the record mode it is necessary to start the
recording process all over again in the reverse direction at
the end of the first tape pass. Otherwise a few seconds
would be lost if reversal during recording took place, since
there are several inches of "leader" tape at each end of
nearly all cassettes. We detected no audible difference in
response when playing tapes in either direction, indicating a
high degree of precision in tape head alignment.
The Dual Cassette Deck is another outstanding example
of the great strides that have been made in cassette deck
technology in recent years. It is ruggedly constructed, uses
high-grade components throughout, and seems well worth
the price. A one-year warranty covering parts and labor is
included in the purchase price.
Leonard Feldman
is
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polished wooded endpieces. The 9'/ -in. arm is an S -type,
and it has a gimbel suspension using knife-edge supports in
the vertical plane. The rotatable counterbalance is calibrated in pressures from 0 to 2.5 grams, and there is provision for an additional weight if the cartridge is heavier than
11 grams. On the left of the arm pivot is a shaft for a lateral
balance weight, and a suspended weight with calibrated
spindle is used for the anti -skating adjustment-what Sansui
calls the "inside force cancellor."
The controls are simplicity itself: a pressbutton for 331/2,
another for 45 rpm, each one having a small variable speed
control next to it. There is a 3 -position lever switch marked
Off, On and Play, the last named position operating the arm
lowering device. The strobe light is mounted at the front to
the left, and the strobe speed markings (50 and 60 Hz) are on
the turntable rim. The turntable is made of an aluminum alloy and turns the scales at just over 3 lbs. The motor is a 20 pole d.c. brushless servo type driven by an electronic supply
unit that employs 20 transistors plus an IC. A voltage selector
is underneath with the phono sockets at the rear, and the complete unit is mounted on four heavy-duty shock -absorber
feet-a method of suspension have always favored.

«..........,
#4,

I

p

Measurements

ey

MANUFACTURER'S SPECI,=ICATIONS
Speeds: 331/3 and 45 rpm. Fine Speed Adjust: ±4%. Wow
and Flutter: 0.035% weighted rms. Signal -To -Noise Ratio:
Better than 60 dB. Tonearm: Statically balanced, S-shaped
tubular. Features: Oil -damped tonearm lifter, lateral balancer, direct -readout stylus -force dial, inside force cancellor. Dimensions: 20 in. W x 151/2 in. D x 71/2 in. H. Approximate Nationally Advertised Value: $350.00.
There's no doubt about it, these modern turntables bear
little resemblance to the oëd models of just a few years ago!
A prime example is the SR -717, Sansui's new top -of -the -line
direct -drive unit par excellence. It is rather larger than most
turntables, measuring 20 inches wide by 15 '/a inches deep.
The top plate and in fact the whole unit is finished in a charcoal black with silver trim, making a nice contrast with the

As the cables supplied were low-capacity types, a CD -4
phono cartridge (Audio-technica AT -20) was used for the
tests-or most of them. Setting up took a little longer than
usual due to the more complicated anti -skating arrangement and the cartridge needed that extra arm weight for
correct balancing. Then there was the lateral balancing to be
done, but the whole process only took a few minutes. The
first test was for wow and flutter, and the measured figure
was very low indeed at 0.04% using the DIN 45-507 standard.
expected rumble to be low too, and was not disappointed as it measured better than -67 dB (ARLL), which is
exceptionally good. The speed control gave a variation of
+5 and -3% at 331/3 and ±4% at 45 rpm. As with most modern arms, the vertical and lateral friction were too low to
measure accurately although no figures are quoted by San sui. Tracking error was within 0.5 degrees per inch, a good
figure for this type of arm. Accuracy of the stylus -force dial
was well within 5%, and the anti -skating calibration was
I

I
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*Hirsch -Houck Laboratories Equipment Test Report, Stereo Review, Jan.1976.
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'The ultimate distortion of the
T-100's FM section was unevocally the lowest we have ever
measured. To this can be added
a really first-rate AM tuner section, the likes of which we have
never before encountered in a
product of this type."*

"There is no doubt that its stereo
channel separation and distortion characteristics surpass
anything in our previous experience. Its AM frequency
response was not only, by far,
the flattest and widest we have
ever measured on an AM tuner,
it is sufficiently free of distortion
and noise to make it a truly
useful program source even for
high fidelity listening."*
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Spending more won't buy a better tuner.
The uncompromising quality of Accuphase makes
the T-100 AM/FM Stereo Tuner one of the finest
available. At any price. No qualifications.
From its unprecedented excellence in performance
to its unusually effective multipath meter, the T-100
is truly superb.
Prove it yourself. We've assembled a free 36 -page
booklet of independent laboratory reports attesting
to the superior performance of Accuphase. It's very
convincing. But the best way to be convinced is to
audition the T-100 yourself. Then you'll understand
why the critical acclaim has been as impressive as
the product itself.

Xccuphase

write: TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

found to be very satisfactory. (lt gives

a

choice of four posi-

grams.) As the motor is servo controlled from a stabilized power supply, speed accuracy is not
determined by the line voltage or frequency. Once the
speed control has been set, the speed remains rock steady
and no further adjustment will be required.

tions: 0.5,

1, 1.5

and

2

Use Test
The SR -717 was on test over a period of several weeks-it
was such an easy unit to use, I was reluctant to change it! After playing a number of CD -4 records, including ones made

11/4 grams and the anti skating device was also set at that force. As have pointed out
previously, CD -4 cartridges with a Shibata stylus need rather
more force but the effective weight on the record is spread
over a greater area. I ought to have mentioned earlier that
the unit comes complete with a transparent, hinged plastic
lid which adds the finishing touch to a very handsome piece
of equipment. As we have seen, it is a top performer
too-certainly one of the best half dozen units now available at any price. It's not particularly cheap but then proGeorge W. Tillett
ducts of this caliber rarely are....

force. As expected, this came out at

I

with the experimental RCA Quachalator, changed the cartridge for a Shure V-15 Mk III to find the optimum tracking
1
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increase their effective signal in the fringe areas and so
come up with a bigger audience to charm potential advertisers. Although the resulting sound quality is passably acceptable on car radios and the like, it is far below true highfidelity standards-hence the number of expanders, such as
those from dbx, Phase Linear and IAD, now on the market.
As the name implies, they expand the dynamic range by increasing the level of the loudest signals in an effort to restore the original balance. Some can stretch the signal by as
much as 20 dB but it is rare that such a high amount of expansion can be used without the electronic action being au-

Pioneer RG -1 Dynamic Processor

dible.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Output Voltage: 6.5 V. Expansion: 6 to 14 dB. Input Impedance: 70 kOhms. Output Impedance: 300 Ohms.
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 100 dB re:6.5V. Distortion: 0.1% at 1
kHz, 1 Volt. Dimensions: 133/4 in. W x 5'/e in. H x 125/2 in. D.
Price: $175.00.
During the past 30 years or so, a great deal of progress has
been made in realistic sound reproduction in the home.
First we had the LP record, then mono FM radio, followed
by stereo FM with its added dimension and of course, loudspeakers have been getting better and better-so have amplifiers and all the other links in the chain, not forgetting
tape recorders and the fantastic improvements in the tape
itself! But two things still bother the perfectionist: The difficulties in eradicating the last trace of background noise and
the dynamic range compression in just about every program
source. For example, a symphony orchestra has a range of
well over 70 dB but it is necessary to compress it down to 60
dB or less in the record,ng process. In fact, the average
record might only have 45 dB! This is bad enough, but
broadcast stations resort to an even greater compression to

Fig.

1-Back panel view.

The Pioneer RG -1 is a relative newcomer to the field, and
the initials refer to Robert Grodinsky, its inventor. The unit
is housed in a neat metal cabinet with a satin silver -finished
panel and knobs to match. There is a meter for each channel, a level control and a five -position switch giving expansion rates of 6 to 14 dB in 2 dB steps. Under these, to the
right are two lever switches, one to switch the signal direct
to the output, thus bypassing the expander, and the other to
switch in a tape recorder, decoder or whatever. The RG -1
has to be connected to the tape in/out sockets of the receiver or amplifier, so if there is only one pair of tape sockets,
anything else has to be plugged into the expander. The
(Continued on page 75)

Fig.

2-Interior view.
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Introducing an evolutionary idea.
The New Empire 698 Turntable
Great ideas never enough torque
change radically.
Instead, they are constantly being refined to
become more relevant with
time.
So it has been with

to reach full
speed in one third of a revolution. It contributes to the
almost immeasurable 0.04 i

average wow and flutter
value in our specifications.
More important, it's built to

Empire turntables. Our last.
latest model, 698, is no The Drive Belt
exception. Basically, it's still
Every turntable is
the uncomplicated, belt - approved only when zero
driven turntable we've been error is achieved in its speed
making for 15 years. A accuracy. To prevent any
classic.

What we're introducing
is

improved performance.
The lower mass tone

variations of speed we grind
each belt to within one ten
thousandth of an inch thickness.

arm, electronic cueing, The Platter

quieting circuitry and autoEvery two piece, 7 lb., 3
matic arm lift are all very inch thick, die cast aluminew.
num platter is dynamically
The rest is history.
balanced. Once in motion, it
The Tonearm
acts as a massive flywheel to
The new 698 arm assure specified WOW
moves effortlessly on 32 and Hutte jeweled, sapphire bearings. value even
Vertical and horizontal with the
bearing friction is a mere voltage
0.001 gram, 4 times less varied from
than it would be on conven- 105 to 127
tional steel hearings. It is volts AC.
impervious to drag. Only The Main Bearing
the calibrated anti -skating
The stainless
and tracking force you steel shaft extending
select control its movement. from the pla-ter is
The new aluminum aged, by alternate
tubular arm, dramatically exposures to extreme
reduced in mass, responds high and low temperainstantly to the slightest tures preventing it from
variation of a record's ever warping. The tip is
movement. Even the abrupt
changes of a warped disc
are quickly absorbed.
The Motor
A self -cooling. hysteresis synchronous motor
drives the platter with

then precision ground and
polished before lapping it
into two oilite, self-lubricating bearings, reducing friction and reducing rumble
to one of the lowest figures
ever measured in a professional turntable; -68 dB
CBS ARLL.

The Controls
Electronic cueing has
been added to the 698 to
raise and lower the tone
arm at your slightest touch.
Simple plug-in integrated
circuitry raises the tone arm
automatically when power
is turned off.
A see-through anti
skating adjustment pro-

vides the necessary force
for the horizontal plane. It
is

micrometer calibrated to

eliminate channel

im-

Stylus force is dialed
a see-through cali-

using

brated clock mainspring
more accurate than any
commercially available

stylus pressure gauge.
A new silicon photocell
sensor has been added to
automatically lift the arm at

the end of a record.
New quieting circuitry
has also been added. Now,
even with the amplifier volume turned up, you can
switch the 698 on or off
without a "pop" sound to
blow out your woofers.
At Empire we make
only one model turntable,
the 698. With proper main-

tenance and care the

chances are very good it will
be the only one you'll ever
need.

balance and unnecessary
record wear.

The Empire 698 Turntable
Suggested retail price $400.00

Check No. 13 on Reader Service Card
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Por snore information write:
EMPIRI. SCIENTIFIC CORP.

Garden

City, New York, 11530.

MAC REBENNECK is Dr. John,
but you'd never know it to
look at him today. Dressed in
a work shirt, Rebenneck's
appearance doesn't hint in the least of
feathers, voodoo trappings, and the
rest of Dr. John's colorful regalia. In
fact, Dr. John-the gris-gris patriarch
who stirs the herbs, speaks to spiders,
and thrives on voodoo incantationshas been stored away with his magical
smoke machine until the next tour,
leaving Rebenneck free to be his
street self.
Although the Doctor John person na tends to obscure his other accomplishments, Rebenneck has been an
active force in New Orleans music for
two era -spanning decades. His first
job in the industry was as an A&R man
for Johnny Vincent's Ace Records, a
seminal influence on all rock-androll. Multi -instrumental, Rebenneck
has contributed his talents to sessions
ranging from Professor Longhair (aka
Henry R. Byrd) and Huey Smith to the
Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, Maria
Muldaur, and Kate Smith.
This conversation began when
asked him about The Right Place At
The Wrong Time, Dr. John's hit single.
For the next three hours Rebenneck's
slow, sleepy drawl rambled wildly, but
never failed to come home to the
point.
"I got with Allen Toussaint an' took
d'Meters into rehearsal. took 'em
out on d'road an' we got together
while we were on d'road for rehearsal. We went out on d'road an'
worked out all d'tunes we were gonna
do, jus' went in d'studio an' cut 'em
wit dat in mind o' what we were gonna do. Actually we cut dat whole
Right Place album in two sessions, two
three-hour sessions. Only thing dat
had t'be done afterward was put on
d'girls an' d'horns an' dat was it.
"lt was not d'way rather do albums, like jus' go in dere an' cut live
things. It was more on d'idea o' jus'
d'way records are bein' made today,

jeans and

I

I

Dr. lohn:

The Gris -Gris Man
Andy Doherty

I
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d'Memphis Tradition, d'Willie Mitchell Tradition, d'whole idea o' cuttin'
d'rhythm track an' then layin' in
d'horns an' d'verses, which you get

So much for the present. Flashing
back twenty years we find Mac Rebenneck working for $30.00 a week at
Ace Records. His duties? Find the artist, secure material for the artist, hire
musicians, arrange the song, master
the record-today the same jobs
would be delegated to three or four
people, each one of them earning

a cleaner record an' you get
more professional or sumptin' like
dat, but you don' get no spontaneity
out o' it.

maybe

Naturalness Passé
"In d'old days ya used t'cut one
track. Ev'rybody had to sing on
it-d'band, ev'rybody had to play
d'thing together. It was no dubbin' in,
which made records a lot truer. Now
records you can cut one guy at a time
all d'way til ya finish a record an'
maybe you get things dat way t'do 'em
more perfect an' ya don' have t'worry
'bout ev'rybody playin' d'same song
at d'same time together an' do perfect
tapes. But if ya really get down t'it, it's
kinda jive, man. People is not hearin'
d'whole band playin' sumptin' together like they do at a gig. They not
gettin' d'real reality thing.
"Like there was a new school of
producers, Phil Spector a' all d'cats
dat came after him, all d'way to
d'Motown cats.
calls 'em New
School producers that cuts 16, 32
track. It look t'me like dey're tryin'
t'fill out al) o' dose tracks. Ev'ry one o'
dose tracks has got t'have sumptin' on
it. Dey couldn't never cut a record on
four -track or two -track, like Motown
did when dey started, or Atlantic did
when dey started, or any o' d'record
companies did-'specially if you go's
back t'when dey was one track. Singer's gonna sing d'tune, d'band's gonna play d'tune, an' all d'horns an'
d'voices an' ev'rythin's gonna do one
take all d'way together right an' not
have nobody dat's gonna be able
t'dub in dere parts or sumptin'. But
dat's d'way would like t'see recordin'
get back t' a similar thing like dat. At
least have all d'rhythm section play
dere thing together, an all d'horns together, an' not overdub. Jus' t'be able
t'get dat natural beat, even wid misI

I
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$30.00 an hour.

takes an' ev'rythin' dat would be involved. Jus' 'cause t'get dat little naturalness on d'records dat's lost in
d'picture now, dat's jus' 'bout a forgotten art.
"I can't say I been cuttin' any real

natural records d'las' few records
been doin'.
started out cuttin' dat
way, but in d'las' few years all
d'technology an' all d'stuff's been
thrown at me in d'ways o' cuttin'
records in shorter times. Up to my las'
record we was rehearsing records an'
den goin' into d'studio an' tryin' to
cut 'em basic'ly all as much as we
could at once. Wid my newest album
we wasn't even able to rehearse it before. We jus' had t'go into d'studio an'
do it on d'spot. An' although d'record
can come out okay wid d'overdubbin', it don' come out wid dat little natural innocent thing dat happens
when ev'rybody play dat ting all
together at once."
I

I
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"I thought it was an honor to produce sumptin' if they hadn't paid me
at all. Ev'rythin' we did, man, nobody
had no business smarts among any
one of us. Huey Smith-I think
d'reason Huey has gotten out o'
d'business an' become a Jehova's Witness is d'fact dat all d'hit records-he
must've made, what, Rockin' Pneumonia was a hit when he did it, it's
been a hit again now Johnny Rivers
did it. Sea Cruise was a hit when he
wrote it for Frankie Ford, it's been a
hit now when Johnny Rivers did it. All
dem songs-Don't You Just Know It
an' High Blood Pressure. Ev'ry record,
damn near, Huey wrote was a hit. But
d'fact was dat he didn't get nothin'
out o' it. think Johnny (Vincent) gave
him a house when he was with
d'company an' took it back when
Huey left d'Iabel to get wit Imperial.
An' things like dat-I can un'erstan'
why Huey Smith has a bad attitude toward d'record business 'cause all dat
I

he has contributed t' dis business he
shoulda been able t' retire 10 years
ago from it. An' at dis stage o' d'game
t' still have t'be scufflin' an' still goin'

through changes-it's ridiculous. I'll
say of all d'people dat was connected
wit Ace Records durin' d'Fifties, nobody contributed more dan Huey
Smith.

"At dat time, though, Johnny Vincent was gung-ho over white acts
'cause Jimmy Clanton had jus' broke
out with Just A Dream. Jimmy Clanton
was an off -shoot o' Earl King. An' like
instead o' still pushin' Earl King, Johnny jumped on his white acts, figurin'
he was gonna sell more records t' a
65
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bigger audience. It did work as far as
dat was concerned, but it caused a lotta bad vibes 'tween all d'black acts dat
had started an' made his company. It
also caused a little split 'tween all
d'black cats dat was responsible for
makin' all d'hits up t'dis point with
d'white cats comin' into d'picture an'
reapin' d'benefits."
Dr. John reminisced about a benefit
for Professor Longhair, whose home
had burned down.

Longhair's Influence
"I couldn't say dere was any bigger
influence on myself an' New Orleans
Music dan Professor Longhair, Huey
Smith, and Allen Toussaint. Although
Huey Smith an' Allen Toussaint are
both off -shoots o' Professor Longhair
dey're hairs dat was derived from
Longhair dat became a thing o' itself.
Same wit Fats Domino, Antoine's
records all o' dem up t' a point came
from styles o' Longhair's.
"I think we all realize what a big
debt we owe Longhair for what all
d'music dat he instigated. Jus' like I'd
say dat 90 per cent o' my piano sty lin' is directly attributed to Professor Longhair. An' think dat goes for;
Allen Toussaint, Huey Smith, Fats Domino, ev'rybody from New Orleans.
think we all have t'agree at some
point dat Longhair has a big, big portion o' our styles directly derive from
his thing. Also, always try t'give him
credit for bein' d' grandfather o' funk
music. Which all d'bands 'cross
d'world is playin' which is dat syncopated music on d'drums that's syncopated 'tween the bass drum an'
d'snare drum wit dat real alternated
syncopation. Dis was directly started
by Longhair's form o' piano playin'.
His instrument really is d'drums....
Somebody said, yeah, well, he's good
but he could never do what Count
Basie does. My idea is dat you could
get Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Dave
Brubeck, Art Tatum, any o' d'greats
an' dey couldn't play what Longhair
does. Partially 'cause his thing is so
unorthodox. But also 'cause his thing
is so intricately related t' his whole
thing an' it's so dif'rent from any other
style o' music. Unless somebody jus'
studied his thing for their whole life,
don't think he could do what Longhair does. Although his style maybe at
one time was a boogie-woogie piano
player, it evolved t' what he calls over boogie but
jus' consider it a new
form o' music. Like his way o' playin' a
Latin beat, a rhumba, a mambo, a tango, Afro-Cuban. It's so dif'rent from
any other piano player ... what John
Coltrane did for d'saxophone, or what
Charlie Parker did, or what Jimi Hen I

I

Brix did for d'guitar, well, Longhair
did for d' piano world."
Longhair's descendants swept out
of New Orleans in the 50s. America
was conquered by that funky, syncoDateo rock and roll. How did it happen, and why?

Rock Genesis
"New Orleans musicians were
much more advanced in what we call
funk music an' were playin' it way
back then in d'Fifties. What has only
oeached d'rest o' d'country in d'Iate
Sixties an' early Seventies has been a
common thing down dere all along.
New Orleans started changin' dat famous shuffle rhythm an' usin' a twofour rhythm which was like a dix-

ieland rhythm but with a backbeat an'
what later became called funk. Dis
whole thing came up an' started formulain' itself at dat time an' became
trend-settin' instead o' music dat was
up t'pot wit d'rest o' d'country.
"It was right from dat moment on
we were ahead o' d'rest o' d'music.
Ev'rybody from ev'ry major label-from Atlantic Records, Chess
Records, Specialty, Duke-all dose labels started comin' to New Orleans
'cause dis was d'only city dey could
make good records wit dis new beat
dat was becomin' popular otta New
Orleans. So many udder places were
copym' it an' wasn't able t'do so. Instead o' jus' stayin' on dis one level, d'
New Orleans thing was steadily pro gressin', too, even through d'time
when Berry Gordy sent t' New Orleans when he first started Motown
Records. He sent t' New Orleans an'

I

I
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brought up d'New Orleans rhythm

section....
"I don' think dat most people realize dat d'original Motown Sound was

directly d'New Orleans Sound

brought t' Detroit. From gettin' his
Detroit musicians aware o' what d'
New Orleans thing was by listenin' to
dis rhythm section, Berry released a
few o' d'records he did on d'other o'
his artists-but like he ran a game on
d'cats by sayin' I'm gonna record Earl
King an' dese various New Orleans

artists. What he did though was
t'listen t'dose tapes an' have his musicians listen t'dose tapes an' got d'idea
for how t'play funk music. An'dis was
d'way New Orleans fell apart.
"When ev'ry udder city started
bein' able t'do what was happenin' in
New Orleans, there was nothin' unusual 'bout a New Orleans sound. But
ya can still go t'jus' 'bout any record
center in d'country right now, an'
you'll still find a New Orleans drummer is d'top drummer-in LA, Earl
Palmer an' his student, Hal Blaine. In
New York, Leo Morrisey under his Islamic name o' Idris Muhammad.
"D'main thing o' it was dat it was all
New Orleans based music. D'cats
knew dey could get New Orleans
rhythm musicians an' dey would be
able t'eut any type o' session d'guy
was doin' whether it was a jazz date, a
rock date, blues date, or whatever. As
long as dey had dat New Orleans
rhythm section, d'thing would have
dat ahead -o' -time groove t' it. D'basic
thing o' New Orleans music is always
been rhythm. If it ain't got rhythm, it
ain't ready."

Newport/Nerv York
Martha Sanders Gilmore

Stan Gea

C7 Co enan

Wood? Herman
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THE 1975 NEWPORT New York
Festival was not like those of
old, at beautiful Newport, R.I.

which featured primarily "mainstream" jazz in concentrated doses
over a single long weekend where
one could usually listen to about six
acts in an afternoon under the sun or
during an evening under the stars.
Granted that it often rained there, but
somehow that was part and parcel of
the fairly inexpensive ticket price.
Now, however, the Festival has become mainly a stream of evening concerts, somewhat more expensive and
usually with only two sets, and since
concerts are presented simultaneously at two different locations, it is
impossible to hear everything, which
lead to some difficult selections for
the buff. With this shortcoming in
mind, let's look at as many of the New
York concerts as possible.
This twenty-second annual Newport Jazz Festival blew into New York
City on a Friday with the New York
Jazz Repertory Company playing the
music of Bix Beiderbecke and roared
out nine days later with Papa French
and The Original Tuxedo Jazz Band
from New Orleans. Running alongside the Festival was the Institute in
Jazz Criticism, sponsored by the
Smithsonian Institute, The Music Critics Association, and The Rutgers Institute of Jazz Studies.
On Saturday, Benny Carter and his
All -Star Band starred at Carnegie Hall,
followed by Maria and Geoff Muldaur. Carter took off with The Very
Thought Of You doing an alto sax solo
with Milt Hinton on bass, followed by
a very light rendition of Green Dolphin Street with Hank Jones on piano;
Hinton on bass; Grady Tate, drums,
and Bucky Pizzarelli on guitar. They
ended the set with a slow, loping version of Johnny Mandel's The Shadow
Of Your Smile.
The Carter Quintet then accompanied Maria Muldaur, who seemed out
of place at the jazz festival. However,
her virtuosity showed humor in Waitress In A Donut Shop, followed by
earthiness in Earl's Crab Shack, and
her sense of timing was displayed with
Gotta Penny Benny. Shen then dedicated a song to all vegetarian cooks, It
Ain't The Meat, It's The Motion, then
got a bit serious with the transfixing
Lover Man. Being from the South, she
lit into Hoagy Carmichael's Old Rock in' Chair, with a finale of Duke Ellington's Transblucency.
Sunday ushered in "The Jazz on the
Hudson River" boat ride with Bob
Crosby and the Bobcats. This was fol-
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lowed in the evening with the "big
band" sounds of Buddy Rich, followed by the swing -era band of Harry
James, and the Quartet of Ruby Braff,
George Barnes, Michael Moore and
Vinnie Carrao. They were in sharp
contrast to Rich's band and in many
ways out -played them, intertwining
themselves around each other, yet
leaving enough room for each other
to breathe with such familiar tunes as
Them There Eyes, You Can't Take That
Away From Me, Gershwin's Love
Walked Right In, and a slow Young
And Foolish which was jewel-like in
its perfection.
Harry James and his Orchestra put
on a bit of a lackluster performance in
comparison to Rich. They started off
with their theme, Ciribiribin, then
jumped into a medley of their seven
most familiar tunes starting with
One'Clock Jump and finishing with
The Shiek of Araby.

"While last year's
Newport/New York
Jazz Festival wasn't

like those on the island,
jazz is still
alive and kicking
in the Big

Apple."

The Roseland Ballroom hosted
Count Basie's Orchestra, a Japanese
Group, Miyami and The New Herd,
and the unprogrammed Thad Jones
Trio on Monday. Basie's Band was its
old swinging self, inspiring people to
dance or at least move to its pulsating
rhythms. The prime soloists were
Frank Foster, tenor sax; Curtis Fuller,
trombone; and the Count himself,
who played in his usual spare, funky
piano style. They took Li'I Darlin' at an
extremely calm pace, then gathered
momentum as they swung into old favorites such as Shiny Stockings and

What Are You Doing for the Rest of
Your Life? In comparison, Miyami
played mechanically and without
much feeling.
The Salute to Jazz and The American Song took place Tuesday night
and performers included The Chet
Baker Four, playing and singing the
music of Rogers and Hart; composer
Cy Coleman, playing his music; singer
Johnny Hartman and pianist Ellis Larkins on Duke Ellington; Helen Humes
singing the music of Fats Waller; tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and guitarist
Jim Hall on George Gershwin, and
Maggie Whiting singing Harold Arlen.
On the Wednesday agenda were
Dave Brubeck and Two Generations
of Brubeck, Paul Desmond, Septem
Tandem from Czechoslovakia, Chuck
Mangione, The Gato Barbieri Ensemble, The Stan Getz Quartet, and

Mabel Mercer.
An evening with Stan Getz and His
Friends was a potpourri of sounds and
styles. Pianist Jimmy Rowles made
things sound simple by stripping Poor
Butterfly down to the bare bones and
emitting a peaceful Oriental sound,
then in the same tempo going into My
One And Only Love, sprinkling magnificent cathedral chords with single
notes and doodling in the jagged midsection. Rowles finished his set with a
version of My Buddy that resembled a
crossword puzzle.
Getz then strutted out his tenor sax
and effortlessly played What. Am I
Here For? and Lester Left Town. Vibraphonist Gary Burton came on like
tinkling bells and butterflies settling
on flowers, accompanied by Billy
Hart, drums; Ray Armando, percussion; Getz on tenor, and electric
bassist Steve Swallow. They played
Here's That Rainy Day.
Coming on last was British vocalist
Mabel Mercer, who has probably influenced more singers than anyone
else in the world. Accompanied by
pianist Jimmy Lyons and Stan Getz,
she started off with I'll Remember
April. An actress, musically speaking,
she almost "said" her words as she
went into These Foolish Things, Falling In Love with Love, and From This
Moment On.
Thursday's highlight was the Carnegie Hall concert with The George
Benson Quintet; Benson displayed
great technical facility on an amplified
guitar in a wild treatment of Brubeck's
Take Five, and then gave Down Here
On The Ground a soulful rhythm and
blues touch.
Making

a

spectacular entrance was

Jamaican Cleo Lane bending notes
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Classical Reviews

J

Edward Tatnall Canby

2.
Mendelssohn: Piano Concertos 1,
a. John Ogden; London Symphony,
Ceccato. Klavier KS -531, stereo, $6.98.
of St.
b. Murray Perahia; Academy

Martin -in -the -Fields, Marriner. Columbia M 33207, stereo, $6.98.

there anything more difficult than
comparing two similar recordings of
the same music in terms of written
words? If you think in blacks and
whites, it's easy; you pick one for perfect and rate the other zero. But for
the rest of us, it isn't likely to work
that way.
Is

The trouble with the Mendelssohn

concertos is that the once -prized
fluency of that composer, in the early
nineteenth century, now tends to
sound very old fashioned, dated,
where for so long it seemed fresh and
new; worse still, the music is pianistically "wordy"-a million notes in
floods that never stop for a moment's
rest. Very easily tiresome. Yet Men-

delssohn wasn't really that bad; underneath, there is music for the finding. To get it out takes more than piano technique; it means imagination
and a fluent musical ear that can hear
what is behind the flooding finger

work and the old-fashioned harmonies. Given this, the music can be reconstituted, even today. Made listen able and enjoyable.
Both these recordings do it to an
extent, with some drawbacks. In the
over-all, I'd pick the Perahia version
on Columbia, in spite of somewhat

lifeless acoustics, because this man
Perahia, still young, seems born to
play this sort of music as it must be
played-with musical awareness far
beyond the mere finger work, modestly, to bring out the real flow of melodies and harmonies. Ogden, a flashier pianist, recorded closer and more

Live sound.Your
reference and ours.
sound. accurately ... then KEF created Reference
you judge speakers by their ability to reproduce live
technology and applying the same
Series for you. Taking their latest advances in drive unit
networks. Right
uncompromising KEF standards to enclosure design and dividing
units use advanced
through development, live sound is the reference point. Drive
unwanted energy. At
laminated diaphragms that prevent colouration by absorbing
in building professional
every point, the Reference Series benefits from KEF experience
Now, two compact
monitors, and from important new computer evaluation techniques.
systems are winning world acclaim for the accurate, uncoloured
quality they maintain even at high sound pressure levels ...
If

Reference Model 104 Shelf or stand mounting 3 -speaker system
High -power KEF tweeter, mid -range unit and acoustically
coupled bass radiator all use latest materials technology. Highperformance 6 -element dividing network and, under the
distinctive sculptured grille, an acoustic contour control.
Reference Model 103 Bookshelf system, with KEF tweeter and
bass driver closely centre -line mounted on a unique steel
baffle that rotates to keep ideal stereo image in any cabinet
position. Again, the latest thinking in drive unit design, and
high -density anti -resonant linings to the enclosure.

111REFEREgliCE SERII(S
about sound
.... if you are

Distributed in the U.S.A. in conjunction with

serious

INTRATEC

399 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington Virginia 22202
Telephone (703) 979 1400

KEF Electronics Limited Tovil Maidstone Kent ME15 60P
Telephone 0622 57258 Telex 96140

Check No.

17 on

Reader Service Card

clinically, is better than could have
imagined; but his resonant piano features more notes, by a trace, and less
smoothness. The close-up recording,
moreover, exaggerates the "wordiness" with too much attention; the
Perahia recording puts the piano at a
saner distance and a lower level,
where the musical piano stuffing and
filling can be blended into the orchestra as it should be.
For sheer sound, the Ogden
recording from EMI, reissued here by
Klavier, has a more dynamic effect, a
better liveness by far and-with the
above reservations-a more clinically
accurate piano. If it weren't for the
music itself, this would be the best of
the two. Just goes to show....
I

Brahms: Piano Sonata No. 3 in F Minor, Op. 5; Rhapsody in G Minor, Op.
79 no. 2. Bruno -Leonard Gelber, Connoisseur CSQ 2084, SQ quadraphonic,
$6.98.

Connoisseur has done it again! This
one of the finest and most idiomatic
Brahms recordings I've heard for
years, both in the splendidly sensitive
piano playing and in the correspondingly big quadraphonic sound of the
recording. The major work-most of
the disc-is the early five -movement
virtuoso Sonata, one of the first of the
young genius' compositions to reach
the equivalent of the big time. It is
from the youthful beardless Brahms,
not the old bear with the long beard
of later years. And its exuberant
youthfulness, when the music is rightly played, is absolutely delightful-it is
is

ingly circumspect, his music ever
more dense and carefully shaped, as
he approached old age.
Bruno -Leonard Gelber takes exactly
the right youthful approach to this
music. He fairly explodes in the virtuoso places-a thing Brahms quickly
put aside in his maturity-and he
positively gushes with sentiment in
the fresh, almost naively Romantic
melodies. A most wonderfully pas-

sionate and sincere performance,
enough to make us wonder, in a way,
whether Brahms' extraordinary genius
was not to some extent lost in his later
works, restricted at least. With such a
spirit as this, and the advanced techniques of his late years, the man could
have been overwhelming. A hint can
be heard in the short, familiar G Minor Rhapsody, played in somewhat
the same manner.
v+

NOT TOO LONG AGO,
(102 WAS IT.
TODAY, TDK SA IS IT.
TDK SA, the cassette proven to outsound
chrome and the tapes that tried surpassing chrome.
Chrome was a big step forward. It provided
the best S/N and superior high -end. But it had a
few disadvantages.
Now TDK SA ( Super Avilyn) has stepped
past chrome. It offers better high -end with excellent low and mid range response, and greatly
reduced abrasiveness. It's just about distortion -free.
How? For years the solution eluded chemical
engineers. Until TDK developed the particle it
called AVILYN.
TDK has provided the optimal density of
the cobalt ion and combined it with pure gamma
ferric oxide in a unique process that's different
from other cobalt -treated tapes. SA is the world's
only non -chrome tape that can take full advantage
of Cr02's bias/equalization settings. That gives
you the advantage of the high -end noise reduction
properties of chrome
playback equalization.
TDK Electronics Corp.,
755 Eastgate Blvd.,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
Also available in Canada.

;TDK.

a pleasure to hear Brahms let go with
such a joyous lack of musical economy! The older man became increas-
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Wait till you hear
what you've been missing.
Check No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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The Column

Live: Bob Marley and the Wailers
Island ILPS 9376 (British import), stereo.
This is it, quintessential reggae, and
captured live at peak strength. An occasional critic complains that Wailer
records, and reggae in general, made
in the studio, don't capture the true
feel of the music played live. If only in
this case, the criticism is absolutely
true.
Consider the scene. The Lyceum is
an old, slightly seedy vaudeville hall
with, for God knows what reason, a
roof that opens. Since the Rastafarian
faith, which is inextricably entwined
with Bob Marley's music, opts for un enclosed spaces, Marley had the roof
opened to let the stars in on that hot

J

as an import, it has been an
extremely heavy seller, and since

July night. The crowd was electric,
and the concert became the talk of
the English music press all summer
long. Miraculously, it was recorded.
The Live songs are a virtual "Best
of Bob Marley and the Wailers,"
charged with an intensity they have
not shown on record before. This is

However,

music made for summer heat:

Live! Bob Marley and the Wailers
Island ILPS 9376 (UK import), stereo,

Trenchtown Rock, Burnin' and Loo tin', Them Belly Full (but we hungry),
an awesome I Shot the Sheriff with
riveting back-up vocals by the
-Threes. No Woman, No Cry is revealed as a creation of Vernon Ford,
not Marley as credited on earlier
recordings; the version here is a killer.
As write this, there are no plans for
an American release of this album.
I

I

money talks, anything could happen.
It might even already be out by the
time this is printed. Don't miss this
Michael Tearson
one.
Performance: A+

$6.98.

Hot Chocolate
Big Tree BT 89512, stereo, $6.98.
America's black music scene has

pretty much exhausted itself-the
Motown hitmakers are no more, The

Sound of Philadelphia is just a wall of
manufactured mush, and the only decent American R&B acts are Stevie

AUDIO
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Wonder and Graham Central Station.
But England's got a monster group in
Hot Chocolate (already responsible
for three hits in the U.S., also having
written Brother Louie for Stories), and
Jamaica's Wailers are starting to look
like they might bring reggae to the
American charts at last.
Bob Marley's group has changed

MODEL AT -706
elect ret condenser

headphones
20 to 22,000 Hz ± 2 dB*

personnel numerous times over the
years, and the Wailers are whoever
happens to be playing with Marley at
any particular time. Marley is an incredible talent for a group to revolve

around-his songwriting ability

:..this Is
nothing
short of

I

is

simple and unpretentious, his voice
resembles more of a spiritual release
than any "musical experience," and
his stage personality displays more
charisma than most of his contemporaries, black or white. Recorded at
London's Lyceum last summer, the
Live! album is one of the most accurate recorded representations of
where the Wailers are, and contains
not only their "hits" (I Shot the Sheriff
which was hitbound by Mr. Eric Clap ton, Lively Up Yourself, and No Woman No Cry) but also features perhaps
the best Wailer song ever, Trench town Rock.
Hot Chocolate are a British group of
blacks and whites who play R&B music in a style similar in intensity to that
of mid -Sixties Motown. They have a
hip sense of humor, an acute social
awareness, more than competent musicianship, and a vocalist (Errol Brown)
with an incredible vinyl personality.
They write their own material, which
isn't always terrific, but when they're
hot, they smoke. There are approximately five better-than -most tunes on
the album, which is an average superior to most Motown albums of 10 years
ago. When heard Mickie Most producing Herman's Hermits and Animals records back then, I could hardly
foresee him (of all people) producing
a group like Hot Chocolate, but he
does a fine job, especially with the vocal sound and Harvey Hinsley's guitar
groans.
Jon Tiven

- LEN

;

incredible:';

FELDMAN L.

*Mr. Feldman, reporting in Tape Deck
Quarterly, Spring, 1975 noted that the
AT -706 response varied no more
than ±2 dB from 20 to 22,000 Hz.
He also stated, "What we heard
corresponded with what we
had plotted..." Hear the

incredible new AT-706
headphones at Audio Technica dealers
everywhere.

1

i

1

L\
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/

.

Write for
complete test reports
on the incredible AT -706.

Mild io techniça.

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 56A, 33 Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
Available in Canada from Superior Electronics, Inc.

Everything you need to know
about CB is in this new book
L5

ABOUT

.1:

Quite.

by Radio Shack!

Reg.

25°
WITH THIS AD

*

rrui

Special Introductory Offer!

I

Sound: B+

Performance: A

-

Elite Hotel: Emmylou Harris
Reprise MS 2236, stereo, $6.98.
Amarillo, which kicks things off, is
co -written by Emmylou, her only one
on the album, but it sounds as much a
C&W standard as Buck Owens' Together Again, Don Gibson's Sweet
Dreams or Earl Montgomery's One of
these Days, all of which are done up
with both class and love.
Sin City is one of three Gram Parsons songs on the album. Wheels was
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Our just -published 116 -page CB
pocket-size book is available now
at Radio Shack stores at a
"give-away" price of just 250, prior
to its listing in our catalog at $1.25.
If you're into CB 2 -way radio or
getting in (as who isn't!) you'll want
this book to avoid costly errors.

79

Contents Include
Antenna facts
Methods of installing equipment
How it works
Distance
Rules
CB slang
Glossary More!
Types of radios

Edited by the folks who started our
famous Realistic" CB line in 1959,
it's authoritative and very easy to
read. 9 chapters. Over 100 pictures.
Written for laymen. None sent by
mail. *Get your copy for 250 by
bringing this ad to any nearby
participating Radio Shack store or
dealer TODAY!

Radie IhaeK
A

LCB

TANDY COMPANY

Check No. 27 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

SINCET959

AY IN
718

also on the first Burrito Brothers album, while Ooh Las Vegas appeared
on Gram's posthumous Grievous An-

past cliche by now, sizzles anew as the
a thrilling set of live performances. Of course, working with a band
which includes the likes of Glen D.
Hardin on piano, and James Burton
on dobro and electric guitars, abetted
by Emory Gordy and John Ware on
bass and drums, plus Hank diVito's
strong pedal steel guitar, doesn't hurt.
Neither does Byron Berlin out in the
wings with fiddle and mandolin when
needed. Special kudos must also go to
both Herb Pederson and Fayssoux

third of

gel album which featured Emmylou
Harris harmony even more prominently than on the previous solo, GP.
The tribute to Gram is notable and

sincerely heartfelt, though, fortunately, nowhere pushes the album
towards necrophilia.
Beginning to end, superlative spotol performances are everywhere.
Even Hank Williams Jambalaya, long

Starling for sparkling vocal harmonies.
But it is the ever -passionate heart
singing of Emmylou Harris that makes
Elite Hotel. She can be proud of this
Michael Tearson
album.

Performance: A

Sound: A

Zuma: Neil Young with Crazy Horse
Reprise MS 2242, stereo, $6.98.
His talents have been overrated and
long worn out, but Neil Young's intentions seem to be honorable. A
pained singer, crude guitarist, and

better -than -average songwriter,

Could
the ultimate system
be all Crown ?
It depends on how you define
"ultimate." But Crown
may be the only top-

quality, state-of-the-art
manufacturer whose
components could build
a complete, ultimate
hi-fi system.
For instance: A
CX-824 tape deck, world-

renowned for reliable
performance. Connected to an
IC -150A pre -amp. With the signal
amplified by a DC -300A power
amp, proved in many thousands
of hours of professional use. Output controlled, monitored and switched
by an OC -150. Possibly a VFX-2 for personal
control of crossover points. And sound faithfully
reproduced by ES -212 electrostatic speakers.
All Crown. We think that system would be
somebody's ultimate. Certainly ours. Maybe yours.
Your own system, ultimate or not, might include one of the
Crown product alternatives. The D -150A and D-60 amps offer
the same low distortion as the DC -300A, with less power. All
Crown recorders have the same quality sound, but you select
the transport, electronics, accessories, heads or tracks you need.
For fast information, fill out the coupon below and send it
directly to Crown. Or circle the number below. Or visit your
Crown dealer, ultimately.

Send me information on

Fast playback coupon
When lrstening becomes an art,

recorders

amplifiers

control centers

everything

Name

crown

Address

Box 1000, Elkhart IN 46514

City

State_

_

Zip

A-2

Young delights in revolting against
the record business by making
records which sound like they were
cut at home. His last release, Tonight's
the Night, seemed the ultimate in no polish recordings, and this album is
only slightly more refined. But still the
trashiness of the garage-band lingers
on, and Young sounds more at home
with it (and more likeable as well)
than on earlier albums which cluttered the backing tracks with "pretty
arrangements."
I've always had a theory that most
artists can create (and do create) their
most representative works on their
first two albums, and if they aren't
recognized at that time, it warps their
career immensely. For Young, this is
indeed the case, as his first two albums were veritable classics, yet it
wasn't until his third, the vastly over orchestrated and rather bland Harvest, that the public accepted him.
Ever since Neil Young has been able
to look at his career in retrospect, he
has put out albums with rather twisted
intent, often to confound the listener.
It isn't great music, but find the spirit
behind it far more gratifying than, say,
that behind the latest Steve Stills or
Crosby & Nash product.
Jon Tiven
I

Sound: C+

Swans Against the Sun: Michael Mur-

phey
Epic

9 on

Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

PE

33851, stereo, $6.98.

After his hit with Wildfire, really
expected Michael Murphey to crawl
quietly back into the woodwork in the
best one-shot tradition. Swans Against
the Sun proves me wrong. After the
lush pop settings of the Blue Sky Night Thunder album, Murphey has
reverted to a more natural setting for
his very personal songs, comfortably
surrounded by some of his Colorado
and Texas pickin' buddies, while the
string section was off on vacation.
Swans is, quite simply, a lovely album. The sound is as clean as the air at
I
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the Caribou Ranch where it was
recorded. Bob Johnston's production
restrained and concise, some of his
best work ever, and the playing Murphey has coaxed from his band and
friends is very strong. Especially pleasing are John Denver's high harmony
on the title song and on Hank Williams' Mansion on the Hill. His singing
here shows more gusto than almost all
of his solo work since he left the Mitchell Trio years ago. Rhythm of the
is

Road features Willie Nelson trading
off lines with Murphey in fine fashion.
John McEuen of the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band distinguishes every track he appears on, especially the kicking Renegade and Dancing in the Meadow
with arrangements credited to him.
Murphey's lyric powers have never
been stronger than on Pink Lady,
which surely would have received a
much more lush treatment had it
been part of the Blue Sky album. Here
the sparser treatment, showcasing Michael's cocktail guitar licks, sharpen
the edge of some classy lines-"She's
got a new teakwood stereo/Cause
she's the stereo type"-where strings
would have smothered the song.
The move from Texas to Colorado
has done wonders for Michael Murphey. His writing, improving all the
time, is muscular when dealing with

his twin favorite themes, unspoiled
nature and the Old West, and simulta-

neously perceptive about civilization.
He's not going to go away either.
Michael Tearson
Sound: A

Performance: A

Unicorn 2: Unicorn
Capitol ST -11453, stereo $6.98.
In the latter part of 1974, Unicorn's
first album for Capitol, Blue Pine
Trees, appeared Stateside, produced
as is the new one by David Gilmour,
Pink Floyd's guitarist. On that U. S. debut, the band displayed a bouncy,
chugging, very American, country rock style remarkably good for a British band.

Alas, this time around the bounce
just ain't there. The songs themselves
are a lackluster bunch, which don't
propel the band. Neither does the
band salvage the set with an overpowering performance. Since wasn't
sure if it was me or the record, I went
back to Blue Pine Trees, and, sure
enough, the earlier disc sounds
brighter and sharper, even occasionally inspired. Unicorn 2 isn't a loss. It's
Michael Tearson
only average.
I

Performance:

C-

Sound: C+

The Lightweight Headphone
for the Heavyweight Sound

The AKG
K-240
Cardan Sextett

"Extra wide response...
low distortion...
reminiscent of the very
best electrostatics!"
Now you can take a giant step
closer to reality by recreating the
depth and dimension of the original
performance with remarkable fidelity ... before the sound enters your
ear. Even the best phones around
today put left channel sound through
the left earpiece
right channel
sound through the right earpiece.
Good sound, yes
but certainly
not the sound you'd expect from an
expensive, top -line speaker system.

...
...

Now listen to the AKG K-240 Sextett. Hear the difference. Six pas-

sive (slave) diaphragms surround
a main driving transducer to reproduce in depth the .
fit`
sound of a live
performance with
a spacial quality
that you've never
heard from headphones.
-

BEER
DT440

Len Feldman (Feldman Report,
Tape Deck Quarterly) writes "...the
AKG headphones tend to minimize
exaggerated and unnatural stereo

THE NEW HIGH VELOCITY
HEADPHONE DESIGNED
FOR TODAY'S SOUND.
WITH LOW DISTORTION
AND LIGHTWEIGHT

effects .. a listening quality reminiscent of what we hear (with) the
very best electrostatic headphones
around. Considering cost, that's
quite an accomplishment."
.

And they're light on your head, too.
Ultra -soft pads assure virtually no
wearer fatigue. Earcups are fitted
to the AKG auto -adjust headband.
For modest budgets listen to the
AKG K-140.

WEARABILITY!

At selected dealers everywhere.
HEADPHONES
PHONO CARTRIDGES
MICROPHONES

BEYER DYNAMIC
THE PROFESSIONAL

"N D.

155 Michael Dr., Syosset, N.Y. 11791

Telephone: (516) 364-1900
Check No. 28 on Reader Service Card

AK G

AKG ACOUSTICS

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
Audio Division, 91 McKee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 12011 529-5900
Check No. 23 on Reader Service Card

(the Lepchas are the original inhabitants of Sikkim). The oboe -like
sorna plays a strange, intriguing tune,
which alternates long droning notes
with quick spurts of melody. The sorna is accompanied by a clanging bell like cymbal and two kettledrums, all
three playing the same uneven

'rhythm.
The next four cuts are devoted to
tfaditional folk singers. Biswa Karma
Sukhbir is an itinerant, 'blind street singer who performs in a gruff, dis-

tinctly Hindu folk style. He accompanies his rhythmically resilient singing
on the hollow -sounding, two -headed
made) drum. Rong Punu-Yit Sa Lung ten is an excerpt from a chanted Lep cha narrative, sung a cappella by Mrs.
Lekit Shipmo, whose subtly mellifluous singing may have been affected by Hindustani art music. So Ama
Le -Ho is an

attractive Tibetan folk

song with a Chinse-flavored melody,
sung in unison by Ishi Tarje and Tenzing Sampenla. The latter accompa-

Study Multitrack
Recording this summer
Offered as a Special 6 Week Accelerated Term Beginning July 6th
SUMMER CURRICULUM:

Fundamentals of Audio Technology (FAT -100) Study of elementary
audio concepts.
Fundamentals of Audio Technology Il (FAT -200) Operation and theory
of amplifiers, basic circuits, power supplies, filters, etc.
Studio Technology and Practice (STP-111) The nucleus of our multitrack
recording curriculum. Study of systems and equipment technology.
Practical Disc Recording (PDR-102) Hands-on study of tape to disc
I

transfer.

Control Room Laboratory (CR -LAB 110) Students utilize professional
equipment performing operation and test procedures.
For information call, write or visit:

institute of audio research

64 University Place, New York, N.Y. 10003 (212) 677-7580

a sharp -toned lute called the
damnyan, which strikes this listener as
being a close relative of the Chinese
san hsien (and its popular Japanese
counterpart, the shamisen). Also included is a touching Sherpa folk song,
sung by a lama -farmer. The most unexpected track alternates a couple of
jew's harps, a humble instrument
which seems to be known in nearly
every corner of the globe. The iron
muchunga has an eerie, almost electronic sound, while the bamboo binaya has a more familiar jew's harp
ring to it.
Side two is devoted to Buddhist liturgical music. The first cut is a set of
two instrumental humns which are in-

nies on

tended to reverberate for miles
through the Sikkimese Himalayas.
Needless to say, powerful instruments
and long -held tones are necessary for
sonorities of such stentorian carrying
power. The first hymn is performed
on two 12 -foot -long copper "trumpets" (tunchen) with what seem like
contra -contra -bass ranges, playing
drone "melodies" with very few non incidental changes in pitch. The
sound of these gigantic horns is so
gloriously time -suspensive that their
cosmic clamor isn't the least monotonous. The second hymn, played on
two gyalings, oboes, follows the same
basic pattern, except for more ornamentation and variation.
The longest track (at 14:46) is an excerpt from a private memorial prayer
service, held by eleven lamas in a
farmer's home. One of the finest Himalayan chant recordings I've heard,
it's nowhere near as unchanging as,
for instance, Nonesuch's Tibetan albums. Bursts of percussion (a bell, two
cymbals, and a drum), gyalings, and

shorter, higher -pitched trumpets
break into the chanting (itself accompanied by a steady drum beat) with
uncommon frequency. Thus, it is one
of the least forbidding introductions
to Buddhist chanting available to the
novice listener. Devotees, on the other hand, will find it a transcendent
and genuine combination of worshipful incantation and exciting displays of
melodic -percussive coloration.

With its wide variety of little-known
folk and religious music, Music In Sik-

kim

is a fascinating and enjoyable survey with great appeal to both the ethno-musicological community and
those members of the general public
who appreciate rich, authentic, and
provocative esoterica.
Tom Bingham

Sound:
Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.00 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607,

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. Ampzilla, Koss Model One, ADC, Citation,
Crown, Dahlquist, Dyna, Epicure, Infinity, Philips, SAE, SME,

STATE OF THE ART SPEAKER KITS. Complete kits frost
$60. to $260. including Cabinets, Drivers, X-Overs. Compjj '
laboratory facility. $40,000. worth of test equipment. All
speakers supplied with machine run 1/3 octave response
curve. AUDIO -TECH ELECTRONICS, 3863 Steilacoom Blvd.

Stax, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many more (203) 3483551 (Closed Mondays).

S.W., Tacoma, WA. 98499 206-584-0332.

MUST SELL ACCUMULATION: Sony 854-4, Citation XI A,
BGW 250 x 4 (1000 W RMS), KLH 9's, Infinity Monitors,
Soundcraftsmen 2217, 2212, Dual 701, Sansui 9090, SAE
MK XII. Most in original factory sealed cartons, all with original manufacturer's warranty. H. Duvall, 4715 Wiouca Rd. NE,
Atlanta, Ga. 30342. Eves, (4041255-4207. If out leave mes-

SUPER BASS! The incredible Hartley Woofers, custom installed in handsome split transmission line enclosures with
matching passive or electronic crossover. The 18" and 24"
Hartleys, shipped direct from northern California's only Hartley dealer. Interior sound. 511 -11th Ave., San Francisco, CA

Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.
SUPEX

-

-

ORTOFON
OTHER MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE OWNERS; Send for free literature on our MicroPreamp
Superb
performance at $99.95.
Huntington
Electronics, Box 2009-A. Huntington, Conn. 06484
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS-ALL TYPES. Updated definitive booklet describes applications; how to improve speaker
systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L
Sound Services. 75 N. Beacon St, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount
prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC.
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box
69 Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit very effective/inexpensive, requires no inductors. Ten knobs (octave
bands) compensate your Hi-Fi/Tape providing better listening. Complete plans rushed only $3.49. GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100C, Green Bank. WVa. 24944.

BAUMAN

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS CO. Low
noise-low distortion, stereo preamps. Why buy our pre amps? Free info. write B.R.I.C., 1400 Gardenia Circle,
Rosenberg, Tex. 77471
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF FT. WALTON BEACH
652-D BEAL PKWY., N.W., FT WALTON BEACH, FL 32548

DON'T LET VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS ZAP YOUR HI-FI.
Solid State Equipment Protector. Plugs into outlet. Check or
money order $6.95. Kopp Sales & Service, 1650 William St.,
Buffalo 14206. Free brochure-send SASE.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

#

6.

BELVEDERE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER,

1203 COLUMBIA DRIVE, DECATUR, GA 30032.
ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057,

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

DKL SOUND LAB

ATTENTION DYNA OWNERS. Our Dyna Double 4000
modification with 16 output transistors, front end bypass,
and 80.000 mfd power supply is twice as fast and twice as
strong as a stock ST -400. Our Super PAT -5 has lightning
fast ICs and improved high gain phono section. With a Denon
DL103S straight in, these Super Dyankits show you just how
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B) AT YOUR REQUEST, A COMPLETE
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DOUS DISCOUNTS.

DYNACO

Write
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AT TREMENSales. Hornepayne, Ontario.

DISGUSTED WITH AMERICAN RECORDINGS? Tired of
paying import prices? Join us at STEREOPHILE in mounting a
campaign to bring US record companies back to the view

that high fidelity means musical realism, not tick, boom and
screech. For information about this lively, literate publication
that is still leading the audio industry since 1962, write
STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, Elwyn, Pa. 19063, or send $7 for 4
issues.

UCTS TO MAINTAIN A SELECTION OF ONLY THE FINER AU-

DIO COMPONENTS AT SEVERAL PRICE LEVELS.

WRITTEN LABORA-

TORY CHECK-OUT AND LISTENING TESTS PERFORMED
ON YOUR COMPONENT PURCHASE BY THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED.

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT;
PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING INSURANCE BY SURFACE
C)

TO ANYWHERE IN CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES; AIR
FREIGHT AND FOREIGN SHIPMENTS ALSO AVAILABLE.
D) A WIDE SELECTION

OF-THE-ART'

BY

OF GOODS CONSIDERED

LEADING

AUDIOPHILE

"STATE-

AUTHORITIES

PLUS COMPONENTS JUDGED "BEST SOUND PER DOL-

LAR" INCLUDING:
AUDIO RESEARCH

McINTOSH MR -73 TUNER $250. MO -101 Equalizer $175,
Pioneer QC -800A 4 Channel Preamp $100, Lafayette SO Decoder $40 and JVC C0-4 Demodulator $40. Michigan 313525-6651.
THE AUDIO AMATEUR: The quality constructor's quarterly
teaches, publishes tested construction projects: transmission
lines, electrostatics with 900w direct drive tube amplifier,

electronic crossovers, mixers, preamps, 9 octave equalizers.
Detailed equipment modifications, maintenance, kit reports.
$9 year. Free Prospectus tells all: Audio Amateur, Box
176AU, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Long Island's finest audio dealer offers you the world's most
advanced audio components. JUST ARRIVED: Thaedra pre -

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%.

speakers, Levinson electronic corssover, B&W DM -6. AUDI-

You can assemble your own high quality, multi -element ster-

OPERA TAPES. Historical performances of past 40 years.
Unbelievable treasures and rarities. ALSO LP RECORDS. Free
catalog. Ed Rosen, 66-33 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.

OPHILE RECORDS: Sheffield, Fulton, Levinson, Audio Lab,
and more in stock. THE LIST GOES ON
we have Magneplanar, Yamaha, Ampzilla, Transcriptors, B&W, Rabco, Decca, B&O, Paoli, Linn Sondek, ADC, Supex, M&K Super Woofer, Dahlquist, Grace. Fidelity Research, SME, Harmon Kardon,
KEF speakers and drivers, and more. Free delivery and installation in Long Island and New York City.
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
1681 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York 11030

11374.

(516) 627-7333

comparable speakers. Send for our free 32 -page catalog of
speaker kits, raw speakers and accessories. SPEAKERLAB,
Dept. A2, 5500 -35th N.E., Seattle, WA 98105.

SALES
PONENTS.
ORDER

3517.

amp, Janis woofer, Koss electrostatic speaker, Denon black
cartridge, Fulton J's, Lux turntable, AGI preamp, Spendor

few hours and save up to half the cost of

A COMPLETELY NEW APPROACH TO LONG DISTANCE/MAIL

A( A CONTINUAL EVALUATION PROGRAM OF NEW PROD-

6564 GATEWAY AVENUE, SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33581

eo speakers in a

DKL SOUND LAB
DKL SOUND LAB

great our Fulton Js and Magneplanars will play. JENSENS
STEREO SHOP, where State of the Art is affordable. 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota, 55337. 612-890-

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

Pensacola. Florida 32505.

94118 (415) 386-7227.

sage on answering device.

-

DBX

IMF (FRIED)

PAOLI

MAGNEPAN

STAX
KEITH MONKS (KMAL)

REVOX
DENON

DKL CUSTOM PRODUCTS

LUX AUDIO (LUXMAN)

QUATRE

LINN-SONDEK

FULTON (FMI)

"HAND -TUNED" DECCA MKV
AMBIPHON

DYNACO
DKL CUSTOM RABCO

BGW

SHEFFIELD LABS

DAMPENED SME

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN

M&K SOUND (BOTTOM END)
TANNOY

SUPEX

SONIC RESEARCH (SONUS)

RTR INDUSTRIES

MAKE YOUR MUSIC COME ALIVE. THE DKL SOUND LAB
SPECIALIZES IN COMPATIBLE COMPONENT COMBINATIONS
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION

DESIGNED TO

MAXIMIZE THE

SONIC POTENTIAL OF YOUR SOUND SYSTEM.
CALL OR CORRESPOND WITH OUR SOUND ENGINEERS
FOR AUTHORATATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE
THE DEFINITION AND DETAIL OF YOUR PRESENT SYSTEM.

DKL SOUND LAB

943 BONIFANT ST.
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
(301) 588-6257
SHOWROOM HOURS: DAILY & SATURDAY 10AM-6PM,
CLOSED SUNDAYS
"WE MAKE YOUR MUSIC COME ALIVE"

Rates: 35¢ per word per insertion for noncommercial advertisements; 60e per word for commercial advertisements. Frequency discounts as follows: 3 times, less 10%; 6 times, less 15%; 12 times, less 20%. Closing date is the FIRST of the second month preceding the
date of issue. Payment must accompany all orders. Use the handy self-addressed, postage paid card at the back of this issue. When
replying to Audio box number ads, send letters do Audio, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. For more information about
classified advertising, circle Reader Service Card #135.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

'AUDIOGRAM'

EASILY CONNECTS TO ANY TV &
SYSTEM. Using our coupling and matrix circuit, teledepter takes
%low impedance output from the television and delivers two HIGH
IMPEDANCE CHANNELS OF SIMULATED STEREO, to drive any
amplifier. Frequency response ,s maintained so you can hear the tinkle of
bells or booming bats sounds as it happens on TV. With service warranty
and lookup instructions S16.95 ppd. Guaranteed to make Your TV 100%
more enjoyable.
NEW TE300 VHF -UHF HI-FI TUNER IS NOW AVAILABLE. A
O
to and self contained 110 volt tuner. VHF -UHF antenna connec.
Recording and amp output jacks. Five year service warranty
nlal95 ppd. From our factory.
CHECK :.MASTER CHARGE NO. for r] TE -200 _ TE -300
SEYID:
fpr ,755.00 far C.O.D. TO: RHOADES NATIONAL CO. DEPT AD

The: TE -200 TELEDAPTER

'STAEO

-

P.O.

NOW ALMOST 14 YEARS OLD, STEREOPHILE has become the most widely -copied audio publication of them all. It
should be: We pioneered subjective testing (by ear), devised
a unique vocabulary for describing nuances of reproduced

amp, Formula 4 tone arm, IAD BC3 preamp, CM Labs 912

sound, proved that a subscriber -supported magazine could be
blunt without being churlish, and led the industry by demanding higher standards of reproduced fidelity than it could

power amp? With solid state finally coming into its own, can
you afford to be 6 months behind the latest developments in
the exciting, fast moving world of audio? Clear, concise and

provide. STEREOPHILE is not for the neurotic compulsive
who must own the Best On the Block, but for the listener
who wants the most natural possible reproduction of music.
Only $7 for 4 issues, or write to STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, El-

comprehensive,

wyn, Pa. 19083 for details.

BOX 817 HENDERSONVILLE, TENNESSEE 37075

FULTON J -MODULAR speaker system, new walnut, also
NAME

919-449-4132.

ARC EC -3A

ADDRESS

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
STATE

CITY

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF ST.

put. Ideal for testing, alignment, trouble shooting. Use to
check frequency response, distortion, gain, crosstalk,

noise -$59.95 postpaid. TIMEKEEPER, P.O. Box 35, Great
Neck. N.Y. 11021

SIGHT & SOUND LTD.

QUALITY

storage three months. Moving away, must sell. All units in
excellent, classic condition. Phone (215) 759-1040.

332-4252.

-

yer, Bose, Crown, Dahlquist, DBX, JBL, Linn Sondek/KMAL,
Magnepan, McIntosh, Micro Acoustics, Ortofon, Revox,

super tweeter, $22. Free plans and shipping with purchase.

-

all devoted auEngineers, physicists, musicians, teachers
diophiles dedicated to providing the epitome in experience,

patience and service.
OUR LOCATION
Campus Hills Shopping Center, Five miles northeast of Bel
Air, Maryland 21014 on Route 22. Phone 1-301-838-2100.

STATE-OF-THE-ART comes to NORTH -CENTRAL FLORIDA,
serving you with: AUDIO RESEARCH, Citation, Crown, Dahlquist, Denon, Dynaco, Fidelity Research, DBX, G.A.S. Co.,
Hartley, Infinity, Magneplanar, Mark Levinson, Ortofon, Rab co, Revox A-700, SME, Supex, Thorens, Transcriptors, and
510,000 worth of test equipment for in-store audio analysis.
We maintain a mobile recording van and sell professional
recording equipment. AUDIO, ETC., INC., 1999 N.W. 43rd
Street. Gainesville, Florida, 32605. 1-904-377-4107.

ATTENTION
WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES
The word is getting around!! Our personalized, honest service
and quality equipment make a winning combination. In addition to the incomparable AUDIO RESEARCH line, (T -113's
black/natural in stock), we carry AMPZILLA SAE, Phase Linear, Yamaha, Quintessence, LEVINSON, B&O, IMF, MAGNE -

PAN, M&K Subwoofers, Hegeman, Infinity, RTR, ESS, DAHL-

QUIST, Fulton Music, QUATRE, Onkyo, Connoisseur, Technics,

Dynaco, Transcriptors, Cerwin Vega, Sound craftsman, Supex, Ortofon, ADC, Micro -Acoustics, Damped

Thorens,

SME, Linn Sondek, KMAL, Naim Audio, etc. The Stereo Em-

porium, 3407 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. (716)

874-3372.

MINT USED EQUIPMENT -Audio Research Tympini III's,
$900; Tympini IA's, $600; 076A. $900; Crown VFX crossover, $230; Radford ZD22 preamp, $350; Hartley 24 inch
woofer, $270; Quintessence preamp, $325; Equalizer, $325.
HARTLEY, 1502 Butternut, Richland, WA. 99352 (509)
946-4459 or 946-1529 evenings.
CERWIN-VEGA PRODUCTS

(312) 581-7436
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM,
123 ROEBUCK PLAZA DR., BIRMINGHAM, ALA 35206

FLORIDA AUDIOPHILES! Phase Linear, I.M,F., B&O, H/K

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
1681 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York 11030

(516) 627-7333
M&K
Magnepan
Nakamichi
Ortofon
Quad/Quatre

Ampzilla/ADS
Son of Ampzilla

Allison Acoustic
Chicago Acoustic
Dahlquist

demonstrate a fantastic loudspeaker line. Liberal
compensation for qualified individuals. Write: ATTN: Andy,
1010 South Dunn St., Bloomington, Indiana 47401. (812)
properly

MAKING HIS MOVE

-

Mel Schilling, formerly of Willow

Grove, Pa., has taken his knowledge of music and sound

where he will continue to serve a select
nationwide clientele devoted to ultra state-of-the-art stereo.
All shipments prepaid and insured. Write or call
20929
Ventura Blvd., Woodland Hills Village. Woodland Hills,
Calif. 91364. 1213) 348-4600.
to California,

-

DYNACO STEREO 120 cabinets with VU meters. Literature?
Geometrix, Box 612, Mexico, Mo. 65265

MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES

Dennon
Dayton Wright

SAE/Paoli
Revox/Uher

Decca/Supex
FMI/KEF
Grace/KMAL

Stax
Transcriptor
Technics

Linn Sondek
Luxman

SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COMPONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS, NEW ENGLAND'S AUDIO SUPERMARKET,

also, First class Service Dept.
VICTOR'S STEREO, Inc., 8 E. Erie, Chicago, III. 60611 312

642-6349
SAE Mk IB preamplifier, McIntosh MPI-4 oscilloscope both

ONE

OF

THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER

FIRMS (EST. 1952) AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST. CARSTON

STUDIOS,

OLD

BROOKFIELD

ROAD,

DANBURY,

CONN.

06810
DO YOU WANT TO DESIGN YOUR OWN DISCOTHEQUE

CONTROL CENTER? Request information about the new
M - electronics, West Germany.
- modules from R
'Electroacoustics Mini System' Exclusively imported by:
D.T.S., Dept. EMS, P.O. Box 16049, SEATTLE, WA. 98116

EMS

and MAS -1, R&B, JC-1AC prepreamps

I

AUDIO BEEPER -new low cost model for all audio-visual
systems. Call or write C-TRONICS, P.O. Box 84, East Brunswick, N.J. 08816. (201) 254-9487.

mint. (919) 967-4781.

SMALL RECORDING STUDIO. Scully 284-8 one inch eight
channel recorder with remote control, with remote sync. Fairchild F.P.C.-50 sixteen channel input, eight channel output
recording console. Gotham audio EMT 162 -TS stereo reverberation chamber. Two electrovoice RE -15 microphones. One
electrovoice RE -55 microphone. Two Gotham audio Neumann
U-87 microphones. Four Atlas BS36 microphone stands and
booms. 48 channel switchcraft patch bay and cables. Many

extras. Very reasonable, 5232 West Donna Drive, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin 53223. $15,000. Write for photographs.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
is a group of engineers and audiophiles
whose primary goal is to provide the discriminating listener
with the finest sound reproduction that current technology

Definitive Audio

can produce.

We are currently recommending the following products -

Audio Research

Mark Levinson

Fulton "J"
Magneplaner
Dahlquist

Dynaco (modified)
Dunlap -Clarke

Quatre

Quad

Yamaha

MCINTOSH MC-240 AMP, H/K CITATION 1 PREAMP,
Citation 3X tuner, Dyne stereo 70 amp, FM -3 TUN Philips
GA-212 table/w Audio Technicia AT -14 cartridge. Call

FMI 80

1-203-488-7908 any night after

Fidelity Research

$400. ARC D51 amp $250,
Quintessence preamp $250, Marantz 71 preamp, Sony 8550
V-FET amp $600. All components in mint condition. The Audiophile, 582 N. Frederick Ave., Gaithersburg, Md. 20760.
(301) 948-2999.
FOR SALE:

Infinity

8 PM.

SPC preamp

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
201,
WAREHOUSE OF MIAMI, 1756 S.W. 8th STREET,
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33135

Audionics

Stax

Paoli
Radford

Denon

Nakamichi
Sequerra
Revox
Philips

SME (modified)
Linn Sondek

Shure

111G

Grace
ERA

OBX

Mk6

Decca

If you enjoy music and are interested in the finest reproduction, you will appreciate..
.

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
3414 N.E. 55th
Seattle, Washington

Marantz, Quatre, Thorens, Sony, Klipsch, Revox, Barzilay cabinets. Sales and expert repairs. INTERIORS PLUS SOUND,
3038 N. Federal Highway, Ft. Lauderdale. Florida 33306.

CASSETTE LABELS: 1000 labels on typewriter roll $10.98
PPD. Custom labels available. TARZAC 638 Muskogee Ave.,

(305) 566-3511.

Norfolk, Virg. 23509.
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End lines. We

need campus reps and people seriously interested in hi-fi to

BUILD THE WORLD'S FINEST TRANSMISSION LINE
SPEAKER
KEF B-139 woofer, $64 each; B-200 8 -inch
plastic cone woofer, $28; B-110 5 -inch plastic cone midrange, $25.50; T-27 tweeter, $18. Also Celestion H -F2000

OUR STAFF

AMPEX TAPE -NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for $18 POSTPAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID -free list-WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA.
90038.

COMPONENTS-Audio Research
SP3A-1 Preamplifier, IMF Studio IIIB speakers, Technics SL 1100A turntable, Shure SME 3009 Improved arm, Shure
V-15111 cartridge. All components used three months, then in

ULTIMATE

Catering to the audiophile who desires the absolute in sound,
equipment, service and professionalism.
OUR LINES
Ampzilla, ADS/Braun, AKG, B&O. Harold Beveridge, Inc., Be-

Sonus, Soundcraftsman, Tandberg, Yamaha.

a

DEALERS!! CONSUMERS!!
Write for quotes on all medium and many High

BATTERY

1

AUDIOGRAM will not leave you in doubt as
component sounds like or what our collective opinion is concerning it. Rates: $10.00 per 12 issues. Write: The
Audio Advisor, Dulles International Airport, P.O. Box 17202,
Washington, D.C. 20041.
to what

PETERSBURG.

9151 Park Boulevard, North Largo, Florida.

OPERATED, HAND-HELD AUDIO OSCILLATOR, 30 Hz, 400 Hz, kHz, 15 kHz, with balanced out-

Impact of the "quarterlies" at a fraction of the price per
word, and at least 3 times the publication frequency. Ever
heard of the DB Systems preamp, Berning EA 2-150 power

98105
(206) 524-6633
Tues -Fri 12-8 Sat 10-6 Appointments on Sun&Mon

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NORTHWEST AUDIOPHILES
THE FINEST IN AUDIO COMPONENTS-Audio Research,
Audionics, Beveridge, Cambridge, Celestion, Crown, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright. Decca, Denon, Dunlap Clarke, Dynaco,
Fidelity Research, Fulton, Formula 4, Gale, Grace, Hartley,
Linn Sondek, Magnepan, Mark Levinson, Nakamichi, Otani,
Polk, Quad, Quatre, Quintessence, Radford, Soundcraftsmen,
Shure, Spendor, Stan, Supex Tandberg, Technics, Yamaha and
Custom Designed Superwoofers. HARTLEY ELECTRONICS

AND THE TIN EAR STEREO CENTER, 1502 BUTTERNUT, RICHLAND, WA. 99352 (509) 946-4459 until 8:00
PM, then

946-1529.

M&K

Audio Research
Quintessence

Gale

Techniques

KMAL

Dahlquist
Hartley

Supex
Yamaha
Win Labs

Quatre
Braun

Fidelity Research
Mark Levinson
Connoisseur
Magnepan
Sequerra
Fulton

Audionics
Nakamichi

Grace

SME
SAE

Linn Sondek

DBX

Stax

FOR SALE

ENGINEERED ENCLOSURE & CROSSOVER DESIGNS

-

free w/purchase of our J.B.L., Gauss, Altec. and Community

raw drivers and horns. Music & Sound Ltd., 11-1/2 Old York

Loudspeaker Reconing Labs

CASSETTES/LABELS
8 track

improve tracking, and

Times "Shopping Guide".

reduce hum

and record wear.

S.M.E's-$30.00' for Rabco SL-8(E)-$100.00.
Transaiptors-free' ('with purchase).

For

SAXITONE'S
Bicentennial Tape Shoppe

LISTEN to our calibrated Satin/Oenon/F-R/Ortofon/Supex
moving coils. B&O/Grace/Micro-Acoustics. From the laboratories of Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow

1776 Columbia Rd NW Wash. D.C. 20009

NOW

Grove, Pa.

IMPROVE YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM!! PROMINENCE, the
supplementary piezoelectric supertweeter, greatly enhances

"A-62 STEREO STUDER, excellent condition
$1775. Call 212-799-4830 ""

ley Concertmasters, $300 ea; Tandberg 9000X deck, $550:
Sony TTS-3000A w/Vestigal arm, $250; McIntosh MR55
tuner, $150: Marantz 3300, $280: Marantz 250, $350; Four
(4) Dayton Wright XG8 Mkll w/power supply, 2000.00; Cit-

BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND'S HI-FI MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS! Save on B&O, Celestion, Decca, Tandberg,
Revox, Transcriptor, Jordan -Watts, Lowther, KEF, Rogers,

A pre -amp, $175: Transcriptor Skeleton turntable
w/arm, $250: Two (2) Decca London ribbon tweeters, $50
ea: Hegeman Model 1, $75 ea: ESS AMT -1, $150 ea;
JansZen Electrostatic speakers, $100 ea; Crown 714C tape
deck, $400 fact. recond; mmarantz 20B tuner, $550; H -K
1000 deck, $200: Mcmintosh ML1C spks, $250 ea; Marantz

ation

500 amp. $850. All guaranteed 90 days parts & labor. Audio
Consultants, 517 Davis St., Evanston, IL. 60201. (312) 864-

9565.
TANDBERG 9000X STEREO RECORDER and remote control. $500.00 Owner (203) 531-8685 Greenwich.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE, 6078 OLO ST. AUGUSTINE
ROAD, JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32217
Northern Minnesota's finest Audio

dealer. Crown, SAE, Infinity, Yamaha, Ortofon, Shure, Thorens, Pioneer, Sony, Kenwood, E -V, Teac. Finest selection

will ship prepaid. SOUNDAMERICA 2116 Maple Grove

Rd.,

Duluth, Minn 55811
new excitement to your listening
pleasure. Stereo One is at 1229 Post Rd., Fairfield, Conn.
a

discriminating listener we offer: McIntosh,

Mark Levinson, Braun ADS, Quatre, Nakamichi, Revox, Thorens, Supex, Dahlquist, Ortodon, B&O, Denon, F-R. JBL, Yamaha, Phase Linear. Jecklin Float, & Bi -Amplified Bozak Speakers. We ship pre -paid. For competent. professionally objective

advice call:
STEREO ONE

1229 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Phone

203-255-5939

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Parnassus Audio is now producing a full Class A
(not AB) stereo power amplifier capable of relatively
high output power.
The amplifier additionally satisfies the theoretical
criteria for completely eliminating transient intermodulation
distortion.
The difference in sound quality between this amplifier
and conventional amplifiers is easily audible, even to the
inexperienced.
We welcome requests for a descriptive brochure.
Dealerships will he limited.
Address all inquiries to: PARNASSUS AUDIO, INC.,
2918 Harper Street, Berkeley, California.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF KNOXVILLE,

5710 KINGSTON

AUDIO

PIKE, KNOXVILLE, TN

41.1.
4,

,f

j

DENON STRATOR SPECIALS, Audionics TL50 $375, Citation 11A $275, Epicure
$525, Audio Research 075
1

19090 (215) 659-9251.
Levinson & Stan Cartridge Preamps

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: AR LST, $425.00
$260 ea; IMF ALS -40A, $250 ea; Hart-

For the

-

For

is the most cost effective means of
upgrading many stereo systems. For complete information
contact ESC, 7033 Benjamin Street, McLean, Virginia 22101

each; IMF Studio Ill,

06430.

cartridges, microphones, recording
accessories. Send for discount sheets
also
see our giant ad in next week's New York

PROPRIETARY CUSTOMIZED MOOS reduce tone arm
friction, damp spurious resonances, minimize torsional forces,

$75/pair, PROMINENCE

(408) 244-6724

LET STEREO ONE bring

ABOVE
DEALER

$650. Dahlquist D010 $600, Sony TC134SD $135, Yamaha
CR1000 $600, AR3A $275, Thoren's 124B w/Audio Design
arm $250, C/M Labs CC -2 $185, Audionic's TL3OB $275,
Radford HD250 $525, Citation 12 $225, Citation 12 Deluxe
$250, Sherwood S3300 $100.

the high frequency performance of most speaker systems. At

GARLAND AUDIO, INC.
2960 Stevens Crk. Blvd.
San Jose, California 95128

SOUNDAMERICA

7

5 %A

AS LOW

AS...

659-9251.

Road, Widow Grove, PA 19090 (215)

TAPE RECORDERS
40 MODELS

37919

little

use,

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE,

1239 ARLINGTON ROAD & LONE STAR
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA, 32211
NORTHWEST'S FINEST

SME, Ariston, HPD, Sugden, Radford, Neal, Ferrograph, etc.

Shipping lists free or send $3.00 bills to include literature.
Goodwin Ltd., 7 Broadway, Woodgreen, London N.22. Phone

01-888-0077. Visitors welcome.
SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Digital Piano Tuning Device tunes
musical instruments Accurately! Perfectly! Inexpensively!
Construction -Instruction Plans Complete $12.95 Airmailed
Postpaid! Moonlighting quickly repays $40 electronics investment! GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100E, Green Bank,

-

Audio Research, Audionics.
Crown, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, Decca,
Denon, Dunlop Clark, Fidelity Research, FMI, Gale, GAS,
Grace, Hartley, IMF, Linn Sondek, Magnepan, Mark Levinson,
Nakamichi, Otani, Quad, Quatre, Quintessence, Radford, Se Braun. Burwen,

querra,

Stax, Supex, Tandberg, Technics, Yamaha, also
Custom Designed Superwoofers, and many more, HARTLEY

1502 Butternut, Richland, WA 99352.
(509) 946-4459 until 6:00 PM, Then 946-1529 evenings.
ELECTRONICS.

NAME BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, and cartridges. Huge savings direct

from manufacturer. New catalog now available. MJS, 516
Brooks, San Jose, Calif. 95125 (408) 988-2693

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

WVa. 24944

WESTCHESTER AND

FAIRFIELD

COUNTY

AUDI-

OPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. Ampzilla, Koss Model One, ADC, Citation,

speakers &
headphones

ADS

Crown, Dahlquist, Dyne, Epicure, Infinity, Philips, SAE, SME.
Stan, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many more (203) 3483551 (Closed Mondays).

electronics

ADS

FMI

GAS

M&K

Quad

Gale

Heroic

Polk

Quatre

Stax

Radford
Ampzilla

Braun
Beyer

C/M Labs

DYNA STEREO 70 MOD KIT. Tighter bass, improved transient response, higher definition. Complete instructions, schematics, parts list, $5.00. With parts kit, including all new

Magnepan

Parnassus

Box 122, Led -

Quad ESL

Quintessence

Audionics
Cambridge
Dahlquist
Sennheiser
Beveridge ESL

Mark Levinson

"CASSETTE BOXES: 10 AMPEX $3.95; 10 Phillips $420
PPO, TARZAC, 638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia.
23509""

$58.00 all postpaid. Audio Designers,
yard, Conn. 06339.
tubes,

NEW CROWN SX-722-HS. Two track stereo 71/2/15 68
d.b.S/N. $895. New Ferrograph SuperSeven two track stereo
3 aia, 71/2, 15 101/2" reels $695. Ampex 350-2C 71/2/15 new
heads, console, solid state preamplifier $1,275.00 Hammond
B-3 organ with Leslie 900 $1,095.00 Wiegand Audio, RD 3,
Middleburg, Pa. 17842 (717) 837-1444.

Audionics
Cambridge

Fulton
Quatre

SME
BSR

tape-recorders,
processors, &
accessories

PROFESSIONAL USERS! Replace that worn out transcription arm with the GRACE G -860F 16"" tone arm. Produce perfectly balanced tapes with the MDM-4 MIX -DOWN -MONITOR; a precision monitoring loudspeaker system for mixing
and quality control auditing. Triple laminate polymer bass
driver cones. Phase matching crossover/equalizer.
Each
MDM-4 comes with its own Bruel & Kjaer frequency response curve. Provision for electronic crossover. $165.00
each. The Audio Company, Box 13038, Oakland, Calif.

ARK

D6x

record -playing
equipment

Lamb

KMAL
Dual
Grace

Beyer

Supex

Braun

Win Labs
Connoisseur

Revox

Sheffield

Keith Monks
Linn-Sondek

Vac-o-rec
Nakamichi
Quintessence

Mark Levinson
Fidelity Research

STEREO WORKSHOP

2985 College Avenue
Berkeley, California 94705

94611.

(415) 843-5836

CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY is a research and development center combined with the most scientifically advanced audio acoustics lab; featuring Crown, IMF, Mark Levinson, Nakamichi, Burwen, UREI, RTR, DBX, Ortofon, Decca,
HK-Rabco. AKG, and more. Crown tape recorder specialists.
Send for free catalog! 503 Haverford Avenue. Narberth, Pa.

new hours
Tues -Sat

Sun -Mon

12-5 PM
6-10PM

closed

open for browsing

private appointments for auditions & consultation

19072. (215) 667-3048.

MAY, 1976
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

STOP PHONO HUM -Dont say ho -hum to phono and amplifier hum, Classic calotions and a radical one. Especially for
users of Lafayette or Radio Shack Utility Pre -amps. Details
and instructions $3. W. McGregor, Route 376 - Wappingers

NEW GENERATION Crown Amplifiers, Cleanest, Smoothest
sound ever produced - Crown Dl 200/HP1200, on demo
only at Barclay Recording, 503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa.
19072. (215) 667-3048.

FOR SALE

massachusetts
tripod audio offers you advice
on & demonstrations of the
finest equipment available. our
emphasis is on giving you the
best sound/dollar value we can.

Falls, N.Y.

-

12590

SAVE DOLLARS when you buy from an Audio Co-op!! Our
collective purchasing means the lowest prices for you on
most top equipment. Write today for quotes. Studiotech, Box
1372, New Haven, Conn. 06505.

technics tandberg
phase linear stax denon

audio

tripod
219 main street

(413; 584-6498

northampton

ARC

SP3A-1.

on over 96 leading Hi-Fi
Many exclusive factory closeout and special deals.
Quotations via return mail. Nationwide mailorder service.
FREE catalogs jam pack with bargains in: Hi-Fi equipment,
tape and recording accessories, calculators, telephones and
accessories, kits, parts, etc. Hundreds of factory and govern-

CANADIANS: Best Hi-Fi discounts

brands.

ment surplus specials too! American inquiries welcome. Rush
free catalog request to: ETCO, Dept. AUA, Box 741, Montreal
H3C 2V2.

AKG, ALTEC, BEYER. CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DBX, DECCA,
INFINITY, KLH 9s. Koss, Nakamichi, Ortofon, PHASE LINEAR.
PMI, REVOX, SAE, Sennheiser, Sequerra. Sony, Stanton, Stax,

ea.

DREADNAUGHT power amps from Dunlap-Clarke. The best
amps in their price range. Stable. well protected, retain their
superbly clean sound into troublesome loads and at high
power levels. Very audibly superior to a whole crop of amps
claiming to be the best. Model 500, $900, Model 1000,

DECCA BRUSH. Over a million coductive bristles eliminate
need for liquids and reduce static. $15.
DECCA CLEAN-UP. The ultimate dust bug. Same bristles as
brush, conductive shah and ground wire. $15.
FIDELITY RESEARCH moving coil cartridge, $130. Levinson prepreamps, JC-1 AC $255, JC-1DC $100.
GRACE 9 Series. The best normal type cartridges.
STAX preamp. One of the very best. FET with high voltage
power amp for driving Stax phones directly. $500.
LECSON AP1 and AP3 power amps. $425 and $595.
DECCA GOLD. The Decca has been tamed. This elliptical
cartridge ends the love -hate feeling of many Decca owners.
Still requires the best arms and table. $150.
also: Mark Levinson, C/M Labs, Cambridge Audio, Lux, BGW,
Nakamichi, Sony, Neal, Naim Audio, Linn Sondek, Celestion,

HI-FI HAVEN

Gale, Sonex. Supex, Denon, Sennheiser, Yamaha, Ariston Au-

dio, Dayton

Wright Fulton, Paoli,

AGS, Harmon Kardon.

Shipped free anywhere in U.S. and Canada.

201-249-5130

GREENWOOD SOUND, INC.
P.O. Box

Portland, Ore. 97202

Labs, Stan, Leak electronics; Fidelity Research, Denon, Supex

503 233-8541

PrePreamps, Jecklin headphones.
Sheffield records, Used McIntosh, others. Golden Ear West,
813 Hemphill, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197. (313) 482-4801

cartridges. Leading

INFRA WOOFER
world's largest, deepest, most powerful
sub -woofer system can be had only at Music and Sound, Ltd.
50 dB per octave crossover, bandpass 16 hz...$1495.

19090 (215) 659-9251.
Free PassiveX-over Design w/Purchase +

+

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA
1531 SOUTH DALE MABRY, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33609

-

INFONICS DUPLICATORS! For a bunch of reasons you
especan't afford not to consider Infonics Duplicators
cially since factory installation and training are included in
the list price! INFONICS DUPLICATORS, 219-879-3381.
FOR SALE: STAX SRA-12S PREAMP,

$425 have two al-

ready. Harmon/Kardon Citation 16 power amp three months
old $725 including shipping. Koss 9B headphones $100.

Tempests without grillboards $65 pr. IMF model R loudspeakers with series 2 X -over modifidations $500 pr.
Marantz 11208 Intergrated amp $280. Call 1-203-4887908 Thom.
ESS

TELEFUNKEN TUBES for Dyne etc. owners Victor's Stereo,
Inc. 8 E. Erie, Chicago, III. 60611, 312-642-6349

-

Haverford Ave., Narberth,

Pa.

-

19072. (215) 667-3048.

CONSIDER YOUR SOURCE FOR SOUND
I.

Credentials
College instructors in audio /acoustics, Inventors/graduate electrical engineers, Recording & disc mastering engineers:MEMBERS:United Inventors & Engineers
Acoustical Society of America
Institute of Electronic Engineers

Il. Facilities
Anechoic Chamber: >.9ii working floor
$50,000 research laboratory
Factory authorized "A" warranty stations
Loudspeaker Reconing Lab

Ill.

Our Distinguished Suppliers

Audio Research, Sequerra, Satin/Denon/F-R, Transcript ors, F.M.I./R.T.R., Linn Sondek, Nakamichi, Dayton Wright,
Dahlquist, Crown. Infinity, I.M.F., London Decca, Quad. Rogers, Spendor, Stax. B&O, Grace, Supex, Micro Acoustics,
Custom Rabco, Braun. Revox A-700, Ortofon, Damped
S.M.E., Scully, Mark Levinson. Koss-ELS. Yamaha.

P.A. ad).

THE JANIS WOOFER IS ABSOLUTELY FLAT TO 30 Hz.!
and detailed bass reproduction to the limits of hearing. Typi-

100

Hz.

+

1/2dB, distortion about

1%

max. About 60 W is enough to drive this speaker. Elegant in

Pa.

19090. (215) 659-9251.
Whom Would You Trust?

)22"x22"x18" high) and appearance. Full details: Janis
Audio Associates, Inc.; Box 88 Throgs Neck Station; New

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue $1.50. House of Records. Hillburn. New York
10931.

size

DAHLQUIST, F.M.I.,

Pa.

-

Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,

York, N.Y. 10465.

I.M.F., HARTLEY SUB-WOOFERS,
for the closest approximation to dipole definition $132 up!
Shipped prepaid/insured. Music and Sound, Ltd., 1112 Old

-

Listen to every speaker available
SHOP AROUND
then come to Cyberacoustic Laboratory and hear RTR's New
Direct Drive Electrostatic DR -1 speaker system at Phila503
by appointment
delphia's exclusive distributor

The specifications can only hint at the effortless, ultra -clear
cal response 30

TM

listening environment, and therefore a rip-off. Our acoustical
consulting division will have a calibrated "reverberation
curve vs. frequency" measurement performed in your room,
and our engineering dept.'s plan of correction, loudspeaker
placement, and room equalization, all at no cost with your
purchase or upgrade. Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd.,
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.

1000's of PROFESSIONAL products (see Tuned Rock

02069

IMF, Fulton Modulars, Glasscone speakers: Burwen, CM

-

A state of the art system is usually junk in the typical poor

GRACE 940 oil damped uni -pivot tone arm. The best arm for
most cartridges, $149. Also Grace 707, $129.

Supex, Tandberg, TASCAM, Technics. Thorens, etc.

28 Easton Ave.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901

Alpine Rd., Rockford, III. 61107, 815-226-9826

YOUR ROOM IS THE MISSING LINK

CURRENT AND RECOMMENDED:
KOSS MODEL ONE SPEAKER. This is the improved current
version. Unlike most "state of the art" speakers, this is a full
range speaker without obvious weaknesses or strong points,
except for its phenomenal bass and power handling. Like all
truly accurate speakers, it can be made to sound terrible if
improperly used. Smaller Model Two available soon @ $595

$1350.
MARANTZ 88 with tube grill. Mint. $285.
$585. (612) 822-1253.

N.

$1275 (303) 758-1718.

1770 BELTLINE HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36609

include...dahlquist ampzilla
thaedra b & o allison
yamaha citation sonus
nakamichi advent ads

York Road, Willow Grove,

1645

KLH 9's $875 and JBL 4320's converted to JBL 4333's

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE

our suppliers

-

Audio ReROCKFORD'S APPLE TREE STEREO ®
search Magnaplanar Speakers and Electronics, Crown, Denon. H/K Rabco, Linn Sondek, Micro -Acoustics. Ohm, SME,
Sony, Technics, and many other fine audio components.

HONG KONG, TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory. World
products information. Mail -orders, bulk -orders. Listings. Di-

rectory and Information $1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries.
Box 6224, Spokane, Wash. 99207.
YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE IN BRITAIN. Whether you
are visiting or require export shipment UPL will get you more
component value per dollar. UPL, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. Phone 01

942 9567/8.

IN STOCK & ON DEMONSTRATION: Audio Research Tympani 1-C, SP -3a-1, Dual 76a, Dayton -Wright XG-8 Mk III,
SPS. SPL, 535; Dahlquist DO -10; Gale GS 401 A; Luxman;

Sequerra; Yamaha B-1, CT -7000. NS -1000; Dunlop -Clarke;
SAE: Sfax: I. M. Fried; Nakamichi; Revox; Magnepan; ADS:
BGW; RTR; B & 0; Crown: Advent Video -Beam; Tandberg;
Citation; IAD; R.B. Audio; Denen; Supex; Satin; Grace 707:
Decca; Rabco; Connoisseur; Thorens: Transcriptor;

THE GRAMOPHONE, LTD.

757 ASP St., Norman, OK 73069

405-364-9477
6568

b

East 51st, Tulsa. OK 74145

918-663-1511

others...

AUDIO RESEARCH, AUOIONICS, BANG&OLUFSEN, BOZAK,
CROWN. DBX, KLIPSCH. KMAL, LINN SONDEK, NAKAMICHI,
PHASE LINEAR, RADFORD, REVOX, SEQUERRA. STAX, TAND BERG, BEYER, SENNHEISER. and other fine instruments for
the reproduction of music. Send for list of used equipment
AUDIO SYSTEMS ANO DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St., Lin-

coln, Nebraska 68516 (402) 489-9888

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

and

4408 Capi-

PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets 8c round bottom inner sleeves 6c Poly lined paper sleeves 15e White
jackets 35c Postage $1.50 House of Records, Hillburn, New
York 10931.

LENTEK loudspeakers may be auditioned at CREATIVE AUDIO, 909 Cherry, Columbia, Missouri 65201. Also Stax, Leeson, IMFried. Gale, Yamaha. Denon, Ortolan. Central Missouri's leading source of quality audio components.
TWO NEW EUPHONICS TK -15 -LS Laboratory Standard
Phono -Systems. Wanted Wharfdale W -15 -CS R. G. Camp
Winona. Ohio 44493 216-222-1601
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM, 103 SOUTH 18th STREET,

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

AUDIO

88

...

tal Ave., Omaha, Nebraska 68131. (402) 556-7559.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PORTLAND, OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO

MARANT2 7C, 10B, (2) Model 9's. Will only sell as complete package. Best offer. Leonard Matlaw, 519 Bloomfield
Ave., Caldwell, N.J. 07006.

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND
SAVE UP TO 50%

An uncommon Hi-Fi store serving Portland for

with the finest

thirty years

in products, service, and people.

AR 3A's. Excellent Condition.

Audio Research

Radford

Quad

Crown

Quatre

Harmon-Kardon
Yamaha

Sony V-FET
Manantz
Dahlquist

McIntosh
Mangeplanar
Fulton
Advent

Beveridge
Polk

Audionics
Technics

SME
Denon

Mark Levinson
Nakamichi

Stax

Fidelity Research
Philips
West; 8680 S.W. Canyon Rd., Portland, Oregon 97225.
East; 3580 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97214.

G.AS.

503-292-4401.
FOR SALE: (all items in excellent condition)

Neumann 0M-69 F.E.T. Quadraphonic Microphone w/pwr
supply: $1,350.00 ea.
1
- Ampex AM -10 Mixer w/meter panel and carrying case:
-

$400.00

You can assemble your

higd ouawr,
multi element stereo speakers M a few
hours ana save up to half the sdst of
comparable speakers Sena for our fro
32 -page catalogue of speaker ins ram
speakers and accessor es
SPEAKER LAB
Dept A-3. 5500 -35th N E
Seattle. Washington 08105

or best offer. Bing-

SONY MX -14 MIXERS (2) w/power supply $125 each.
TEAC 3340 $650. Sony TC -377 $135. (305) 299-1549 or
Audio Box A65-3

SONY SUPER SCOPE Reel to Reel tape deck ($800
flat) -Contact Mike Fisher call 1-313-842-2049. Will throw
in a large 2' Marantz Amp KF-8011

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

3164 PEACHTREE

Phase Linear

Grace

1

$325/pair

hamton, N.Y. (607) 723-1447

ea

Contact: Thomas W. Bethel, Director, Audio Services
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 44074

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE

OF

NORTH TAMPA, 1441 EAST FLETCHER AV-

TAMPA FLORIDA 33612

ENUE.

DECOURSEY ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
Model 110 dividing network; complete with regulated power
supply, for bi -amp, tri -amp, or quad -amp. Custom assembled
to meet your specifications. Monaural, stereo or with derived
third channel. Plug-in Butterworth (maximately flat) filters; 6,
12, or 18 db. per octave at any desired audio frequency. OPTIONS: Summer for single woofer systems, VLF hi -pass filters for elimination of subsonic noise, derived third channel.
FOR OEM OR HOME ASSEMBLERS: Model 500 or 600 dual
filters. Regulated power supplies. Write for new brochure.
DECOURSEY ENGINEERING LABORATORY. 11828 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. Ph. (213) 397-9668

(216) 775-8272

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!!

Earn more than

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

just spare

money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in
your area. High commission, no investment required. Serious

inquiries only, please. Contact: Alan Weisberg, K&L Sound
Services Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

2769

LAKEWOOD

ATLANTA

OF

AVE. S.W., ATLANTA GEORGIA 30315

ALMOST COMPLETE COLLECTION Audio Magazines.
From 1957 thru 1976 - Make offer. You pay postage. Wendell Leach, 1792 Boston Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 06610

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

EMT, Leak, KMAL, Naim, Quad, Linn Sondek, Spendor, Stan,

THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PENSACOLA
3731 NAVY BOULEVARD, PENSACOLA. FLORIDA 32507

many others. THE SOUND AFFAIR, 364 Mission Court, St.
Louis, MO 63130 (314) 863-6037

USED AUDIO COMPONENTS:

ILLINOIS AND INDIANA audiophiles. Audition the extraor-

or just unwanted. New service turns your used
components into cash. Free details. Send an SASE to: Sound
Exchange - 2005 Commonwealth Avenue - Brighton, MA

dinary Allison One and Two at the SOUND SHOP, Champaign.

02135.

BIG DISCOUNTS on audio equipment and high -end equipment. Over 100 brands! All guaranteed! Try! Jack Beddoe,
Box 191-8, Watsonville, Ca. 95076. 408-722-2005, 6-10
p.m.

AUDIO'S HI-FI HANDBOOK
components, intabular form for
articles on audio
reading for audilimited quantity available. Over 200 pages.

THE CONNECTION
and other brand names. For your free quote on any model or

System write THE CONNECTION,

35 Congress St., Bldg.
Shetland Park, Salem, Mass. 01970. Get on our Mail list!

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

1030-3

CHEROKEE ROAD. SMYRNA, GEORGIA 30080
MICHIGAN'S ALTERNATIVE HIGH-END
AUDIO SHOP.

Douglass Sound features

ophiles. Only

AUDIO TECHNICA

Send $3.95 (includes shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis,

Audio Hi-Fi Handbook, 401

N.

Broad St., Phila., Pa. 19108.

ERA

perforated piano rolls; records and plays back immediately.

GOLDRING

OHTOFON

SDUNOCRAFTSMEN
STAX

CROWN
DAHLQUIST

SENNHEISER

DENON

SUPEX

DYNACO

SME

EPICURE

SONUS
STANTON

GRACE

TECHNICS
TANDBERG
THORENS

HERVIC

Many more.

RADFORD AT DIRECT IMPORT PRICES. Natural Sound,
1021 Claremont St, Lincoln, Nebr. 68508, (402) 475-3325
and 401 Worcester Road, Framingham, Mass.

01701, (617)

879-3556
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

ORLANDO,

1915 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO,

AUDIO

FL

32803

and guaranteed to meet specifications,

and insured

and shipped prepaid

continental U.S. AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO 7459 Elmwood Ave. Middleton (Madison), Wisconsin
in

53562 Phone 608-836-3807

MARANTZ 108 RACK MOUNT $750. Dynaco Stereo
120A factory assembled $100, Tanberg 3000X $300. Thorens TO150AB-II with Stanton 681 EE $100. Alan Bell, 330
West 13th, New York 10014
RECORDING TAPE CLOSEOUT: Dozen reels 2400',
$13.50. Dozen 1200', $8.00. 24 reels 900', $7.50. 24 600',
$6.00. Postpaid Guaranteed. Mitchell, Box 132A, Flushing,
N.Y. 11367.
DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo components. All major
brands. Write for quote. Seashore Stereo Sales, 204 Wood crest Ave., Absecon, N.J. 08201.
-SPEAKER CATALOG quality drivers. Hop -up the speakers you
have or build new ones. Transmission -line speaker plans
$5.00 -Foam damping material. E & E Audio, 2816 Church
Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226. (212) 462-0984

UNBELIEVABLE -UNBEATABLE -PRICES!!
All Major Brands Discounted! Krasco Stereo, 623 Campbell
Ave., West Haven, Conn. 06516.

MODIFICATION KITS
MODIFICATION KITS
MODIFICATION KITS
The DKL Laboratory, Incorporated proudly announces the
new kit versions of their now famous modifications for:
DYNA PAS3(x) PRE-AMP
STEREO 70 AMPLIFIER
INFINITY 2000A SPEAKERS
Offering TIGHTER BASS, MORE TRANSPARENT MIDRANGE, MUCH LOWER DISTORTION & INCREASED
DEFINITION, the new DKL Mod Kits greatly improve sonic
performance at

.

DOUGLASS SOUND. INC.
Ann Arbor 331 S. Fourth Ave. (313) 761-4434; Kalamazoo:
224 W. Michigan Ave. (616) 382-3710; Grand Rapids:
3130 28Sí. S.E. (616) 949-9040
RABCO SL -8E MOD reduces arm mass 35%. Elegant oiled
redwood shell. $50. Data sheet. AUDIOETC, Box 55, Lansing,
Iowa 52151

MAY, 1976

a

reasonable price.

For details, contact:

DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED
BOX 683

SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146
(3011 588-6257
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA,

ONKYO

BURWEN

OLD SELF -PLAYER PIANO, converted to Orrtronic computerized piano player/recorder using tape casettes instead of

KOSS ESL

M&K

AUDIOANALYST
CONNOISSEUR

2798, Opelika, Ala., 36801.

Quintessence, Quatre, SAE, Satin, Stan, Sonus, Technics, Transcriptor, and many others. All equipment pretested
K, Quad,

expert sales, repair. maintenance,

installation and modification. Now available...
ADS/BRAUN

CARBON FILM RESISTORS -1/4W, 5% from 10-4.7
megohms for 31/c each. Fifty per value $.85. Discounts
available. FREE samples/specifications. Other quality components. $1.00 postage. Components Center, Box 134A, N.Y.,
N.Y. 10038

Earl Starnes, Box

I,

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA
4166 BUFORD HIGHWAY, N.E, ATLANTA GEORGIA 30345

Complete reference guide to over 1,000
cluding prices and specs. All arranged in
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding
topics, trends and advances. State-of-the-art
a

Ampzilla, Burwen, Dahlquist, Decca, Denon, Dynaco (Modified), Ferrograph, Fulton E and J Systems, Grace, IMF, Koss
Speaker, Lecson, Lux, Magnepan, Mark Levinson, Fons, M &

217-359-3774.
20-60% Discounts on Thorens, Stanton, Alter, Dual, Pioneer,

AND STYLUS REPLACEMENTS
FOR: ADC, Audio Technica, B&O, Grado, Empire, Micro/Acoustics, Pickering, Ortofon, Shure, Stanton. Supex.
Write for free catalog: NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK, Dept. MH,
P.O. Box 17435, Washington, D.C. 20041.
STEREO CARTRIDGES

ATLANTA GEORGIA 30303

Up to date. Top

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS AT LOWER PRICES: B&W, Decca,

Old, rare,

RD., N E.,

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES

4162 JONESBORO
30050

RD., ZAYRE CENTER, FOREST PARK. GA.

NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2" REPLACEMENT
DRIVERS, $9.95 POSTPAID. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, Box 58Q -31A, DELMAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete line of Audio Research equipment on display under ideal listening con-

ditions. AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St.,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68516 (402) 489-9888.

DYNACO RACK MOUNTS for pre -amps, tuners, integrated
amps. $24.95 postpaid, $22.50, three or more. AUDIO BY ZIMET, 1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 11576 (516) 621-

0138
GATELY SPM-6 mixer, new, wired $500. 919-467-9198

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE/VILLAGE SQUARE, 301 SOUTH
CRAFT HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA

89
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DIFFERENT
KIND OF RECORD CLUB

EEdetans..

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
A

-purchase" obligations.
Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. Newsletter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.

FORMULA 4 PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY TONE ARM
Only viscous pivot damping with low effective mass can ensure natural sound without 'listening fatigue' enabling all

ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave monitor, Professional biofeedback instruments. J&J 8102-A Bainbridge,

cartridges to reach their 'Linear Region' of best performance,
absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic
transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous tracking force extremes which reduce record wear and H.F. playback distortion. Viscous silicone damping means better tracking even of warped records, the sound having exceptional
definition with rich full and clean bass plus a tape -like consistency with steady stereo image and near pinpoint localization. Jewelled unipivot friction below 0.005 gm Effective

WA 98110.

mass 4.50 gm. Bias control. VTF 0-3 gm.

DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB,
Épi 650
Main Street, New Rochelle,

DEPT.

INC.

14-56

N.Y. 10801

REVOX A77 Tape Deck, Mint, Year Old

-

$550. (212) 761-

8486
INCREDIBLY BETTER SOUND from your present system
with no additional investment. Send $3.00 for instructions.
Unqualified Money Back Guarantee. THE WIZARD,

109 Al-

pine Road, Yonkers, N.Y. 10710

WORLD'S FINEST BOOKSHELF LOUDSPEAKER: PSB
Beta II, Motional Feedback without internal amplifier. No
bass distortion. For brochure or appointment-CC Audio,
P.O. Box 13,

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE-IN ITS SECOND ISSUE
INTRODUCES TWO EXCITING NEW COMPONENTS;
AND UNBELIEVABLE
-THE ELECTRO-RESEARCH
CLASS A AMPLIFIER THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR
THINKING ABOUT AMPLIFIER SOUND, AND THE
A TUBE PREAMP THAT SOUNDS LIKE
PARAGON
N O OTHER TUBE PRODUCT YOU HAVE EVER HEARD.
IT HAS AWESOME BASE AND FLAWLESS HIGHS COMBINED WITH TUBE SWEETNESS. IN-DEPTH EVALUATIONS ARE ALSO CONDUCTED ON PREAMPLIFIERS: AUDIO RESEARCH SP-3A-1, LATEST LEVINSON JC-2, PHASE LINEAR 4000, SONY TAE 8450,
EPICURE FOUR, DYNA PAT -5 AND SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
PE2217. AMPLIFIERS TESTED INCLUDE: AUDIO RESEARCH DUAL 76A, C/M LABORATORIES 912, SAE
2500 AND TECHNICS SE9600. CARTRIDGES EXAMINED ARE DECA (AEC) MARK V ELIPTICAL, WIN LABORATORIES SDT-10, LATEST FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1
MARK II, SURE V -15E LIPTICAL AND SPHERICAL DE N ON DL109 (MOVING MAGNET) AND IMPROVED DE N ON DL103 AND DL103S. SOME OTHER GOODIES: A
SUPERB MOVING COIL TRANSFORMER FROM DENON
(AU320), LEVINSON JC-1AC, GRACE G-707 TONEARM,
LINN SONDEK TURNTABLE, KEITH MONKS TONEARM
AND IAD EXPANDER. OUR FIRST ISSUE WITH REVIEWS OF 19 POWER AMPLIFIERS AND 17 CART"DIRIDGES IS STILL AVAILABLE. COMING SOON
NEW DIRECT TO DISC RECORDING
RECT DISCO"
FEATURING THE CURRENT DISCO ROCK SOUND.
IS(WRITE FOR INFORMATION.) SOUND ADVICE
SUES $10 ($12 FIRST CLASS, $13.50 - SENT AIR
MAIL). SOUND ADVICE, 225 KEARNY, NO. 200H, SAN

-

-

-

-A

-4

FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94108.
ROOM EQUALIZER Altec Acousta-Voicette, 24 bands per
channel Stereo. $485. Also Heathkit AR -15 Receiver, $250.
John Maggiore, 54 Marie Drive. Gretna, La. 70053
PREAMPS, $300 each: Sony SOD I
2020 Decoder, $115; Panasonic SE -405H Demodulator. $90
Pete Gray 914-473-9807 (days)

TWO SAE MARK

CURRENT 8 -TRACKS FROM $3.95! FREE Catalog! Music
Wholesalers, 1611 Capitol, Des Moines. Iowa 50316.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MONTGOMERY

3386 NORMAN BRIDGE RO, MONTGOMERY. ALA 36105
YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO $3.95. Comprehensive reference to professional as well as consumer audio products and
manufacturers. FREE classified advertising information and
copy form available with each issue. Box 94, Colmar, Pa.

18915.
SAN DIEGO
Audio Research, Fulton (FMI), Paoli, Decca, Win, Shure V15 -G
ERA, Grace,
Connoiseur. Dr. Johnson, by appointment,

714/274-6613
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PANAMA CITY, 5220 W HWY. 98,
SUITE 0, PANAMA CITY, FLA 32401.

stylus/pivot 224

101/2" RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Fresh new Scotch

3600 ft.

on

1/4"

40 minutes Scotch L/N tape, $23.00 per dozen. Reconditioned NAB metal 101/2" reels, $24.00 per dozen. 10%

88338, Dun -

on above for postage. Soundd Investment, POB

woody,

Ga.

30338.
CONN. AND WESTERN MASS.'S

LARGEST STEREO DEALER
AU010 RESEARCH
ACCUPHASE

purchase price (certified checks) $89 including Airmail. Formula 4, 15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS Eng-

EPICURE

TECHNICS
SME

AUDIO TECHNICA

SUPEX
ORTOFON

DAHLQUIST

FIDELITY RESEARCH

AUDIONICS

REVOX

dB SYSTEMS

B&O

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, in its up coming issue, will review the new Grado moving coil cartridge, the Luxman tube

CROWN

type pre-amp, the Spendor BBC-Monitor (the BC -3), the Formula 4 and Grace 707 tonearms, the Micro-Seiki moving coil
cartridge, Peter Pritchard's new Sonus cartridges, the Jonas

PHASE LINEAR

Miller modified Rabco SL -BE, Infinity's

MARK LEVINSON

FET pre -amp, Bong-

TEAC

QUATRE

TRANSCRIPTORS
DBX

SAE

BEYER

STAX

CITATION

AKG

iornó s Thaedra and Son of Ampzilla, the Luxman M4000 and

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

its new turntable, Yamaha's FET preamp, the Stax class A

ESS

amp, the SAE 2500, the Audio Research Dual 150 and Tym-

MAGNEPLANAR

the Gale loudspeaker, the Koss electrostatic, the
EMT moving coil cartridge, and the Stax tonearm, the Allison
1
speaker, and, of course, more. We shall also be taking a

MAGNEPAN

pani

1C,

Waterbury

DYNACO-A-R. transistors, repairs-boards & units, speaker
service. Send for prices & details: BEAR ELECTRONICS, 177A Hilicrest Road, Mt. Vernon, NY 10552.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
OF CLEARWATER, 1502 A GULF TO BAY

WAREHOUSE

BOULEVARD, CLEARWATER. FLORIDA

HEATHKIT Modulus, two 60 -watt amps, all plug -ins, list
$1130, sell for $950 (kits). Reply Box A65-2, Audio Magazine.

AUDIOPHILES
Here's the latest in State of The Art Components:
FULTON "J"MODULAR SPEAKER

State of the Art in the most recent stereophile.
PAOLI TUBE AMPLIFIERS
Finally, Tube Amplification with right, detailed bottom end.
Ideal for driving electrostatics, $600 the pair.
DENON DL103C MOVING COIL

Classified

as

Audiophiles

& MORE

FRED LOCKE STEREO

first class mail-

an additional $4 if you wish

Greenwich

203-667-2277

THE SCHILLINGMAS-1

Pre-PreAmplifier. The ultimate in quality construction and
sonic purity. A must for state of the art reproduction, $229.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP3A-1 MOD
Dramatically improves the bottom end of the SP3A-1. Make
your ARC pre-amp current for $85 including Telefunken
Tubes.

AND FIRST IN THE MIDWEST AND EASTTHE BEVERIDGE CYLINDRICAL SOUND
A full range electrostatic with direct coupled tube amplifiers
built in. Perfect phasing, no crossover, no discontinuity. Audioned by appointment only. Well worth a trip to Detroit to
hear, regardless of your present speaker. $4000 complete

Orange

203-637-5439

203-795-0701

New Haven

203-787-0183

Springfield, Mass.

Avon

203-678-1797

413-782-7111

Fairfield

203-757-9296

East Hartford

203-366-5246

Stratford
203-377-1771

203-528-9479

New London

203ß43-1835

ENGLISH HI FI
Radford, Rogers Export Monitor, I.M.F., B.M.W., Celestion,
S.M.E., Decca MK -5, Tannoy, Garrard, other continental products also available. Please write or telex, your quote will be
returned by airmail.
Southern Audio Services Limited, 43 High Street, Kingstonupon-Thames, Surrey. England. Telephone 01-549-3194 or
telex 929679 AEL

G.

OUR TA -1 TONEARM IMPROVES RECORD SOUND with

low effective mass (-=-2.5 grams with most cartridges) and
pivot friction (all pivots jeweled), optimum silicone damping,
vertical pivots at record level, anti -skate bias, damped cueing,
and low capacitance cables. Money -back guarantee. $149.00
postpaid. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale,
CA

95425.
AMPZILLA-THAEDRA
SON OF AMPZILLA

who know choose the conical Denon, $150.

Then add:

BURWEN
HARTLEY WOOFERS

THORENS

Newington

ing priviledges. (Canadian subscribers should send money orders.) All foreign subscriptions $15.

NAKAMICHI
SEQUERRA

look at moving coil cartridge transformers. A crack team of
N.Y. acoustic consultants will provide an in depth analysis of
room acoustics. And we shall be expanding our list of reference recordings. For a four issue subscription ($10), send a
check along to the Absolute Sound, Box 5, Northport, N.Y.

11768. Enclose

L/N

NAB metal reels five for $35.00. New

Ampex GRANDMASTER tape on 101/2" metal reel, six for
$73.00. New 4 channel 8 -track blank cartridge loaded with

mm. Optimum performance with ultra high or low compliance
cartridges weighing 2-10 gms. Leaflet $1 bill deductible from

land,

new

Sound Advice 536 State Road, Emmaus. Pa. 18049. Hours:
Mon., Tues., Thur.. Fri., 12-9:30. Wed. 6-9:30. Sat. 10-6.

(215) 967-4418
QUAD PARTS (Accoustical Mfg.) and quality repair service
Victor's Stereo, Inc. 8 E. Erie. Chicago, III. 60611, 312-642-

6349
III, off white, with bass screens,
perfect condition, price negotiable, also Onkyo T-4055 FM
tuner, 919-449-4132.

MAGNEPLANAR Tympani

WE OFFER ACCURATE ADVICE, PERSONAL SERVICE,

AND INCOMPARABLE COMPONENTS, including: Allison,
Armstrong, Audiocraft. Audionics Beyer, B&W, Cambridge,
Celef, Clestion, Connoisseur, Cm, Dayton Wright, Decca, De-

Also, RTR Electrostatics, Dahlquist Quintessence, ERA, Stax,

non, dbx, DCE, EMT, ERA Formula 4, Fulton, FR, Gale, Grace,

DCM

Time Windows, Rabco ST -7, Transcriptors, Modified
Dynaco, Win Labs, Quatre, Citation, Supex. BGW, Audionics,

Hegeman, Jecklin, KEF, KMAL, Loosen, Mark Levinson, Linn

IAD, and more. Free shipping, insurance, and consultation in

Isobarik & Sondek, Lux, Micro, M&K, Naim, Neal, Neumann,
Quad. Quatre, Quintessence, Radford, Revox, Rogers, Satin,
Schoeps, Sennheiser, Spendor, Stax, Stellavox, Studer, Sug-

the US and Canada.

AUDIO ONE
Michigan's original state of the art dealer
167 N WOODWARD
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48011

(313) 646-6666

den, Supex, inter alia. ALL COMPONENTS INSTALLED PRO-

FESSIONALLY TO YOUR SATISFACTION. SHIPMENTS PREPAID & INSURED. THE SOUND AFFAIR, 364 MISSION
COURT, ST.

LOUIS, MO.

63130. (314) 863-6037.

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

OPEN

SUNDAYS!

MAY, 1976

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO'S HI-FI HANDBOOK
Complete reference guide to over 1.000 components, including prices and specs. All arranged in tabular form for
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding articles on audio
topics, trends and advances State-of-the-art reading for audiophiles Only a limited quantity available Over 200 pages
Send 5395 (includes shipping and handling) to Jean Davis,
Audio Hi-Fi Handbook, 401

N

Broad St., Phila., Pa 19108.

MICHIGAN AREA AUDIOPHILES: Win

Labs. Denon, Paoli,

Ampzilla, Transcriptors, Magnepan, Fulton, KMAL, Linn Sondek. Available at Equinox Systems, (616) 457-2117 or Box
333, Grandville, Michigan 49418.

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S Only Audiophile
Dealer
Specialists in components by Dahlquist, Transcriptors, SAE,
Nakamichi, Epicure, Bozak, Citation, Ohm, SME, Ampzilla,
DBX, Infinity, Reveo, RTR, Phase Linear. Quintessence, Advent, Tandberg and over 50 others. Wisconsin's first Audio
Research dealer with the complete product line on demonstration. PLUS -one of the truly largest display of tape decks

130 machines on display. WACK
5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE

in the entire country. Over

ELECTRONICS

INC.

53208.414-442-3441.
THE AUDIOPHILE, home of the renowned DB preamp, the
little black boxes everyone has heard about and nobody's

with your search for musical exoffering products which, even if not the most
widely known, provide musical honesty: Dayton -Wright loudspeaker, CM Labs amplifier, Dunlop -Clark, Fulton J. ERA, I.M.
Fried, Power Research loudspeaker, Paoli, Quad - including
the exciting new 405 amplifier, AID, Denon (expensive but
seen,

around $200. A no compromise performer with smooth response below 20 Hz. A preciesely balanced magnetic drive

system and a special paper fiber cone formulation results in
minimum cone break-up and excellent bass definition at near
subsonic frequencies. Designed primarily for use with Magneplanar. Magnepan, Quad ELS's and Dahlquists, it can also

with almost any speaker system. Optional BOTTOM
crossovers allow the use of one BOTTOM END without
bi-amping; your present stereo amp does it all.
be used
END

The M&K Rabco SL -8 & SL -8E

stacked Quads are
available through M&K Dealers. The four elegant castered
side panels, fashioned out of solid oak, walnut or teak, allow
easy movement and provide acoustically perfect elevation for
the Quad ESL's.
Send for literature

intensity touring/permanent installation sound systems, including narrow
ROCK P.A.'s.

Customized

at your ears), room design/measurement/treatment, >15%
articulation loss of consonants, 1000's of customized professional products including ... fiberglass horns, consoles,
comp/rms/peak limiters, 18db continuously variable electronic crossovers, digital/acoustic delays, omnipressors, phasors, reverb, echo, doubling/tripling effects. P.A. noise reduc-

tion, piano transducers, frequency shifters from ...
J.B.L./Altec Pro, Tascam, U.R.E.I., Eventide, Gately, Studer,
Beyer, Crown, Community Light/Sound, Mom's Audio,
McIntosh, Bozak, Allen Health, Gauss, Cetec, Scully, Multitrack, etc., etc. All shipped prepaid/Insured. Music & Sound
Ltd. 111f Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa 19090 (215) 6599251.

NATURAL SOUND
Hear the incomparable Fulton J Modular System, the musical

and dealer list on the above products.

M&K SOUND, INC.
8719 WILSHIRE BLVD.
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 90211
(213) 652-8318

My Name_

TEAC, Marantz, Harmon Kardon on demonstration.

Company

Vickers Audio
210 West Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

City

State

Zip

Mail to: Audio,

MUST SACRIFICE! UREI 527-A; 560; Gately SM -6; EG -6;
JBL 2130 Monitors; Crown D60. 804-295-1588, 804-2938294 After 5

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

401 N. Broad Street

Allow four weeks for delivery.

ATTENTION: LATIN AMERICAN AUDIOPHILES
ATTENTION: VACATIONERS VISITING THE MIAMI
AREA
ATTENTION: RESIDENTS OF SOUTH FLORIDA
SOUND COMPONENTS, INC. is THE place for state of the

MARANTZ 150
$465, Marantz 125 $250, H -K Citation
11a $250, Sony 2000F $450, Sony TC -152S0 $250. TEAC
350 $210, units with factory cartons and warranty cards.
414-473-3745

art stereo. Some of our products include:
LOUDSPEAKERS: Spendor BCII and BCIII, Audio Research
Magnepllanars, Quads, Magnepans, Allison, Bowers & Wilkins, FMI including the J System, Gale, M&K sub -woofer,

HAS-Brown, Stax, Decca, Connoisseur, Monitor
Audio, Ace Audio, Audio Design, CELEF Audio, Ortofon, Dayton -Wright, Dunlap -Clark, KMAL, Micro, PSG, etc. By appointCC AUDIO

ment only-P.O. Boy 13, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

Dayton -Wright XG-8 Mk Ill, IMF, KLH CL -4, KEF 104, B&0,
Epicure, Rogers LS35/A mini monitor
TURNTABLES: Linn-Sondek, The Michell Engineering Co.
Transcriptors, B&O 3000 and 4002, Yamaha, Era, Fons
PICKUPS AND TONEARMS: Ultimo DV38/20A, Denon
103-S and 103-C, Satin M-15 and M-117, Promethean
Grado, Supex, Ortofon, Fidelity Research, B&O MMC series,

Audiocraft, KMAL, Grace
Dayton -Wright 535 Infranoise Cartridge pre-preamp, Levinson pre-preamps. Denon
AU -320, Ortofon transformers, Hoffman transformers
ELECTRONICS: Audio Research, Lesson, Quad. Ampzilla,
Thaedra. Son of Ampzilla, Dayton -Wright, Paoli. Luxman,
Naim, Genesis, Yamaha, B&O, Stax, Radford, Citation, Levinson JC-2
TAPE RECORDERS: Ober, Otari, Braun, B&0 Beocord, Yam-

AUDIO

Add ress

(919) 929-4554

for yourself why they are the finest speakers available. Hear
the moderately priced Fulton E Modular System, the next
most musical speaker available. Their highly articulate bass
lacks only the last half octave of the J. Upgrade the bass response of your present system e.g. Quad ESLs with an E sub woofer. Take advantage of Fulton 's modular concept and
start building toward a J System.
Hear the new and exciting equipment, Thaedra and DB Systems preamps, the two amplifiers which set new standards
of fidelity for transistor equipment (and surprisingly are moderately priced) the Son of Ampzilla and the Quad 405 dumping amp. Hear the sensational KEF 104s, Celestion 66s, Paoli
60M tube amps, Paoli SP3a-1 modification, Denon, new Decca elliptical, and new Fidelity Research cartridges, Grace and
KMAL arms, Linn Sondek and ERA turntables.
Preowned Quality Equipment: SP3a-1, Dual 76, Dual 75A,
Marantz 10b, Marantz 8b, Marantz 7c, McIntosh 275, Quad
ESLs, Quad 303, Tympani Illa, Magnepan MG II.
If you can not visit with us, call us at one of our two locations.
NATURAL SOUND, 1021 Claremont Street, Lincoln, Ne-

NATURAL SOUND, 401 Worcester Road, Framingham,
Mass. 01701 (617) 879-3556

Please send me
library cases.
Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20; 6 for
$37. My check or money order is
enclosed.

Ampzilla. Dahlquist, Magnepan, FMI, Ortofon, Crown, Accuphase, SME, Decca, Hegeman, Klipschorn, Technics,

speaker with phenomenal and highly articulate bass. Discover

braska, 68508, (402) 475-3325

r

CAROLINA'S ONLY AUDIOPHILE CENTER - Infinity Servo-Statiks la, Switching amp, Mark Levinson Products,

high

band (5 Hz!) feedback suppression, detailed regenerative response. Acousta-Voicing/environmental equalization (+1d13

Custom designed Library Cases will
protect your magazine copies. These
files are rugged and made with a
rich Kivar cover. Shipped postage
paid. Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20;
6 for $37. Return the order form below with your payment.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Gaithersburg, Md. 20760. (301) 948-2999. Ask for Gene,
Bob, or Albert.
TUNED

AUDIO

THE M&K Rolling stands for single or

-

excellent), Win Labs, KMAL, Revox, ADS, and
the Feature of the Month
the Promethean cartridge, obscure but offering exceptional
clarity at only $95. Sales and service. 582 N. Frederick Ave.,

Modification...We literally

rebuild your Rabco from scratch using the latest aerospace
machining techniques, alloys and bearings. The result is a
sonic as well as mechanical "work of art". We feel it is without question the present state of the art in tonearms. Around
$350 at your nearest M&K dealer.

is happy to help

cellence

FOR SALE

THE M&K BOTTOM END, listed in the latest issue of Stereophile Magazine. A new super sub -woofer that retails for

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4, and 8 Track Studios,
Disco Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW, Ahec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,
Dyna, Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75
North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172, (617) 787-

4072-Att:

Sonus, ADC pickups
SME,
707, Stax UA7-M tonearms

aha

RECORDINGS: A range of selected British, French, and Gerpressings. Also, the Fulton, Sheffield, and Audio Lab

man

All of the above products are in stock and on demonstration
in our 1100 sq. ft. showroom.
HOURS: 10-6 Monday through Thursday & Saturday

10-9 Friday
We accept Bankamericard and Mastercharge.

We ship mail order in continental U.S. prepaid.
SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, FL 33134
Telephone: 305-446-1659
TWX: 810-848-7627
SUPERB PRODUCTS FOR THE DISCRIMINATING AUDI-

OPHILE AND MUSIC LOVER.

MAY, 1976

2

pairs, mint, will sell together or single

pairs. Supex cartridge with JC-1 Levinson Headamp, Audio

Research EC3A Denon 1035, Decca Mark

5

919-449-4132.

WANTED-J.B.L.

PRO DEALERS to handle high end mul-

ti -channel consoles

on

exclusive basis. Designed to augment

J.B.L. pro line of speakers and amplifiers. Theatre Sound, Inc.,
P.O. Box A.Q.,

MASI

New Haven, Conn. 06525.

UNIQUE MOVING COIL PREAMPLIFER THAT
VIRTUALLY WILL NOT ALTER SOUND. VARIABLE IMPEDANCE SWITCH EXACTLY MATCHES YOUR DENON - SUPEX
-

discs.

Ken Berger.

MAGNEPAN MGII,

EMT

FOR

- A

-

ORTOFON

OPTIMUM

-

FIDELITY RESEARCH ETC. CARTRIDGE

PERFORMANCE.

$229.00

-

DEALER

IN-

7205 PO91307 (213) 348-4600

QUIRIES INVITED. MEL SCHILLING ENTERPRISES,

MELO DRIVE, CANOGA PARK, CA.

TOAD HALL HI-FI, "QUALITY WITH THE ASSURANCE
OF QUALITY!" Some of our fine brands include: Audio Research, Burwen, 08X, Magneplaner, Magnepan, G.AS., Sony
V-FET, Nakamichi, RTR, Dahlquist, ADC, Radford, Audionics,
Polk Audio, Yamaha, SME, Advent, Revox, Klipsch, and Teac.
Shipping charges pre -paid anywhere in U.S. TOAD HALL HIFI,
922 Northwest Kings Boulevard, Corvallis, Oregon,
97330, (503) 752-5601 and 150 West Broadway, Eugene,
Oregon, 97401, (503) 485-1262.
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AMIC SPECIALTIES IS A WEST COAST STORE
TóBALING PRIMARILY IN USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT
t. We sell and offer service for vintage tube equipment:
Marae. McIntosh, Citation, Quad. Scott, Fisher, Revox, Ampex, 144tIso Audio Research, Futterman.

curr4
3.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo

ters

and

and mono. Live and copies. Editing. MasHigh quality at reasonable rates.

pressings.

Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819
Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn. N.Y. IN9-7134.

Joseph Giovanelli,

wide range of used components, vintage and

2. Wts$aìrry a

Wïwlse sell

RECORDS

SERVICES

FOR SALE

and demonstrate certain new equipment: Ful-

Grace, Supex..F.R., Dahlquist, M&K Subwoofers, Concli3issedr, PARAGON AUDIO, ERA.
4. Wir stock Telefunken, Willard, Amperes, Genelux, G.E.,

rton,

Sylvania vacuum tubes.
5. We are the exclusive dealer for PARAGON AUDIO vacuum
tube electronics. Audition the new Model 10 High -Gain Wide
Band tube preamplifier at out store. Phone for appointment.
We Buy Sell Trade

DYNAMIC SPECIALTIES
2261 Spring Street

-

THE NEW YORK AUDIO SOCIETY INC. is a unique, nonprofit, member supported hi-fi club featuring interesting
monthly meetings about sound and the latest audio techniques. We invite all N.Y. area audiophiles to attend one of
these sessions as our guest. Details about meetings and
membership available. Write Box 5889 Grand Central P.O.;
N.Y.C.

Redwood City, CA

94063
415-364-6634
BANG & OLUFSEN 4000 Receiver. 3000 Turntable, & 4
B&O speakers. (301) 249-5139 after 5 p.m.
PAT-5 FIRE FEARS? One part modification limits heat from
'ahvays-on' design. Information $1. Kit $12. Reply Audio Box
A65-1

- -

Record
COMPLETE CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE
location recordediting
pressing, cassette duplication
ing. Omega Audio, 25520 Graham, Detroit, Mich. 48239.

10017. Call 212-722-2781.

single record production. 1000 45 RPM stereo singles
$199.00 including mastering. 100 LP albums $325.00 including printed jackets. Write or call for brochure. A & R
Record Manufacturing Corp., 902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas,
Texas 75207. Toll Free 1-800-527-3260.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL

WIRE YOUR OWN SPEAKER systems and save cash. Send
$5.00 for explicit diagrams and data to:
FACTUAL DETAIL

5245 HAWTHORNE ST. FL. 3
PHILA., PA. 19124
McINTOSH MX110 and MC240. Excellent Condition -just
retubed. $550; J. Rudolph. Box 545. Summerland, Ca.
93067 (805) 969-1323
SAE MARK
cel. cond.

VIII FM TUNER w/scope

$575. Write: Box 1721,

& digital readout, ex-

Des Moines, la.

50306.

BOZAK CONCERT Grands. Late Model Classics. $1300.

(301) 692-6782
RTR 280 DR Speakers, $495.00 ADC 25, $35, Mint Condi-

SAVE ON SACRED COWS
Thorens, Philips. Over 50 Top Brands Write for quote - Answered in 24 hrs. SOUTHBOUND SOUND
P.O. Box 52508 Atlanta, Georgia 30305
BOSE, JBL, SAE.

PRESS HIGH

DON'T BRING your clock radio to AUDIOCLINIC for repair.
00 BRING your receiver, amplifier, tuner, tapedeck or turn-

table for expert repair or routine maintenance.
MAKE SURE your electronics are delivering what you paid so
dearly for.
WE SPECIALIZE in cartridge installation and adjustment using the EMPIRICAL approach.
WE DON'T SELL anything except service. All work is fully
guaranteed.
TIME on components is typically half that of
NYC service centers, so IT PAYS to visit AUDIOCLINIC!I!
Authorized Kenwood, Sherwood, Sony, Marantz. Pioneer,
Technics, Dual Trinitrons and Betamax, too!
OUR TURNOVER

CALL AUDIOCLINIC (201) 659-6400.

-

45 RPM Original hits. Catalog 50c C&S Record
13163.

Sales. Box 197, Wampsville. N.Y.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out -of -print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued, 216 N. Rose.
Burbank, California 91505.

FILM-STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list.
557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.

A.

Lutsky,

P.O. Box

DISCONTINUED RECORDS. CLASSICAL. OPERA. POPUMASSAPEQUA, NY 11758

RARE 78's. State Category. Record Lists. 3238 Stoddard,
San Bernardino, CA 92405.

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks.

Personalities

of

Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York. N.Y. 10028

QUADRAPHONIC RECORDS AND TAPES - World's largselection - all labels, over 1000 titles - at discount
prices! For your free illustrated quad catalog, write: SOUND
CONCEPTS, 8510 N. Mt. Hawley. Dept. C5. Peoria, Illinois
61614.
est

-

sold. Junker, 583 6th Ave., San

JAZZ RECORDS -Current, Rare, Out of Print. Free lists.
DEPT. AU2, P.O. Box 125, Jamaica, N.Y. 11415.

SOUNDTRACKS/0C, JAll/PERSONALITY

37203.

Santa Ana, California 92704.

CANVAS PHOTO TOTE BAG. Your favorite color or BW
picture. We'll blow it up in full color on our 12x14 canvas
tote bag. Send $2.50 for catalog and price list. Refundable
with your first order. Write to: Giensova Marketing Assn.,
P.O. Box 4991, Washington, D.C. 20008.

SPIDE-R-GRAM. 1000 watt disco system. Latest disco
sounds. If you need music, call Spider Man Music. 219-25
133 Ave., New York, N.Y. 11413.

06829. Phone (203) 544-8288.

-100

new LP's
5.000,000 SURPLUS Records, Tapes
major labels $65.00; 60 8 -track prerecorded, all major
labels $90.00; 40 prerecorded cassettes, major labels, new
$50.00; 25 open reel prerecorded, all major labels. new
$49.50. Catralogue available $1.00 refundable with first
order. Surplus Records & Tapes, Box 496, Lone Pine,

ELECTRONIC MUSIC INSTRUMENTS and related lines
now distributed. Mfrs. and dealers. write Lectron Music Lab,
P.O. Box 1594, Hollywood 90028 (213) 463-8772

792, Palatine,

PRODUCTION -CUSTOM REPRODUCTION

-

FREE

F/211.

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52 page list
50c Broadway/Hollywood Recordings Georgetown. Conn.

Calif. 93545.

MASS

-

NEWSLETTER! RISA, 3700 S. Plaza Drive. Bldg

SAVE MONEY by constructing your own speakers, send $1
for specifications on floor, bookshelf and compact systems.
Custom Sound 729 Zupan Ave., Yuba City, CA 95991

COLLECTORS: Songs/Week, chronological top 52 each
year, 1950-1975. Only $5.95 ppd. Info 10c. Hydra, Box
IL

60067.

-A new direct

"DIRECT DISCO"

to disk recording featur-

ing the current disco -rock sound. Available soon. For information write: Sound Advice: 225 Kearny Street, Suite 200 -DO,

8 -Track, cassette & Reel to Reel. We specialize in corporate

San Francisco, California

meetings. Call or write T.S. Recordings c/o T.C. Shearer, 385
Ocean Blvd., Suite 5C, Long Branch, N.J. 07740 (201) 870-

CLASSICAL soundtrack,

94108.
o.c.

personality rarities. Buy and

Sell. Huge catalog 50 cents. Grammy's Attic. Box 181, Bluff-

ton. S.C. 29910.

STEREO SOUND LABS
Factory specs or better by 10% on all repairs on major
brands. Warranty 90 days parts and labor. Ship us your gear
properly packed and insured. 4419 John Marr Drive,
Annandale, Virginia 22003 (703) 941-5707.

TAPE RECORDER HEADS re -lapped $15.00 ea. Removed
from machine or stack. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Orinda, Calif.

94563

DISContinued Records, 216 North

SEARCHING? LP's!

Rose, Burbank, California

91505.

GOLD RECORD PLAQUE. Authentic recording industry display. S.A.S.E. T. Gold, P.O. Box 316; Bayside, N.Y. 11360

DIRECT

DISCO

-$12

-A

new superb quality direct

to disk

each (California residents add 6h% Sales
Tax). Sound Advice, 225 Kearny St., No. 2000, San Fran-

recording

cisco, Calif.

HARD TO FIND. component stereo accessories. free catalog
ECE P.O. Box 2074 Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452

94108

SOUNTRACKS-JAll-POP.

Vincent, Box

5202. Long

Island City, N.Y. 11105.

RECORDS

SEARCHING? WRITE DISContinued RECORDS, 216 NORTH
ROSE, BURBANK. California 91505.

SOLD @ AUCTION: COLLECTORS RECORDS, LP's; Jazz,
Soundtracks, Personalities. Original Casts, Country/Western,
Blues, Indicate which list from: Ray Macknic, (or) Theó s,
P.O. Box 7511. Van Nuys, Calif. 91406.

MANUALS FOR GOV'T. SURPLUS Radios, Test Sets,
Scopes, List 50c, Books, 7218 Roanne Drive, Washington,
DC 20021.

CROWN INTERNATIONAL
Complete repair, overhaul, and rebuiding service for current
and early model CROWN tape recorders. Used machines
bought and sold. Techniarts, 8555 Fenton Street, Silver
Spring, MD 20910. (301) 585-1118.

OLDIES

QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING. 469 Chestnut St., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

2952.

SERVICES

932 AU, New York, N.Y. 10023.

TAGE SOCIETY, Box

CLASSICAL LPs bought
Francisco, Ca 94118

tion, 209-529-4987
AR TURNTABLE OWNERS. Add cueing. Precision machined. Silicon damped. American made. $16.00, postpaid.
Lyrelift, 582 Franklin Street, Cambridge, Mass 02139

Modern Music.

Not sold in stores. Not listed in Schwanós. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail. MUSICAL HERI-

AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE

655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
212-CH3-4812

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -3A-1N with warranty transfer and
walnut case. $550. C.R. Call 594 Wimbledon Rd., Atlanta,
Georgia 30324.

MINT USED EQUIPMENT, Crown 1C150 $250; Oynaco
PAS 3x $45; Bose 4401 $475. Sound Advice, 536 State
Road, Emmaus, Pa., (215) 967-4418.

Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic,

LAR, JAZZ, ALL SPEEDS, LISTS. STEINMETZ. ONE SEAVIEW,

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS. Check our
prices. Newest type high level cutting equipment featuring:
Neumann VMS 70 Computer control lathe, Parametric Equalization, Dolby, DBX, and the new SX74 Cutting System by
Neumann. Special package prices on pure vinyl album and

McADAM ELECTRONICS INC. Digital Audio Analyzer Model 2000 and Phase Lock Wow & Flutter Model 1000 call collect B.P.I. 714-279-3344

FREE 200 -PAGE CATALOG. 1,400 New Stereo Recordings.

GOVT. SURPLUS

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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EQUIPMENT WANTED
CASH FOR your unwanted LPs & reel to reel tapes. Records,
Box 323, Millburn, New York 10931.

WANTED: Reel to Reel Tape Deck. Cassette tape deck with
speakers and headphones by Soundesign. Write: Hubert
Woods, 162 Curry Court, Talladega, Al. 35160.

-

RECORDS

WANTED
LP's -"Odessa" & "Cucumber
Castle" by the Bee Gees. Near new condition. Wm. J. Riese,
3429 S. Nude Way, Aurora, Colo. 80013.

MARANTZ 7C.9. State condition and price.
Green St., San Francisco, CA. 94109

J. Fong,

1238

SEEBURG, Used "Audiomation" record changer or console.
Robinson, 4432 Ellsworth, Minneapolis, MN 55435.

MARANTZ 7e PREAMP-Perfect running condition. Kat suya Dopen, Post No. 664, Koya Tutumigauchi 24-1, Itami
City, Hyogo. Japan.

RADIO PROGRAMS
1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00 hour! Cassettes. $1.00 show! Mammoth catalog $1.25. AM TREASURES, Box 192 AU, Babylon, New York 11702.
RENT RADIO SHOWS - Make your own copies or just listen. Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog
$1 refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore, Ca. 94550

YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Reels, cassettes - fast reliable service. Catalog $1.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES, 1301-A North Park Avenue, Inglewood, California 90302.
GOLDEN AGE RADIO - your best source for radio tapes.
Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon 97225.

RADIO SHOWS. Jazz. Big Bands. Personalities on tape. Catalog $1.00. Bonus Reels. Radio Reruns, Box 724-A Redmond.
Wash. 98052.

TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS

WANTED: Rabco Tone arm, good working order. W. Irvin,

4300 Cullen

Dr., Cleve., Oh.

WANTED: Marantz #
#

3

X -over.

D.

9,

Harms,

44105

McIntosh MC -2300 amps. Marantz
4030 Warwick, K.C., Mo. 64111;

816-561-2410
EQUIPMENT WANTED
CASSETTE DUPLICATOR 2 TRACK, like Infonics Dualmaster
Model RCC-2 or Wollensak 2770 for small production. Must
be in good condition.

V.C. Rowe, 6222 West 57th Ave., Tacoma, Wash. 98467 (206) 472-5486

HELP WANTED

AM LOOKING for an individual with the equipment capable of producing first class duplications on cassette cartridges. Reply Audio, Box A63-3.
I

TAPE RECORDINGS

SCOTCH, CAPITOL. Blank cassettes, cartridges, reels. Discount prices. Lawson's, Box 510, Livermore, CA 94550

TDK, BASF, Memorex, Maxell, cassettes, reels, 8 -tracks.
Lowest Prices, Guranteed, New. S&S Audio P.O. Box 56039
Harwood Heights, II. 60656

MAXELL RECORDING TAPE. All widths. Lowest prices.

FUGI, SCOTCH, MAXELL, BASF, TOK, AMPEX. MEMOREX-Lowest Prices -Omega Audio, 25520 Graham Road,
Detroit, Michigan 48239

INTERESTED IN OLDIES BUT GOODIES on reel to reel
tape? Write to Theodore Emlyn Inc. 40-5K Richman Plaza,
Bronx, New Yrok 10453.

shipping -5 lbs/20 tapes. INTERGALACTIC ENTERPRISES,
1047 Kirts, # 134, Troy, Michigan 48084

SITUATION WANTED

55343.

reels. Highest quality anywhere! Sonar Records Corp., P.O.
Box 455A. Kingsbridge Station, Bronx, NY 10483

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Prerecorded classical/popular tapes. Latest releases. Dolby. Quad. 96 -page catalogue $1. Barclay -Crocker, Room 857A, 11 Broadway, NYC
10004.

RADIO PROGRAMS
OLD RADIO PROGRAMS Thousands available as low as
50c a program, finest quality and fast service. Catalogue
25c and cassettes at $2.50 hour programs.
GOOD OLD RADIO

BOX RADIO
LONE PINE, CALIF.

93545

Relive the Adventure. Drama, and Intrigue of Old with taped
RADIO, recorded on Scotch 207. Six hours for only $11.
Send $5 for catalogue (refundable with first order) to
T.R.H.S., P.O. Box 5184, College Station, Texas 77844.
Read the official publication of the Texas Radio Historical
Society (RADIO IN DEPTH) and Relive the Adventure, Drama,

FORMER DJ would like to return to radio in a similar position or as a Program Director.
have a third class broadcast
I

endorsed license, 2 years college, 2 years experience. Contact: Doug Galliher, 3907 Angol Place. Jacksonville, Florida

32210. (904) 771-7386.
HELP! Light and Sound tech looking for job with studio or
band. Have on -road experience with P.A.S. Worked in Mid-

west for 4 years. Give me
Ga.

a chance. You won't regret it. Call
912-986-6901 or Kan. 913-696-4434.

SEEKING A POSITION as an asst. recording engineer in a
studio. To learn recording eng. and production. I've a certificate in Recording Technical I and knowledge of equipment.
Timothy J. Ameche, 129 Lockwood Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y.

10801.

SPEAKERS
SAVE 50%. Construct speakers and save money. Send for
free catalog and instructions. SpeakerKit, Box 12A
Menomoeie, WI 54751.

P.O. Box Radio

AUDIO

93545

SYN-AUD-CON 3 -Day Sound Engineering Seminar. For more
information about the seminar in your area, write Don Davis,
Synergetic Audio Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin, Ca.
92680 Ph (714) 838-2288

MISCELLANEOUS
RECORDING STUDIO MIXER CAREER? Degree unnecesInformation 25c postage, handling. Attainment Research, Box 45333AÚ, Dallas, Texas 75235.
sary.

ORIENTAL RUGS, antiques and hand made miniatures; buy
and sell. Sayeh Company, 1390 Market St.. Suite 907. San
Francisco, Calif. 94102.

TYPE YOUR SLIDES! Sizes 31/4 x 4 $2.35 per 50 and 2 x 2
$2.85 per 100 plus postage. Radio Mat Slide Co. 444 N.
Peninsula Drive, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018
TOOLS, TOOLS, TOOLS. Simplicity of design gives economy
with results. Wood turning laths. joiners, sanders, circular
saws. Free catalog, please write: Baisc "C" Corporation, Box
188, Baroda, Mich. 49101.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
$100.00 NIGHTLY PLAYING RECORDS. DISCOTHEQUES ARE IN. COMPLETE DETAILS, DOS, DON'TS,
PHOTOS, DESCRIPTIONS, ETC. SEND $5.00 TO "DYNAMIC
EARN

UNO," P.O. Box 8116, CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412.

CANADIAN DEALER looking for American or British trade
connections willing to work on cost plus basis (for cash
quantity purchase) on closeouts and regular stock. Interested
JBL, Thorens, Shure, BASF, TDK, Scotch, Watts, Marantz, etc.
Replies held confidential. Electronic Shoppers World, 278
Havelock, Toronto, M6H 3B9.

MAILORDER MILLIONAIRE helps beginners make $500
weekly. Free report reveals secret plan! Executive (104), 333
North Michigan, Chicago 60601
NEW PATENTED MATV SYSTEM NEEDS PART-TIME INSTALLATION SUPERVISION YOUR CITY. $200.00 PER DAY
POSSIBLE. SEND RESUME: MELVIN COHEN, 1620 N. FEDERAL HIGHWAY. BOYNTON BEACH, FLA 33435. ENCLOSE 13e
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

EARN BIG MONEY! Stuff/Address Envelopes. Details -Send stamped envelope. R.C. Kerr, Box 4321 AU, Long
Beach, CA 90804.
FREE INFORMATION. FOURTEEN ways to convert
SPARE TIME into CASH. Send Self Addressed envelope.

280

South

Prospect. Hagerstown,

Maryland

21740.

ALTEC WARRANTY STATION

T.R.H.S., P.O. Box 5184, College Station, Texas 77844.

Lone Pine Calif.

PROFESSIONAL HI-FI COURSE-Instructors include Len
Feldman. Julian Hirsch, Larry Klein, and Larry Zide. Home
study course also available. Send $1.00 for audio primer and
full information on joining Society Audio Consultants, 393
5th Ave., New York City 10016.

Hazlewood,

MUSICAL SPEAKERS REPAIRED

and Intrigue of Old every month. One year subscription $16.

OLD RADIO SHOWS on tape and cassettes. Thousands to
pick from; as low as S1.00 per hour.
Good Old Radio

PROFESSIONAL HI-FI COURSE -Instructors include ten
Feldman, Julian Hirsch, Larry Klein, and Larry Zidl. Home
study course also available. Send $1.00 for audio primer and
full information or visit HI-FI EXPO, Dept A. 393 5th Ave..
New York City 10016

BASF TAPE: Studio Series or Cr02 C-60-$33/20;
C-90-$48/20; C-120-$64/20. Low Noise/High Output
C-60-$26/20; C-90-$38/20; C-120-$50/20. Add

RENT Open Reel or Cassette Prerecorded tape. All labels.
Catalog $1.00. Tape & Time, P.O. Box 740, Hopkins, Minn.

SONAR'S OPEN REEL TAPES. Duped one-to-one from the
master. Quad and stereo; V4, h track; Ph, 15 ips; 7", 101/2"

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS! Design and understand Digital
Circuits. Increase technical competence. Complete and guaranteed course is highly effective. $10.00. Free literature.
DYNASIGN, Box 60AM, Wayland, Mass. 01778.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 4305B, Washington, D.C. 20012.

N.A.B. Audio, Box 7, Ottawa, Illinois 61350.

BECAUSE OF OUR PHILOSOPHY of quality without compromise, our audio service business is growing. If you are an
experienced technician with this same philosophy, we have a
place for you. Send resume to service manager, Pro Audio
383 40th Street, Oakland, Calif. 94609

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION

SHORTWAVE

Hughes Electronics Service

45 Dunn St., Asheville, N.C. 28806

# 1 SOURCE for custom speaker systems, kits. enclosures, foam grills, crossovers, raw speakers, veneers, vinyl.
YOUR

Warehouse prices. Surprising info

-

13c. CSS, Algonac, Mich.

HEAR POLICE FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs show receivers;
exclusive directories of "confidential" channels. Send 10c
stamp. Communications, Box 56AU, Commack, New York

11725.

58001
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COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT

-

-

-

LINEARS Buy Below
SCANNERS
MARINE
CB
Wholesale! Save up to 50%. Buy Direct From Factory Warehouse! Guaranteed Lowest Prices Anywhere! Catalog $1.00:
WHITLOCK INTERNATIONAL P.O. Box 131, Westland, Michigan 48185.

PLANS & KITS
CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN speaker enclosure. Send $2.00
for drawing to: Creightney Sounds, 140-25 169th Street, Jamaica, N.Y. 11434.

YOUR

BUILD

OWN

BASS -REFLEX

SPEAKER

EN-

CLOSURES. Send $6.95 for book containing over 1600 different designs. Portco Sound, Box 6365, Portland, Oregon

97206.

t:ITIZENS BAND, at America's lowest prices! Catalog 50c.
OHIO C.B. OUTLET, 1040 Meadowbrook, Warren, OH 44484.
DON'T MISS THE 'DISCO WAGON'! Excellent complete
ne of discotheque equipment from West Germany are avail Ale to fulfill your needs. Request your information package
today. Write ta: D.T.S.. Dept. DISCO, P.O. Box 16049,
SEATTLE, WA. 98116 Reserve your territory in time!
ALL PURPOSE INTERCOM
AND PAGING SYSTEMS
The latest at the lowest
cost for apartment houses.
offices and homes.
Tektone Sound & Signal Mfg.
Killian Dr.
Lake Park, Florida 33403
1331

S.

(305) 844-2383

RECORDING & P.A. ENTHUSIASTS! PLANS & PARTS FOR
AUDIO MIXERS, PREAMPS-INCLUDING MIKES, PHONOS,
LINES, PAN POTS. SAVE
FOR

BIG. SEND STAMPED

ENVELOPE

INFORMATION:

ONOREJ

AUDIO

BOX 7874
LONG BEACH, CA.

90807

WANTED TO
BUY OR TRADE
PANASONIC RS-296US Cassette Changer. Sherwin, 8176
E. Hunters Hill Dr., Englewood, CO 80110

Custom designed Library Cases will
protect your magazine copies. These
files are rugged and made with a
rich Kivar cover. Shipped postage
paid. Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20;
6 for $37. Return the order form below with your payment.

library cases.
Please send me
Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20; 6 for
$37. My check or money order is

SONY TC -850 Head Ass'ys. 319-895-8791
ONE KENWOOD KR -6170 Jumbo receiver and two realistic
DNR-1 Dolby units. Terrence Fraser, R.D # 1, Box 299, New

PHOTOGRAPHY
12 EXPOSURE Roll Kodacolor Film developed -printed jumbo, $1.50. Capri Color, Box 831, Laredo, Texas 78040.

SLIDES on Hollywood movies. Box 4970, Glinton, New Jersey 08809.

My Name

KENWOOD AUDIO LAB SCOPE-Excellent/mint condition. B. Zoon, 5402 Phelps Luck Drive, Columbia, Md. 21045.
301-730-6082 after 6 P.M.

Company
Address
Zip

State

City

Roulette. MerRECORDS WANTED-Sarah
cury and other labels. Near new condition. R. Meyer, 2670
Vaughan LP's

-

Mail to: Audio,
401 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

Cupid St., New Orleans, La. 70014.

WANTED: Dust cover -mod SDC-5 for Sansui OD -5500 open
reel. Jerry Murray Kamiak Apt C-3, Pullman, WA 99163

HIGH FIDELITY
NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2' REPLACEMENT
DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID. BIG QUANTITY DISCOUNTS, FREE SPECIFICATIONS, AURATONE, BOX
580-29, DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.

enclosed.

Cumberland, W.Va. 26047

L

Allow four weeks for delivery.

WHY RABID STEREO FREAKS
LOVE OUR WOOFERS.
F

DYNAKITS, DYNASPEAKERS

Lowest Prices IAD, IMF Displayed. Underground HiFi, 324C Broadwater Road, Arnold,
Md. 21012. (301) 647-0919.
-

CONTROL I-AUTOMATIC SIGNAL ACTIVATED SHUT
OFF for Hi-Fi components, $49.95. Details, ElectroMedia Design. Inc.. Box 26, Livingston, NJ 07039.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
UP TO 60% DISCOUNT. Name brand instruments. Catalog.
Freeport Music. 114R Mahan St.. W. Babylon, N.Y. 11704

OFF on new pianos & organs Catalogue. Liberty Music. Bee 88. E. Weymouth, Mass. 02189.

$300-$1200

Quality. Affordable quality.
Affordable because we sell
our stereo speakers as
money -saving kits you can
assemble in a couple of
hours with simple tools.
For the whole tail wagging story, just send

Because we make them

ourselves. With the new
butyl rubber surround (the
soft outer rim of the woofer
that supports the cone).
With voice -coils wound with
hi -temp wire on aluminum
heat -sinking formers to
handle the power of
modern amps without

in the mailing label
below (print clearly),
and we'll send
you a free 32 -

burnout.
Audiophiles are rabid
about them for the same
reasons they're rabid
about our pedigreed
tweeters, midranges,
kits and accessories.

page catalog
and speaker

building manual.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIS MODULES: Designs,
kits, plans & parts. For info: send SASE or 25c in coin, CFR

ASSOCIATES, PUB

F,

Newton, NH 03858.

BOOKS
STEREO OWNERS HANDBOOK, a stereo consultant and
technical advisor, $4.50 or stamped envelope for details. ECE
P.O. Box 2074 Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452

WORLD'S Most Outspoken Publication. Natural Health, Heal-

AD -5
NAME

I

ADDRESS

LCITY

STATE

ZIP

J

ing, Organic Gardening. Free Copy. Provoker Press, St. Cath-

arines 165, Ontario L2R 7C9

MAIL TO:

Dept. AD -5, 5500 35th N.E., Seattle, Wa. 98105

PROFESSIONALS TALK ABOUT THE NEW MARANTZ TUNER AND AMPS.

The Marantz 1070 integrated amp is
close to optimum in performance
and the low price makes it an even

better value:

In December, 1974, sound engineers and audiophiles were invited to examine and
discuss the new Marantz Stereo Console Amplifiers featuring models 1040
and 1070 and the new Marantz 112 AM/FM Stereo Tuner.
The following comments were taken from that taped discussion.

"The circuitry is now full complementary direct coupled to the
speaker terminals. As a result, the
damping factor is much improved at low
frequencies where it counts:'

The 1070 Stereo Amp
"As far as good basic features are
concerned, it's comparable to units costing twice as much:'

"It maintains al l the features of the
Marantz 1060, plus it adds a number of
features of its own. For instance, it now
has graphic slide -type tone controls,
two tape monitors and a versatile mode
selector switch:'
"With the 1070 you have a full range
of tone controls like bass, mid range and

treble slide controls plus preamp out and
main in jacks:'
"I feel strongly about the preamp
out jacks. You can re -equalize tape
recordings, insert equalizers or even add
electronic cross-overs into the chain'.'
"One major feature that I like in the
1070 is its ambience circuitry. Essentially
it's a speaker matrix or pseudo 4-channel.
This means you can get into simulated
4-channel sound by just adding a second
pair of speakers'.'

"The output circuitry now includes a
speaker protection relay circuit and turn
on delay:'
"There's improved thermal stability.
This buys long term reliability as well
as improved performance:'

The 1040 Stereo Amp
"The new 1040 integrated amp is
rated at 20 watts minimum continuous
power per channel with no more than
0.3% total harmonic distortion, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, both channels driven into
an 8 ohm load:'

"It also has the ambience circuitry
for simulated 4 -channel. Most all of the
features of the 1070 are on the 1040"

The 112 Tuner
"It's got phase lock loop, a Dolby"*
de -emphasis switch and a number of
other high-performance features. There're
no gimmicks in it. Every feature is

practical:'
"A complete system including the
tuner plus either the 1070 integrated
amp or the 1040 integrated amp gives
performance you couldn't get in most
receivers and still costs less than $500:'
112

The Marantz 1070 Amp, 1040 Amp
and 112 Tuner are just part of the exciting
new Marantz component line starting
as low as $199.95. Each of them reflects
the kind of technical expertise and
engineering excellence that has made
Marantz the choice of professionals
world-wide. Stop by your local dealer
and see the entire Marantz line. Or send
for a free catalog.
Marantz. Ask an expert.

"It's an excellent performance
component for a modest price:'

"In addition to t he step up in power
to 35 watts minimum continuous power
per channel with no more than 0.3%
total harmonic distortion, 20 Hz to 20
kHz both channels driven into an 8 ohm
load, the circuitry is direct coupled:'
`Dolby System under license from Dolby Laboratories, Inc. ©1975 Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope, Inc., 8150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, CA 91352. In Europe: Super scope Europe, S.A., Brussels, Belgium. In Canada: Superscope Canada, Ltd., Ontario. In the Far East: Marantz Far East, Tokyo, Japan. Prices and models subject to change without
notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

The new Sherwood S9910.
Everything you hear is true.
has all the power you need [at the
lowest achievable level of distortion]: 100 watts per channel [minimum RMS both channels driven at
8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz], with Total
Harmonic Distortion no more than
0.1%. The componentry used to
It

achieve this rating features exceptional stability characteristics: a
para leled OCL direct -coupled out pu: configuration ... twin 15,000 µf
filter capacitors ... and a zener regulates secondary power supply.
has all the controls you need for
fully flexible centralized operation:
5 -position Mode switch, 6-position
Selector switch, 8 -position Speaker
switch. Two Tape Monitor circuits
[wits a two-way, inter -deck dubbing
capability]. Front -panel Mic Input
and Mixing, with a frequency response suitable for use with a professional caliber microphone. And
a Main-In/Pre-Out switch, which allovvs independent usage of the
main amplifier section. You can operate two speaker groupings, two
turntables, three tape decks and
any auxiliary equipment-with no
discernible white noise.
It

It has State -of -the -Art tuner specs:
an IHF FM Sensitivity rating of 9.9

dBf [1.7µV]. Four-ganged tuning
capacitors, dual -gate MOS FET's
provide superior image rejection
and spurious response rejection,
with minimal cross modulation. The
digital detector introduces
absolutely no distortion to the signal, and never requires alignment.
The Ceramic FM IF Filters are
matched for optimal phase linearity.
The Phase Lock Loop integrated
circuitry in the multiplex decoder
improves separation and SCA rejection, while limiting distortion.
has all the features you need for
the purest sound: Loudness
It

Compensation and Hi -Filter
switches; separate detented Bass,
Midrange and Treble controls [each
with exceptional variance characteristics]; and a master Tone
Defeat switch, for instant reference
to flat response. Switchable FM
Stereo Only and FM Muting. Dual
tuning meters. And a Positune` Indicator LED, which visually signals
perfect tuning.
has switchable FM de -emphasis
[25 µsec. and 75 µsec.], to accommodate an outboard noise reduction unit. A built-in Ambience
It

Retrieval System, which adds much
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of the extra coloration you get with

true 4 -channel sound. And a
4 -channel adaptor circuit, which
makes it easy to convert to the real
thing.
has plug-in driver boards [to facilitate servicing], which feature an
I.C. differential amplifier input for
stable operation regardless of temperature fluctuations.
It

has relay speaker protection circuitry, which 'automatically disengages your speakers, if a potentially damaging situation arises.
It

has everything we've mentioned.
has some features we haven't
mentioned.
It
It

Best of all, it has a price of
less than $700.*

Sherwood Electronic
Laboratories
4300'North California Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618

SHERWOOD
Everything you hear is true.
*The v.rwe shown

1, for urtormalional pu'poses oni,
The actual resale pace will be set by the Ind.vidr.a
Sherwood Dealer at hIs option
...
Is constructed of select plywood :. 'l

veneer covering

